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This thesis deals with the experimental application of a system identification tech
nique called pseudo-linear identification (PLID). PLID is a discrete-time, multi-input,
multi-output (MEMO), state space, simultaneous parameter estimator and one step ahead
state predictor of linear time invariant systems. No measurements are assumed perfect
under PLED; that is the inputs and outputs are allowed to have zero mean white gaussian
(ZMWG) additive noise. Furthermore, the states are also assumed to have additive
ZMWG noise.
Like most system identification techniques, PLED requires the system to be com
pletely controllable and observable under the given actuator and sensor suite. The only
firm assumption made on model structure is that the transfer function be strictly proper;
that is, the frequency response is bounded and tends towards zero as frequency is in
creased to infinity. Pole and zero locations are not confined; indeed, unstable systems can
be identified, and furthermore, they can be controlled because PLED provides simultane
ous one step ahead state predictions. Developed by Hopkins et. al. in 1988 [1], this
method has seen little application (due in part to its youth); however, it is shown in the
following pages to be a powerful technique for performing state space system identifica
tion, as well as on-line model order reduction.
The experiment involves applying PLED to a 3-Dimensional (3-D) kinematic truss
structure (referred to here forward as the "testbed") in a batch mode (off-line). Batch
mode identification, by definition, implies that the testbed does not change appreciably
between the time it was identified and the time it will be controlled. For most kinematic
structures, this is true. PLED can be used for real-time (on-line) system identification.
However, due to the complexity of typical structures (e.g., flexible mechanical systems),
vi
and the high bandwidth of control (hundreds of hertz), this is not possible with current
personal computer (PC) based controllers.
Ultimately, the state space model generated by PLED will be used to design a
closed loop controller for the testbed that will increase its damping twenty fold, from ap
proximately 0.25% zeta to 5% zeta. Due to time constraints, we will only show simula
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Building upon the work of Salut et.al. [2] and Chen et.al. [3], Hopkins et.al. [1]
derive a method of simultaneously estimating the system parameters and predicting the
one-step ahead state vector of the most up to date system estimate. As the above sen
tence implies, the process of state and parameter prediction/estimation is a recursive one.
This is different from a
"bootstrap"
method where the state and parameter estimates are
carried out separately.
The algorithm developed by Hopkins et.al. is called pseudo-linear identification
(PLED) which gets its name, in part, from the algorithm nonlinearities that arise from si
multaneous parameter and state estimation. PLED applies to discrete-time, linear, multi-
input, multi-output (MEMO) stochastic systems, whose inputs, outputs, and states are all
corrupted by ZMWG noise with known auto and cross covariances. Conditioned on all
past history of the input and output measurements up to and including the current time,
PLED is shown in Hopkins et.al. to be the optimal conditional mean estimator, in the mean
square error sense.
Hopkins et.al. go on to show that PLED converges to the true system parameters
w.p.l. Of course, such convergence can only be guarantied if all conditions previously
mentioned are met. However, PLED is robust to deviations from those conditions that will
yield optimal performance and certain convergence. Indeed, it is shown here that PLED
remains a highly useful tool for the system identification (SYSED) of slowly time varying,
weakly non-linear, infinite dimensional systems.
The bulk of this work involves an in-depth application ofPLED to a four foot tall,
3-D kinematic truss structure (referred to as the testbed), whose vibrations are acted upon
by piezo-ceramic wafers and sensed using piezo-ceramic based accelerometers. PLED is
applied in a batch mode, where the input/output data is collected using a PC based data
acquisition system and processed using a MATLAB implementation of PLED cast in a
square root filter form for maximum numerical accuracy and stability. The identified
model is to be used in a state feedback control system whose purpose is to reduce vibra
tions. Closed loop control results were not available due to a lack of a suitable computer
controller; however, some candidate control methods are discussed.
By "slowly
time-varying"
we mean that the system whose input/output data is be
ing processed does not change in a meaningful way faster than PLED can reach a satisfac
tory level of convergence to the plant parameters. That is, since PLED will continually
converge, at some point the user will be satisfied that the model is of sufficient fidelity to
be used in the proposed application. Depending on the system order and available com
pute power, convergence can require anywhere from less than a second to many hours. Ef
the system is time invariant relative to both the convergence speed and the maximum tol
erable model error, then PLED can be used successfully for SYSED.
"Weakly
non-linear"
is also subject to the relative metric of "satisfactory conver
gence"
If the actuation levels used to excite the system to collect sensor data are similar
to those levels expected during operation, and any deviation from such a case results in
acceptable model error, then PLED can be used. For the testbed investigated here, a 2x (6
dB) increase in the actuation levels results in no less than a 1.78x (5 dB) increase in the
sensor output. For this study, such non-linearity is acceptable. Each case will be different,
and no "rule of
thumb"
generally applies.
A mathematical description of the testbed's vibrational characteristic is desired.
This is often referred to as characterizing the eigenstructure of the testbed. Contained in
the eigenstructure are the eigenvalues (or natural frequencies) and damping ratios, and ei-
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genvectors (mode shapes). A set of each of these parameters is obtained for each vibra
tional resonance of the structure. Being a distributed or continuous system (as opposed to
a discrete or lumped-parameter system), the testbed has a huge number of resonances ex
tending from a few hertz to beyond a gigahertz, with possibly billions of unique reso
nances within this bandwidth.
Fortunately for structural vibration control applications we are typically only inter
ested in vibrations below say 10 or 20 kHz. For this investigation we are limiting the
bandwidth to below 200 Hz. Even with the bandwidth limited to 200 Hz, we still must
contend with dozens of lightly damped vibrational resonances (often called "resonant
modes"
or simply "modes"). Recall from basic physics that at the frequency of a particu
lar resonance, the system is largely acting as a simple spring-mass-dashpot (or R-L-C)
system with a dominant spring and mass exchanging kinetic and potential energy harmoni
cally. Such a system requires two states to describe the
"state"
of the two energy storage
devices. Thus, for a testbed with 18 modes below 200 Hz, 36 states are required to model
this system. Although 36 states is small relative to some complex systems, it quite suffi
ciently difficult to thoroughly test PLED.
This testbed consists of 6 tubular struts, (3 feet long) which rise up from a base
from three points. That is, 2 of the 6 struts (referred to as bipods) are anchored to the
same point, and these 3 points lie on a circle that is approximately 30 inches in diameter.
One strut from one bipod then connects to a strut from an adjacent bipod, forming 3
points where struts meet at the upper end. Upon these three points is set a heavy prism
shaped truss structure, 12 inches on a side, which is meant to behave rigidly in our fre
quency band of interest. This upper prism-shaped




Each strut has a different cross-sectional area. This was done to break up the
test-
bed's symmetry to increase coupling between the vibrational resonances.
The overall goal is to reduce the vibrations present in the UDF. Thus, sensors are
place on the UDF. To make the problem non-trivial, but of reasonable complexity, three
accelerometers are placed at the corners of the UDF just above the points where the struts
meet. Since all non-acoustic vibrations must be coming up from the struts, the logical
place for the actuators is on the struts themselves.
The actuators were also placed there for an additional purpose. One might wonder
why we didn't use an actuator that could be
"collocated"
with the sensor, there by reaping
all of the benefits of collocation. We felt that with a model of sufficient quality and a con
troller designed intelligently, collocation should not be a necessary condition for successful
loop closure. Further, sometimes collocation has its own set ofproblems, such as a physi
cal inability to place both sensor and actuator in the same location.
Acting as a rigid body, the UDF will have 6 resonances, 1 for each of its degrees
of freedom (DOF). Again, the springs acting upon the UDF are the 6 struts. If each strut
were exactly the same, and the UDF were precisely symmetric, then the UDF's 6 reso
nances would consist of: 1) delta-Z mode (i.e.; translating in the vertical or Z direction), 2)
a theta-Z mode where the UDF rotates about the Z-axis, 3) a translational mode where the
UDF vibrates parallel to the floor in the X direction or "delta-X
mode"
(as defined by a
Cartesian coordinate system), 4) a delta-Y translational mode, 5) a theta-X (tip), 6) and a
theta-Y (tilt) mode. The theta X and Y modes are often coupled with the delta X and Y
modes by structural non-uniformity. We wish to increase this coupling so that we can
observe all 6 resonances with our 3 sensors. To do this, we simply varied the wall thick
ness ofeach strut. In this arrangement, even the theta-Z mode will cause some translation
and tip/tilt to occur. This is because, as the UDF rotates, each strut will get pulled, but
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due to the varying stiffnesses, each strut will allow different deflections, thus inducing
motions other than pure theta-Z.
Each of these struts will have its own resonances, since the struts have both stiff
ness (K) and mass (M). Being essentially one dimensional, each strut will vibrate much
like a string, forming numerous harmonics with increasing frequency. Each strut will have
2 first bending modes whose spatial wavelength is twice the length of the strut. Each will
have 2 second bending modes with wavelengths equal to the strut length, vibrating at
some higher frequency, followed in frequency by a third mode, and so on. Being 3 feet
long, these struts are almost certain to have at least their first bending modes below 200
Hz; that is, these 6 struts will add 12 modes or 24 states to the math model.
These modes will greatly complicate our analysis, so we sought to minimize their
observability from the accelerometers. By making the UDF as heavy as possible and the
struts as light as possible we reduce the dynamic influence a strut can have on the UDF. A
heavily constructed UDF has the added benefit ofmaking it as rigid as possible, eliminat
ing its own resonances from our bandwidth (0-200 Hz). This worked reasonably well
with the first 12 bending modes of the struts which were measured at a frequency of -60
Hz. The 6 rigid body modes fell between 130 and 250 Hz, intermixed with the strut's
second bending modes which were between 215 and 240 Hz. Falling between 310 and
350 Hz were the third strut bending modes. No significant modes were observed between
350 and 450 Hz.
All 6 struts were instrumented with piezoelectric wafers at their mid-points. To
reduce the number of channels needed in our data acquisition system, we wired 2 of the
struts which have a common upper vertex to actuate in unison. That is, they were driven
in phase by the same command. Our (MEMO) system thus has 3 inputs and 3 outputs.
Despite the weight of the UDF, one of the twelve 2nd strut bending modes was
"strong"
enough to have a significant gain. Thus, 6 UDF + 1 strut modes (14 states) were
to be modeled. Ofthese, 3 fell below 200 Hz to be controlled; i.e., damped or attenuated.
To help limit high frequency resonances from aliasing back into our bandwidth of
interest, 1 pole analog low pass filters were placed at a frequency of 120 Hz before the
input to the actuators. For additional anti-alias protection 2 pole Butterworth smoothing
filters (Fb = 1300 Hz) were used to filter the command signal to the actuator. PLED will
have to also account for the 120 Hz filter pole, increasing the number of states to be iden
tified to 15. Further, the 2 pole anti-alias filter, although at a much higher frequency, will
cause a significant phase shift to occur at 200 Hz and thus must be modeled, bringing the
total to 17 states.
A few more states will be needed to "smooth
over"
the small ripples caused by the
strut's first bending modes. We wish to smooth over these modes so as not to waste too
many states capturing details that are only 5 dB in magnitude and are at an overall low
gain level.
Using a sample rate of 8*200 Hz
= 1,600 Hz, data was collected by exciting all
three of the actuators, while simultaneously recording the sensor outputs with 12-bit ana
log-to-digital (A/D) converters. PLED's accuracy was tested with model sizes ranging
from 6 to 64 states. BothMEMO and SEMO models were generated.
Each model was compared to experimental transfer functions generated by a high
resolution sine-sweep using the Hewlett Packard 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer (here
forward referred to as the "HP"). A comparison was also made between PLED's one step
ahead sensor prediction to the actual measured sensor output. This "signal to prediction
error"
RMS ratio was used to quantify the model quality.
The SEMO models performed the best, with a signal to prediction error ratio of 46
dB. That is, the sensor signal RMS was 46 dB or 200x higher than the sensor error. Con
sidering that the 12-bit A/D converters have approximately 60 dB of total dynamic range,
the results are very encouraging.
We feel that these SEMO models could be combined to yield a MEMO model of
equivalent quality. This is an area of current research and will only be briefly touched on
here.
Using these models, a modern controller is simulated. Due to computer limitations
and budget constraints, it was never tested. The simulation results are presented here.
1.0 Review ofLiterature
Due to the length and experimental nature of this thesis, we have not made a com
prehensive review of the numerous publications on this subject. Instead, we have chosen
to research 2 methods that the author feels have particular merit and applicability to plants
similar to ours. Furthermore, the system identification methods described below are
commercially available, allowing the reader to obtain the algorithms without requiring an
extensive coding effort. These methods have a proven track record, and have been ap
plied to a wide range of systems.
1.1 A Fast Method
The first method was developed over many years by researchers in different engi
neering fields. It was, in a sense, summarized and popularized by Benjamin Friedlander in
August of 1982, in his paper "Lattice Filters for Adaptive
Processing"
[4]. Et was com
mercialized by a company called dsp Technologies. At dsp Technologies, Dick Benson
coded the algorithm into a portable device called "SigLab 20-22". SigLab contains a
Texas Instruments (TI) C3 1 DSP chip which runs the algorithm at near real-time rates. A
40th
order S1SO run may only require 10 to 30 seconds. The method (as implemented by
dsp Technologies) appears to be limited to about 50 state S1SO systems, but this covers a
relatively large set of real world problems and thus it deserves attention
- if for nothing
else but its speed.
We have coded the algorithm inMATLAB and applied it to some of the data sets
that were obtained from the actual testbed. Showing these results jumps the gun a bit,
since no details of how the data was generated are presented in this chapter. How this
data was obtained is explained in great detail in subsequent chapters. A very brief over
view of the theory behind this method is provided in Appendix F.
Several simulations were made using the lattice filter. Five pages ofMATLAB
code is all it takes, indicating the algorithm's simplicity. First, a simple
6th
order SISO
system was simulated and run through the lattice ED. Noise was added to the sensor sig
nal, and is shown in all ofthe plots below. We started with a very high (unobtainable) sig
nal to noise (s/n) ratio of 100 dB as a baseline test. As expected, the algorithm did very
well, essentially exactly matching the bode plot across the entire bandwidth. Most impres
sive is the run time. It only took approximately 10 seconds to run through 40 time steps.
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Fig. 1.1-2) PZ-Map Results, Red
=
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= Actual Plant, s/n
= lOOdB
Next we tried a high, but obtainable s/n ratio if a 16 bit A/D were used to collect
the data using a high precision sensor; with 16 bits, 80 dB is possible. The
bode plot still
shows virtually no error (not shown for
brevity). However, the dead-beat zeros (near z
=
OjO) are moving away from their actual location.
Because the movement is symmetrical,
and they surround the true zeros at z
= OjO, there is virtually no bode distortion.
Since we are using a 12 bit converter
whose LSB is toggling, 60 dB s/n is achiev
able; Fig. 1.1-3 shows the bode plot. Still, only a slight
distortion is visible near the peak
at 500 Hz. With such an accurate bode plot, one would
expect that the PZ-map would
still be nearly perfect. Interestingly, this is not the
case. All of the estimated poles and
zeros are now visible in Fig. 1.1-4, with significant error in the pole
location near
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Fig. 1.1-3) Bode Results, Red-o
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Reducing the s/n to 50 dB, we can now see about a 1 dB error near the
2nd
peak at
500 Hz, with a corresponding phase error of
7
(see Fig. 1.1-5). These are still very small
errors which conceal the turbulence seen in the PZ-map ofFig. 1.1-6.
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Fig. 1.1-5) Bode Results, Red-o
=
EDd, Green
= Actual Plant, s/n
= 50dB
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PZmap of IDd Poles & Zeros in Red, Acutal in Green, Signal/Noise = 50dB
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Fig. 1.1-6) PZ-Map Results, Red
=
EDd, Green = Actual Plant, s/n
= 50dB
From the PZ-map ofFig. 1.1-6 (50 dB case) one might think that these aren't even
the same system since there is a zero at 0.5+jO, and only 1 complex pole is near the 2 pairs
near 0.5j0.5. Still, the bode plot tells us that this model is good enough for even high
precision control system design.
Et is not until we decrease the signal to noise ratio to 30 dB that we see serious
model error. Even so, the bode plot accuracy is not un-usable, again despite the ugliness
of the PZ-map. En the experimental world, one does not have the luxury of overlaying
ED'd and actual pole/zero locations on the z-plane. We can only rely on the bode plots
and time domain data. Furthermore, as we have seen, the PZ-map is misleading and can
make one conclude that a model is
"bad"
when it is quite useful. Thus, in subsequent
chapters, we stop showing the PZ-map to avoid needlessly wasting space.
13
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Fig. 1.1-7) Bode Results, Red-o
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Fig. 1.1-8) PZ-Map Results, Red
=
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= Actual Plant, s/n
= 30dB
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To test the algorithm's sensitivity to relatively fast gain/phase changes (i.e., lightly
damped dynamics), a complex zero was added at -0.3+0.85J which has a magnitude of
0.901 . This is not a change in model order, just bode magnitude. As expected with an 80
dB s/n, the match is very good, having only 0.03 dB gain and
0.1
phase maximum errors.
Decreasing the s/n ratio to 50 dB creates a model error significant enough to be a
potential problem for a high performance controller. This error (seen in Fig. 1.1-9) has
created a 21 dB mismatch which is much worse than the 0.8 dB error seen in Fig. 1.1-5
which has the same s/n ratio. Thus, it appears that the algorithm is significantly more sen
sitive to lightly damped dynamics; which is expected since lightly damped dynamics are
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Finally, a large (36 state) model was simulated and run through the lattice ED.
This model is referred to as model #3 and is described in more detail in chapter 5, so we
will not discuss it here. Two cases were run, 1 nearly noiseless (90 dB s/n) and 1 with 60
dB, about the same noise level as was applied to PLED.
Run time for 400 iterations was just over 10 minutes, which is very fast indeed.
With 90 dB s/n, the algorithm did very well. Some distortion occurs nearNyquist, but this
is not unusual and a control system should not be operated near this frequency anyway.
The weakly observable modes near 300 Hz are not modeled well, but they're going to be a
difficult challenge for any system identification method (Fig. 1.1-10). The PZ-map shows
why these modes are not modeled well, and what happened nearNyquist (Fig. 1.1-1 1).

































Fig. 1.1-10) Bode Results, Red-o
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Fig. 1.1-11) PZ-Map Results, Red
=
EDd, Green
= Actual Plant, s/n
=
90dB, 36 states
When the s/n ratio is reduced to 60 dB, significant errors are seen. Still, the model
is not useless, and with time averaging and some other tricks of the trade the s/n ratio
might be increased to the point where model error is tolerable. En fact, ifall we wanted to
do is damp the
1st
two modes, this model would probably be sufficient.
Clearly, this technique is worth putting in one's "SYSED
Toolbox"
Its computa
tion efficiency, and thus speed, make it a very attractive choice for SISO SYSED when the
signal to noise ratio is high. AMEMO extension may be possible, but is beyond the scope
of this thesis (perhaps another degree. . .).
17
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Fig. 1.1-13) PZ-Map Results, Red
=
EDd, Green
= Actual Plant, s/n
=
60dB, 36 states
1.2 AMethod for Large Systems
Although the lattice filter method is powerful, it has difficulty with models of 50
states or larger, and as ofyet, we do not know of a MEMO extension. The second tech
nique described herewas developed by Dr. Robert Jacques, who's method is sold by ACX
which also currently employs Dr. Jacques. MATLAB based, the technique has a conven
ient interface, and is highly automated. There are very few techniques which offer this
level of automation combined with this level of quality results. The underlying code was
put into FORTANMEX-files for ultimate speed. The technique is too complex for us to
code here, but we wish to describe it and discuss some of the results that ACX advertises
this method can achieve. Appendix G gives a briefoverview of the algorithm's theory.
"On-line System Identification and Control for Flexible
Structures"
is the title of
Dr.
Jacques'
thesis, dated May 1994 from the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, and
sponsored under a NASA grant NAGW-1335 [5]. This has only recently (in 1995) be
came commercially available. The term
"on-line"
is used to describe a batch SYSED tech
nique which can only handle slow or infrequent time variations of the plant; i.e., those that
occur over hours. It is on-line in the sense that no human intervention is needed to spring
the SYSED into action, but it is not adaptive since the system identification uses open loop
data. Jacques calls the method "EFORSELS", which stands for "Integrated Frequency
domain Observability Range Space Extraction and Least Square parameter estimation al
gorithm"
Similar in numerical robustness to Markov parameter based algorithms, it has
many ofthe same strengths and weaknesses ofPLED. However, this is where the similari
ties end. Three main differences between PLED and EFORSELS are:
1) Transfer function data is used by EFORSELS instead oftime domain data.
2) A non-linear least squares (LS) optimization algorithm is used to improve the
accuracy of the initial model.
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3) A Balance Realization (BR) model order reduction method is integrated with
the above 2 items.
Each ofthese features are discussed in appendix G along with a brief theoretical overview.
For brevity, only the key algorithm elements are touched on here.
Jacques points out that most SYSED methods produces an over-parameterized
model, where extra states are used to reduce errors caused by slight errors in other state
estimates. To correct this shortcoming Jacques iteratively applies LS and BR to produce
the best, smallest model (see Fig. 1.2-1). The benefit of using a frequency domain ap
proach is that this data representation is compact and is almost always measured by the






















Fig. 1.2-1) EFORSELS Algorithm Basic
Flow Diagram
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After the initial subspace id, the LS algorithm attempts to improve the model.
Model order reduction is only slight so as not to cause the LS algorithm to diverge. A
loop ofmodel reduction and LS estimation is entered. Upon a measured increase in the
cost functional, the loop is exited. The BR algorithm used is the same one coded in
MATLAB.
Before the model tuning procedure is implemented, a model synthesis method is
needed to provide a
"good"
initial guess for the model tuning algorithm. Jacques sought
to develop a technique which could operate on transfer function data directly without the
need for an inverse Fourier transform, and thus does not require uniformly space fre
quency data. He built on the
"ORSE"
(Observability Range Space Extraction) algorithm
developed by Lui [9].
Jacques'
algorithm places no requirement on the uniformity of the frequency
points. This is a very important feature, because if one wishes to control a flexible
structure over more than 2 decades of frequency, it is best to vary the number of fre
quency points based on the modal density. Ifnot, to cover the entire frequency axis with
linearly spaced points of sufficient density to capture the resonant peaks will require tens
of thousands ofpoints. Such a large number is wasteful and will greatly increase the com
putational load.
In his thesis, Jacques shows how a transition from 1-g (earth) to a micro-g envi
ronment (orbit) can cause modal frequency shifts of as much as 20%, and damping
changes ofup to 71%. These shifts were seen using theMACE (Middeck Active Control
Experiment) hardware which flew on a Space Shuttle mission. These changes make
SYSED a near necessity for space based systems which intend to maintain high perform
ance.
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MACE was a 7 input, 5 output experiment for improving pointing accuracy by
using 3 axis reaction wheel, 2 piezoelectric bending actuators, and a 2 axis gimbal for ac
tuation. The 5 sensors were 2 strain gauges, and 3 rate gyroscopes used to measure
iner-
tial attitude of the assemble. All of this hardware was mounted on what is essentially a
flexible 2-D beam. As simple as that sounds, the integrated unit has approximately 80 dy
namic states.
The final model identified in fact had 80 states, 7 inputs, and 5 outputs. The fidel
ity of the model is impressive to say the least and is fully MEMO. Over the frequency
range of 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz, model error was less than 4% (based on l2 norm). This accu
racy is excellent, and it is important to note that it was achieved over 3 decades of fre
quency.
Another testbed was used which is based atMIT, called the SERC Interferometer.
SERC stands for "Space Engineering Research Center". Formed from a 3.5 meter tetra
hedron, each side is made from 13 bay aluminum triangular trusses. The testbed is com
plete with control sensors, actuators, and disturbance sources. A 70 Hz low pass 4-pole
Bessel filter is applied to white noise, which in turn is sent to the disturbance source. The
result is a richly excited structure between 5 Hz and 500 Hz. This structure has both very
lightly (0. 1%) and fairly heavily (5%) damped resonances. The best fit model contain 236
states with 3 inputs and 2 outputs. The total execution time was 38 minutes using a Cray
X-MP This is very impressive, in fact, it is the most impressive MEMO system identifica






This section is organized into 2 brief subsections in which the testbed's design, fab
rication, and instrumentation are discussed. More detail is provided in Appendix H.
Briefly, the testbed was designed under the constraints of 1) transportability, 2) simplicity,
3) and use a maximum of 3 inputs and 3 outputs. Further, to keep cost down, all actua
tors and sensors used had to be readily available in
"surplus"
quantities. This dictated the
sensors as being accelerometers, and the actuators as piezo-electric wafers.
2. 1 Design Criterion
Transportability was a significant design consideration because we wanted the
testbed to serve as a "show and
tell"
piece, albeit an elaborate one. Thus, the weight of
any one piece could not exceed 100 lbs so as 1 person could lift each part. Height was
another constraint due to the desire to suspend the testbed from bungie cords that would
hang from 8 foot long 2x4 studs. Based on this, we chose a maximum height of 4 feet.
To fit through doors, the maximum width was fixed at 30 inches.
Structures are often designed with a truss type geometry. This is because truss
structures are statically determinant. That is, only tension and compression forces exist in
the truss members for any force applied at a truss junction or joint. This design generally
results in a stiff structure for its weight because the truss members are stronger in tension
and compression than in bending. Two dimensional truss structures (i.e., those which
have width and length, but no appreciable depth) are simple to design and build, but they




With the overall design dictated by the design criterion specified in section 2.1, a





Fig. 2.2-1) Rough Sketch ofStructure
2.2.1 Geometry
Using the rough sketch of the testbed, we started the detail design process by en
tering the geometry of Fig. 2.2-1 using some initial-guess dimensions. As mentioned in
section 2.1, the maximum horizontal dimension should be less than a door's width, thus
the support base was set at a 30 inch diameter. Three inches on the outer diameter were
set aside to allow attachment points for the bungie cords. This left a 24 inch diameter cir
cle in which to mount the struts. The lower strut attachment points were placed approxi
mately on the 24 inch diameter circle.
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To ease the geometry entry process into NASTRAN (discussed in Appendix H),
the 3 bipod pairs were to rise up and meet, forming a vertical plane. The vertices of these
bipods then defines the corners of the Upper Rigid Body. If you work out the geometry,
this yields an Upper Rigid Body with 12 inch sides. To add rigidity to this upper body, it
was made into a delta frame shaped like a prism, thus its name was changed to the "Upper
Delta
Frame"
or UDF. A rigid UDF was desired, to keep the number of structural reso
nances within the bandwidth of interest to a minimum. Fig. 2.2.1-1 shows a line-drawing





Fig. 2.2. 1 - 1 ) Top View Line Draw ofStruts and UpperDelta Frame
Detailed drawings of the structure are provided in Appendix C. Inspection of
these drawings will reveal that the UDF is quite massive. Due to the inherent stiffness of a
kinematic mount that the struts provide, we were forced to make it as heavy as possible to
place the rigid body modes of the UDF vibrating on the struts as low as possible. For the
same reasons, we used the thinnest wall aluminum tubing available for the struts. A more
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Fig. 2.2.1-2) Side View ofTestbed
Notice that the struts have a square section placed in their mid-section. As men
tioned in section 2.0, the actuators were dictated by availability, which meant we had to
use piezo-electric wafers. These wafers are a ceramic material, measuring 1.00W x 2.00L
x 0.02T inches, with a chemical makeup of Lead-Zirconate-Titanate, often called PZT.
Although small, they are capable ofproducing significant forces when a voltage is applied
to them (they are described in detail in Appendix H2.3.2). Briefly, a wafer works as an
actuator by contracting or expanding when a voltage is applied to the wafer's terminals.
When attached to a structure with a stiff epoxy, the wafer will impart a shearing force
which, in turn, will contract or expand the underlying structure. Used in this manner, they
are often called "strain actuators", because they strain the substructure material.
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Being ceramic and flat, the wafers require a flat place upon which to be epoxied.
Since it is the struts that are effectively the spring, it makes sense to attach strain actuators
to these stmts. Thus, the round tubes were outfitted with a square section as shown in
Fig. 2.2.1-3.
adapter is needed to







Fig. 2.2.1-3) Cut-away ofSquare Actuator Adapter Section of Support Tubes
Due to the abrupt change in cross-sectional area, grid points will be needed at ei
ther end of the adapter section. These grid points serve another purpose. They provide a
place or mechanism to
"attach"
a force within the NASTRAN model. Actuator modeling
is described in more detail in the next section.
To keep the problem within reach of an ER&D funding level, and achievable within
a 2 to 3 year time frame, we limited the number of actuators to 3, and the number of sen
sors to 3. Two of the
struts'
actuators were wired together such that one command volt
age would stretch the two struts approximately an equal amount. We now have essen
tially 3 actuators which normally means we can only control the tip, tilt, and delta-Z
mo-
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tion of the UDF. This is true for symmetric systems. By intentionally adding asymmetry,
we can couple tip/tilt modes with delta-X/delta-Y modes. Even a theta-Z mode can be
coupled with the other modes.
Asymmetry is added by making each strut out of tubes with a different wall thick
ness. For example, consider ifwe have primarily a theta-Z mode. As the UDF twists, it
will try to impart an equal expansion or compression to the tubes. However, because the
tubes have different stiffness', each tube will not extend or compress the same amount.
The result will be some amount of tip or tilt, which will be sensed by the accelerometers.
Thus, 3 sensors can see, and 3 actuators can effect all 6 DOF of the UDF, which is the
effect we were after to make the problem non-trivial. It should be noted that although we
can see 6 DOF, we can not fully determine the UDF's position for all 6 modes. For this,
we need 6 sensors.
Each of the actuator adapter sections have the same dimensions so that 2 tubes can
be wired together without inducing bending in the struts. Modeling of the sensor is very
easy; one simply requests NASTRAN to present the displacement, velocity, or accelera
tion ofthe grid point nearest the sensor. The only requirement then is to have a grid point
at the location where you wish to attach your sensor. In this way, any sensor which pro
duces a voltage proportional to the displacement, velocity, or acceleration of a point on
the structure can be modeled.
Before NASTRAN simulations can be run using this model, we must have a way
ofmodeling the actuator in NASTRAN, which is discussed next. Unless the actuator to
be modeled can be accurately represented as a force applied to a point on the structure,
this task is not as trivial as modeling the sensor. Appendix H gives provides the informa
tion needed to describe and model the actuators and sensors in NASTRAN.
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3.0Digital Controller
Functioning both as the data acquisition system and the digital controller, we put
together what we hoped was the fastest PC-based system we could afford. High speed
was needed if the system was to ever function as a digital controller. Due to cost, we
were limited to PC-based solutions which severely limited performance.
3. 1 System Description
When we started this project, the goal was to perform SYSED, design a controller,
implement this controller, and finally test it showing that the closed loop system could
adapt to changes in the structure. We considered SUN based systems but quickly realized
that any such system would cost well over $20k which was financially out of reach. This
left PCs. With a PCs limited floating point compute capabilities, we knew that the closed
loop system could not adapt to changes while the loop was closed, since this would re
quire CPU resources which would be taxed to their limits running the controller.
Thus, we decided to use a "batch
adaptive"
approach. That is, a change would be
made to the structure (e.g., amass would be added) while the controller was running. The
controller's performance would drop or possibly go unstable, after which we would stop
the controller. A revised model would be generated which accounts for the mass, and a
revised controller based on the new model would be run, showing that performance was
maintained overall.
State-of-the-art in PCs in early 1992 was the Intel 80486 running at 66 MHz, in
corporating the next generation ISA (Industry Standard Architecture, 8 bit) bus called
EISA (Extended ISA, 16 bit). Running at 8 MHz, the EISA bus's theoretic burst speed is
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8 MHz * 2 bytes =16 Mbytes/sec. Due to handshake overhead, the actual throughput is
closer to 6 Mbytes/sec. Considering that the data to be moved amounts to 3 channels
* 2
bytes/ch. = 6 bytes for inputs and 6 bytes for outputs, data transfer time should be ap
proximately 2 u,sec.
I/O boards were purchased from Intelligent Instrumentation, Inc. The input board
is model PCI-20501C-1 and the output board's model is PCI-20501C-2. Both the input
and output boards are capable of 1 MHz conversion rates. The above mentioned model
numbers are only for the
"carrier"
boards which have the EISA interface logic, and other
buffering and timing circuitry. The PCI-20501C-1 also has a 1 MHz 12 bit A/D with a
+ 10 Volt full scale range. ADMA (DirectMemory Access) controller is installed on both
carrier boards which are capable of a 1 Mbyte/sec transfer rate. Thus, the actual maxi
mum transfer rate is 6 fisec for inputs and 6 u,sec for outputs.
Both carrier boards must be augmented with daughter cards which provide the
missing pieces. For the inputs, model PCI-20363-1 provides an 8 channel Simultaneous
Sample and Hold (SSH) function to avoid skew between channels. Two channels ofD/A
converters (12 bit) per daughter card are contained on the PCI-20003M-2; three cards
were purchased. Each D/A has a 10 Volt full scale range.
For synchronization, both carrier boards are connected via an
"I3 Bus"
(Intelligent
Instrumentation Interface). This 32 pin bus allow the synchronization of several carrier
boards for data acquisition systems with up to 40 channels.
Unfortunately, bus data rates and A/D
- D/A conversion times are only half the
picture. The CPU must be interrupted and fed the data. This process depends on the op
erating system which is (unfortunately) MS-DOS. By no means is MS-DOS a real-time
operating system.
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Although it was thought that the system could handle a 5 kHz (200 usee) closed
loop sample rate, subsequent testing proved this assumption wrong. The timeline shown

















3 us 6 us -100 us TOO \xs -209 us
Fig. 3.1-1) Partial Timeline on PC using MS-DOS
In Fig. 3.1-1, there is already -209 usee of time used, and there are no computa
tions shown in this timeline. Later tests revealed that the fastest a loop could be run was
~
3300 Hz (300 u.sec). Nyquist for this loop would be 1650 Hz. To achieve even 3 kHz,
the controller would have to be very simple (less than 5 states). With such a small con
troller running so slow, it is unlikely to achieve significant performance gains (20 dB re
ductions) in the 100 to 200 Hz frequency bandwidth. Controllers of20 to 30 states in size
require approximately 650 floating point operations (FLOP). With a Pentium computer,
one can achieve about 2 MFLOPS (Million FLOP per Second) of sustained minimum
speed. Thus, another 325 |isec are needed to perform 650 FLOPs, bringing the total time
to 625 usee or Fs = 1,600 Hz. A Nyquist of 800 Hz which causes phase shift will
make obtaining any performance extremely difficult
between 100 to 200 Hz. The above
limitations are why closed loop analysis was done only in simulation.
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Data acquisition is not limited by the need to start-stop-restart the DMA cycle.
Once a DMA map has been setup, the DMA engine will do all of the necessary streaming
ofA/D data into, and D/A data out of the appropriate memory locations. In this situation,
data speeds are only limited by the bus and/or DMA controller speed which are 6 MB/sec
and 1 MB/sec, respectively.
Ironically, unlike closed loop control, system identification works best when the
sample rate is as slow as possible. This maximizes the information content ofeach sample.
In essence, the slower sample rate combined with anti-alias filtering achieves a form of
data compression by removing redundant or useless information. Typically, we collected
the SYSED data using a 1,600 Hz sample rate.
3.2 Power Amps
Piezo-ceramics used as actuators are primarily capacitive. Our actuators have a
capacitance of0.048 uF, which is too large for most
Op-Amps to drive. Thus, any power
amp connected to the actuator must be stabilized for capacitive loads to avoid ringing and
oscillations.
A search was made for off-the-self amplifiers which would drives these loads and
meet the cost budget of $5k. The only one that came close was produced by PCB, but it
cost $6k. We decided to design and build our own. This proved to be more challenging
than it first looked. In the end, we spent about $6k on the design, build, and parts pur
chase, but we did learned a lot.
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The power amp schematic is provided in appendix E. You'll notice that is centers
around the APEX PA-85A power op-amp. A vendor survey showed that APEX was one
of the industry leaders, and their "tech.
notes"
were excellent. We have used Burr-Brown
power op-amps in the past, but have found them to be noisy.
The PA-85 is capable of a 200 Vpk and 200 mApk output, or 40 Watts peak. Its
open loop output impedance is 50 Q, and is predominantly resistive. We chose a voltage
gain of lOx which effectively sets the maximum output voltage to 100 V, since the maxi
mum voltage that the D/As can produce is 10 Vpk. Doing this protects the PZT wafers for
exceeding its maximum safe voltage of 100 V.
Viewing the schematic in appendix E, you'll notice the input is protected from
over voltage by 2 sets ofEN4148-1 diodes. Two diodes are used to allow the input volt
age to swing 1.4 V before clamping. This level is well within the safe input level, but is
high enough to provide sufficient "over
drive"
to achieve the maximum slew rate of the
PA-85. Also on the input, an RC circuit is used to filter any noise on the inputs above the
bandwidth of interest. We set this break frequency at 800 Hz which equals the SYSED
Nyquist frequency. This cut off cannot be set much lower because the capacitor C is al
ready large (1 uf) and a larger R will begin to cause input offset voltages caused from in
put bias currents. Furthermore, this RC does play into the capacitive load stability char
acteristics of the amplifier as we shall see.
To insure that the amp could drive a capacitive load as high as luf, we put to
gether a loop-gain bode plot. All poles and zeros are real. An EXCEL spread sheet is
used to determine the pole-zero locations (Table 3.2-1).
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Table 3.2-1) Pole/Zero Locations ofPA-85 With a 1 uF Load
Rn = 200 Q Cf = 5.6E-10 F F
Re = 100 Q Cc = 6.8E-11 F Cl = 1.00E-06
Ri = 2000 Q Cn = 1.0E-06 F






















In Fig. 3.2-1, we have plotted the open loop gain curve of the power amp driving a
1 u.F capacitive (Cl) load. This load causes an additional pole to occur at 3,138 Hz as
shown in Table 3.2-1 (fpl). The closed loop gain line is at 20 dB. IfRiRii this line is
also often called the 1/b line, where b is called the feedback factor. A first approximation
in determining the stability of the amplifier is the rate of closure (ROC) with the 1/b line.
If the ROC is less than or equal to -20 dB/dec, then the amp will be stable. If the ROC
equals -40 dB/dec, then it is marginally stable and needs further analysis to determine sta
bility. Greater than a -40 dB/dec. ROC, the amp will almost certainly be unstable. This is
easy to understand since a greater than -40 dB/dec. ROC implies that there are at least 3
poles in the feedback path. Three poles will cause more than phase shift near or just
beyond the
3rd
pole, causing instabilities. Again, this is not a guarantee, but given the typi
cal pole/zero locations and gain level of a power amp, it is almost a guarantee.
With the additional pole caused by the load capacitor, the gain curve will approach
the 1/b line at -60 dB/dec. Therefore, we must add an additional 40 dB/dec. roll off near
the area where the 1/b line crosses the open loop gain curve. Adding 2 poles however will
add
180
phase shift which will possibly cause instabilities. Fortunately, most modern
power amps allow for lead-lag compensation to insure stability.
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Fig. 3.2-1) Open Loop Gain Plot of the PA-85 With a 1 uF Load
A capacitor in the feedback path will add a high frequency pole in the loop gain
(and also adds a very high frequency zero at 156 kHz). An additional pole (796 Hz) and
zero (79 Hz) are added by placing an RCn on the input leads. These do little to affect
stability so long as the pole occurs at a higher frequency than the zero.
Lead-lag compensation is achieved in the PA-85 through the use of an RcCc ap
plied to pins 7 and 8. The RcCc will lower the PA-85's bandwidth some, but they also
keep the -40 dB/dec. initial slope shown in Fig. 3.2 from becoming a -60 dB/dec. slope.
However, since our gain is not very high, we can add the compensation with little hit on
bandwidth as illustrated by Fig. 3.2-2.
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Fig. 3.2-2) Open Loop Gain PlotWith Compensation RcCc
The additional pole at 14.2 kHz results in a -20 dB/dec ROC as illustrated in Fig. 3.2-3.






Fig. 3.2-3) Open Loop Gain Plot With Compensation& Feedback Pole
The resulting design tested stable with 2.5 u.F capacitive loads. Noise levels were meas
ured at 5 mVrms with the input floating. With inputs grounded, the noise level dropped to
approximately 2 rnVms- The affect of this noise is discussed in the next section.
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3.3 Noise Sources
The noise analysis presented in the following sections is not rigorous. By its vary
nature, noise is difficult to precisely quantify. For example, sensor noise measured on one
day could easily exceed the noise measured on a previous day by factors of 2 to 5. Rigor
seemed a waste ofprecious time. Instead we have tried to capture the order ofmagnitude
and overall character of the system noise.
A Fluke ScopeMeter model 95 has all the functionality needed to make the noise
measurements. It computes the RMS signal level while simultaneously displaying the time
history on its LCD screen. The model 95 has a 1 mV resolution.
3.3.1 A/D andD/A Converters
Both the A/D and D/A converters used in this study have a 12 bit resolution. The
maximum conversion rate for the A/D and D/A converters are 1 MHz. In general, with
this high bandwidth comes increased noise. The board manufacture's effort to keep the
noise to a minimum was clear from inspection of the PC boards. Use of Faraday cages
and shielded cables were ubiquitous.
Only the last bit (or Least Significant Bit, LSB) ofthe A/D converter was toggling,
with the next to last bit occasionally toggling. This noise measurement was made with all
of the cabling connected. That is, all cabling needed to connect to accelerometer amplifier
outputs were attached to the A/D inputs, with the very end of these cables shorted to sig
nal ground. Thus, all antennae effects were included in the noise measurements.
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The 12-bits of quantization of the A/D's was linearly spread between 5 V. The
smallest signal that can be registered is then equal to
10V/212
= 2.44 mV. As mentioned,
the LSB bit was toggling with an occasional toggle ofthe next bit, yielding roughly 2*2.44
= 4.88 mV, or approximately a 5 mV noise level.
D/A noise was measured while commanding the D/A's to output 0 volts. Noise of
approximately 1 mV RMS was observed (near the lower limit of the test equipment).
3.3.2 Sensors
Using theWilcoxon accelerometers described in Appendix H, measurements were
taken of the undisturbed testbed to measure the ambient vibration level. Levels varying
between 15 mV to 20 mV RMS were recorded. Thus, a typical noise level of 17.5 mV
RMS was used as an estimate of the noise covariances. It should be noted that these
measurements were recorded late at night, when traffic and other disturbances were at a
minimum. The furnace was temporarily turned off to eliminate the possibility of it turning
on during one of these noise measurements. The furnace's contribution alone to the RMS
sensor output was an additional -10 to 15 mV.
It is difficult to precisely pinpoint how each of the three noise sources (input, state,
and output) contributed to this 17.5 mV RMS total noise signal. However, we had to
make an "educated
guess"
in order for PLED to have a realistic representation of the sen
sor signal from which it will generate its parameter and state estimates.
Sensor noise was estimated to be approximately 5 mV. In part, this was motivated
by the resolution of the 12-bit A/D converters used to digitized the sensor signal. The
ac-
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celerometers are of "seismic
quality"
which are the most sensitive and lowest noise. Thus,
5 mV is a conservative estimate.
3. 3.3 Power Amps
Output measurements made of the actuator power amps with inputs grounded
showed that the actuators also contained approximately 5 mV of noise. Further, they too
are driven by 12-bit D/A converters, which limits the resolution to 2.5 mV. One can con
sider this quantization error as noise, albeit not white. As we shall see, PLED is robust to
such noise approximations. Subsequent study revealed that a IV RMS actuator command
(white noise) produced ~0.5 V RMS sensor signal. Based on this, we assumed that the 5








ofnoise remaining, which was attributed to state noise
Sensor noise displayed little correlation between the 3 channels. Thus, it was as
sumed that the actuator, state, and sensor noise covariance matrices were diagonal. That
is, the actuator noise was entered into MATLAB as:
Qi=0.005*eye(m,m),
sensor noise was given by:
R,
= 0.005*eye(p,p),
and the state noise was entered as:
Et
= 0.017*eye(n,n).
With all of the approximations and assumptions made above, we should expect the
need to adjust these noise estimates to achieve the best performance out ofPLED.
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4.0 System IdentificationAlgorithm Description
PLED is described first at a top level to provide intuition into the algorithm's
workings, then mathematically, to rigorously define PLED. Proofs have been left out be
cause they can be found in Hopkins et. al., and do not directly contribute to the purpose of
this thesis.
4.1 Overview ofPLID
Numerous algorithms have been posed for the purpose of achieving an optimal or
near optimal mathematical model of a system from input-output information. Many of
these techniques assume the system to be of a particular form as in Eq. 4.1-1.
y
= STx (4.1-1)
The parameters to be identified are contained in the vector 0 (assuming a SISO system).
A sequence ofmeasurements are contained in the vector y
- {y0,yl,...,yk}which are re
lated to a set ofknown inputs x = {x0 , Xj , . . . , xk } by the outer product with 0
The model structure of Eq. 4.1-1 can be extended to the MEMO case, but it be
comes more unwieldy. En fact MEMO systems can also be represented as a matrix of
transfer functions (or EER filters), but this form has a lot of redundancy, namely in the
repetition of the denominator polynomial. A more natural form is the state space form.
For mechanical systems this is particularly true since the state space form can easily be
gotten from the equations ofmotion shown in Eq. 4. 1-2.
Mx + Gx +Kx = f{t) (4.1-2)
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The matrices M, G, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively
(note: we have intentionally not used
"C"
for the damping matrix to avoid confusion with
the state space output matrix). The vector x contains the position of the particular node
points defining the system geometry. Eq. 4. 1-2 is simply the matrix extension of the clas
sic spring-mass-damper system excited by an exogenous force /(/) . All second order
systems can be written as a set of coupled
1st
order systems. Therefore, the
n*
dimen
sional spring-mass system equates to a 2n dimension state space model.
A sensor can be accommodated in the formulation ofequation 4.1-2 by a
2nd
equa
tion ofthe form given in Eq. 4. l-2b.
y
= Cx +Df(t) (4.1-2b)
The Df(t)term represents feed-through of the input f(t) to the sensor output y How
the physical DOF translate to sensor outputs are determined by the Cx term. It should be
noted, this term could also be stipulated as Cx if the sensor is an accelerometer. Since
the vector x contains the physical DOF, the C matrix contains the sensor gain values.
>nd
One method ofmodeling the
2
order matrix equations given above is through the
use of the modal matrix "O^ ". Comprising its columns are all of the spring-mass eigen
vectors. That is, for every DOF there will be a mode and thus an associated eigenvector.
Each entry moving down an individual column contains the components of that eigenvec
tor associated with each DOF. Eq. 4.1-3 illustrates the form ofO^ .






There are as many eigenvectors as DOF since the modal matrix is usually obtained
from a finite element program (such as NASTRAN), where every discrete mass has up to
6 DOF and each DOF will have its own mode or eigenvalue and eigenvector. Each of the
eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other, forming an orthogonal basis. As such, the mo
dal matrix can be inverted. The eigenvectors themselves are not unique in that each vec
tor can be scaled by a scalar multiplier. Thus, it is possible to "mass
normalize"
the modal
matrix. That is, it is always possible (in the finite element approximation) to scale the ei
genvectors such that the following equality holds:
O'MO = I (4.1-4)
Since the mass matrix is diagonal, the mass normalization essentially scales each
eigenvector. Such a relationship is useful because it allows an easy and physically mean
ingful transformation to state space. The method is as follows:





2) Perform this transformation on Mx + Gx + Kx = f(t) , yielding:
Mz +Gz +Kz = f(t) (4.1-5)
3) Pre-multiply Eq. 4.1-5 by d>
l
and substitute <& 'MO = I where appropri
ate:
(D-'MOz +O'GOi +O"1^ = O-'/(0 (4.1-6)
z + O^GOi + <D
!
AT<Dz = <-,/(0 (4. l-6b)
4) Eq. 4. l-6b is ready to be transformed to state space by letting:
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w (4.1-7)
5) We can now write the state equation directly from Eq. 4. 1 -6b:
w =








matrix is made up of l's and O's, where l's are entered for the DOF
which are affected by the input f(t) . <D
'
will determine how the inputs affect
the modal coordinates, so one does not need to change
"B"
to account for the
transformation to modal coordinates.







term is not affected by the transformation.]



















The only drawback to the forms shown in Eq. 4. 1-9 is that the A-matrix they form
becomes ill-conditioned when the natural frequencies con span more than about 2 decades
in frequency. Conditioning is driven by the a>l terms. Typically, a NASTRAN model
does not accurately characterize a complex structure accurately for more than the span of
1 or 2 decades in frequency. Thus, as a method to translate from NASTARN to state
space the method above is fine. The problem is that often a control system needs more
than 1 or 2 decades in which the model is required to be reasonably accurate.
Particularly for controls engineers, a state space input/output characterization of
the system is often the end goal or result of a modeling exercise. The effort expended to
obtain this model can be considerable, if not prohibitive. System ED techniques exist that
can directly provide such a state space model using the same actuator-sensor suite to be
used for control. PLED is one such technique.
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4.2Mathematical Framework
4.2.1 Extended StateModel Definition
As mentioned, PLED is a state space model identifier. When provided with an es
timate of the sensor, actuator, and state noise covariances, and input/output data of suffi
cient spectral richness (more on this later), PLED will generate an estimate of the A and
B matrices, with the C matrix known a priori. Given the nearly linear, relatively time-
invariant nature ofmany flexible structures, PLED should be able to estimate these matri
ces as long as one attempts to limit the observability and/or controllability of high-
frequency modes. That is, since every mechanical system can be described by an infinite
dimensional state space model, an attempt must be made to limit the bandwidth of interest
to some reasonable bound, lest the model become completely unwieldy.
By the assumption of complete observability and controllability (required for sys
tem ED), we can cast the system into MEMO observable canonic form, with additive
ZMWG noise v^ and w^ corrupting the input ufc G
SR
and output y^ GW , respectively.
State noise Hxis also allowed. One can see from the below formulation in Eq. 4.2. 1-1&2,
the Cmatrix is known apriori, the B matrix is completely unknown, and the A matrix has
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= AkXk + Bk(Uk + yk)+Ek
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Thus the number of parameters to be identified is equal to pxn in the A matrix
(referred to as "A parameters"), mxn in the B matrix ("5 parameters"), and n states, giv
ing a total of (p+m+l)n unknowns. We are computing a minimum-mean-square-error
recursive prediction, conditioned on the past inputs and sensor outputs.
Hopkins et. al. [1, page 47] re-arrange the state space equations, Eq. 4.2.1-1 and
4.2. 1-2, to form the extended state model which is also called the Salut form [2]. As we
shall see, the Salut form places all of the unknowns contained in the extended state vector,
with the know (approximately) inputs and outputs as part of the state transition matrix,
making it a time-varying system. There is no
"input"
to the extended state model, thus if it
were time invariant, then the states would decay to zero.
The extended state system is easiest to derive for the SISO case, the extension to









Notice that there is no tterm in Eq. 4.2.1-3. This is to insure that the system is strictly
proper. Even if the system was not strictly proper (which is very unlikely), the
computa-
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tional burden placed on the digital computer running the possibly very high dimensional
controller will force the controller to be strictly proper due to computational delays.
The observable canonic state space form of Eq. 4.2.1-3 comes directly from the








B C = [o 0 0 0 l] (4.2.1-4)






one of the states and define it in general terms as:
and




This is where the cleverness begins. We re-arrange Eq. 4.2.1-6 to make the pa
rameters (a, b) appear as inputs and states as follows:
xM (* + !)
=
*,-_! (k) + xn (Ar)aM + tft._, , V / = 1, ,n (4.2.1-8)
We can substitute Eq. 4.2. 1-7 into Eq. 4.2. 1-8 to obtain:
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x,-+1(* + l) = x^W +y^ +ukbi_l, V i = !,-, (4.2.1-9)
This is very clever, since this is a general row form from which we can formulate an en
tirely different looking dynamic system from Eq. 4.2. 1-9.









0 0 0 1 0
_a-i. A-i_
(4.2.1-10)
Since it is the states, and the A and B parameters which we wish to identify, we create the
















part of the system equations must look similar since
the top n entries in the extended state vector are the same as before. Therefore, the ex











and H = [0 0 1 | 0lx | Oljol] (4.2.1-12a)
and Jn denotes an mm Jordan block of zero eigenvectors. From inspection, one can see
that Eq. 4.2.1-12 is the same as 4.2.1-10, and the observation equation is the same as Eq.
4.2.1-5.
As stated, Eq. 4.2.1-12 has no inputs, and thus should simply naturally decay to a
zero state, which then would mean that the parameters would decay to zero. Obviously
this is not appropriate for any system worth studying (unless it happens to describe your
debt).
Upon closer inspection ofEq. 4.2.1-12a, we see that the state transition matrix (or
Extended State Transition Matrix, ESTM) is time-varying. The ESTM is constantly be
ing refreshed by the input (y*) and output {uk) data. System identification is now returned
to a state estimation problem, where the state vector is now the extended state vector.
The extension to the MEMO case begins back at Eq. 4.2.1-3, where we have a
matrix ofARMA equations (IIR filters). From the matrix of transfer functions, the MEMO
extended state system is derived in the same way as shown above. We will not derive the
equations for the MEMO case because they are quit large and do not necessarily add in
sight to the problem solution. Instead we will continue on with the SISO discussion in
detail.
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4.2.2 Stochastic Extended StateModel
Noise is added to the definition of the extended system to increase the
"realism"
of
the model. We use the term
"realism"
instead of accuracy because our knowledge of the
noise in the system may be quite poor. The form of the noise (white, gaussian, ...) may
not even be correct. Still, it is important to make the extended system model stochastic to
avoid deriving equations which are dead-beat.
In every case, all sensors will have some noise. To make the problem solvable, this
noise source is assumed to be ZMWG, with known autocovariance Rk. System inputs are
also assumed to have ZMWG noise with known autocovariance Qk. Finally, Hopkins et.
al. [1, page 65] add a ZMWG noise vector directly to the extended state vector sk. The
autocovariance of the state noise is also assumed to be known for all time (k). Further
more, the autocovariance is assumed to be block diagonal in the following sense:




, f ) , (4 . 2 . 2- 1a)
where




Thus, state noise (of the original system, x) is independent of the parameter noise. It is
further assumed that the parameter noise is independent of any other noise in the system.
At first glance, this may seem a bit strange since noise in the parameters would affect the
states. However, this is all taken care of in the state equation as we shall see. From here
forward, we will switch to theMEMO case. The only pertinent difference is that instead of
just 1 full column in the A matrix, there are p full columns (where p
= # of sensors).













0 0 1 0 00 ... 000
H =




o--- 00 0-0 0 0 0 1
(4.2.2-2a)
(4.2.2-2b)
With the noise sources defined and added to Eq. 4.2.1-12, the extended system












As stated, the extended system defined in Eq. 4.2.2-3 is awkward to deal with be
cause of the
"hidden"
dependence ofFk on v*. That is, the noise is buried in the matrix Fk.
Hopkins et. al. cleverly re-arrange the equations to form an extended state system which
explicitly shows how the various noise sources affect the extended state evolution. When
the algebra is laid out before you in a well written flow, it appears obvious. {However, I




Briefly, the trick is to re-write the extended state equation. First, substitute



















the only difference being that the noisy measurement (zk) has replaced the noiseless
(unobtainable) measurement. The top partition of the new matrix contains A and B matrix
parameters. The negative A matrix parameters are needed because the Fk matrix, which
hadyk, now has zk in the section of the Fk matrix which multiplies the A parameter parti
tion of the extended state vector. Thus, an account must be made in the new matrix.
Also note that the lower right partition ofFk is an identity matrix ofdimension equal to the
number ofA and B parameters. That is, s/k+1)
=
s/k) for j>n, which agrees with the re
quirement that plant parameters be time invariant.
The B parameters must also be accounted for in the new matrix, since the noise
was pulled out of the section of the Fk matrix where the inputs (uk) are. Finally, all three
noise sources in Eq. 4.2.2-5 can be combined into a single vector by expanding the
"reach"
of this new matrix to include an identity matrix partition in the parameter sub-
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partition of the extended state vector (i.e., the lower (m+p)n partition). That is, the sto
chastic extended system can be written:
-e\ ~0PA 01 - 0; i 0 r
Wk
Sk+X





















Nowwe can concisely represent the expectation of r|k:
Qk=E{nknkT] =
R* ^k sf
sr Q* sf 0




Notice that the matrix G is time-invariant (stationary noise), since PLED cannot be derived





























Hopkins et. al. point out that even though the input (vk) and output (wk) noise of
the original system are (assumed) independent, the input (nk) and output (wk) of the ex






Clearly, at the very least, Rk will not be zero indicating a cross-covariance.
PLED's derivation is given in the next section in (greatly) abbreviated form. The
derivation is very involved and hinges on formulating the system as
1st
order Gauss-
Markov, which then allows the expectation at time k+l to be written strictly in terms of
the previous estimate at time k.
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4.2.3 PLID Equations
Hopkins et. al. show that the system and the noisy input (zk) are jointly gaussian.
Once proven, this then means that the conditional minimum variance estimate of S given
ifr is equivalent to the conditional mean estimate E[S\ y^\, where
y^= {z0, ... , zk) .
TheMarkov property is shown by writing the expected value of the extended state
vector at time k+\ conditioned on all the input and state data up to time k. Thus,
Eisk+x\sk,uk,sk_l,uk^,...,s0,u0} = E{Fksk + Gnk\sk,uk,...,s0,u0}
= E{Fk{zk,uk)sk+G{sk)rik\sk,uk,...,s0,u0}




which is, by definition, Markov.
PLED's purpose is to minimize the conditional mean square error of the prediction.
Therefore, the foundational equation for PLED's derivation is posed as a minimization of:
W =Mk*k\k-x +K*zk (4.2.3-2a)
The matrix gain K* is used to minimize the conditional mean square prediction error,
which is the same as the conditional mean. The mean is conditional on the increasing field
of sub-o-fields y\ which is the (increasing) set ofmeasurement data {z0, ...,zk}, concisely
written as:
sk+llk
= E[sM\y,k] . (4.2.3-2b)
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Equations 4.2.3-2a and 2b define the basic problem to be solved. We have already shown
in Eq. 4.2.3-1 that we do not need the entire history given by y/^, all that is needed is sk
and uk. The solution now parallels a Kalman filter, however the resulting equations are
quite different from the basic Kalman filter.
From here, we define the unbiased predictor, followed by the prediction error and
its associated error covariance. Using Eq. 4.2.3-2b and substituting Eq. 4.2.3-2a we have:
E[sk+l]k \sk] = [A/tVi + **** I k ] , (4-2.3-3)
and since the expectation is unbiased we have:



















The final form shown in Eq. 4.2.3-6 is exactly the same as the
form assumed in the Kal
man filter (see Brown et. al. [15]). The only difference is that the
estimate is of the exz
tended state vector.
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= (Fk-KkH)sk{kl +Kk(Hsk +wk)-(Fksk +Grjk). (4.2.3-7)
= (Fk
-








Eq. 4.2.3-7 above shows that the prediction error is also
1st
order Gauss-Markov. The
error covariance is defined by the rather nasty looking equation below:
Fk+X\k =
Flek+X\keT
k+X\k | Wk ]
= E[(Fk -KkH)ek]kyk-x{Fk +
Kkwk(KkWk)T +Gnk(Gnk)T
-(Fk '*,*_, (Ft
+ (Fk +KkWkeTk]k-x(Fk -KkH)T\wk]
(4.2.3-8)
Next we take the transposes and the expectations of each term. Fortunately, we can easily
see that many of the terms will be zero since the noise is assumed purely white yielding
zero for any expectation between a noise vector at time k and k-1. Since the error ek^k_x
can be represented by a
"state"






So, whenever ek]k^ cross-multiplies wk or nk the resulting expectation is zero. Thus,






Now, with the function for how the error covariance evolves in time defined (Eq.
4.2.3-10), we attempt to select the one free variable (Kk) to minimize this error covari
ance. As with the Kalman filter, the minimization of Pk+i|k with respect to Kk is found
by solving the following equation:




By recalling a few basic linear algebra equations given below we








) = 2AB, (B must be symmetric)
dA






















With the optimal gain known, we can now form the equation which determines the






Of course the one-step-ahead state prediction is as stated in Eq. 4.2.3-6, only restated with






Eq. 4.3.2-14 through 4.3.2-16 form the PLED algorithm. However, we still need to do
more work because we must know how to compute the expectations E[G\wk] in Eq.
4.2.3-14 and E[GQkGT\wk] inEq. 4.2.3-15.
Since the cost functional for PLED is essentially the same as that used by a Kalman
filter (KF), the form of the PLED algorithm is very similar to
Kalman'
s. Like the KF,
PLED also has 3 essential equations: (1) the "gain computation", (2) the "state propaga
tion", and (3) the "error covariance
propagation"
equation. Only for PLED the
"states"
are now both states and system parameters that make up the A and B matrices. It is the
joint state and parameter estimation that gives rise to the nonlinear terms in the gain and
covariance equations. As Hopkins et. al. mention, at first glance the PLED equations look
very much like those governing the KF, which is linear. However, upon closer inspection,
one sees that the PLED equations contain cross-multiples ofthe state estimates. Hence the
name
"pseudo-linear"
In fact, the most obvious non-linearity is the term
E[GQkGT
\wk ] ,
and less obviously in E[G\wk ] , which are discussed next.
Both of these expectations (E[G\wk] and E[GQkGT\wk]) contain the matrix G,
which contains the parameter estimates (as does the extended state vector St) as can be
seen in Eq. 4.2.2-7. The expectation E[G\wk] is really nothing more than the next step
estimate ofthe system parameters. That is,
E[G\k ] = E[G(6)\wk ]
= G(E[9\k ]) = G(4+1|* ) (4.2.3-17)
Being able compute this expectation may seem
akin to the "chicken and the egg", but Eq.
4.2.3-17 can be computed before the entire extended state vector sk+m is computed. This
is because the G matrix is only a function of the parameters
which can be know at some
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intermediate point (as we shall see). These parameter estimates are then used to compute
the one step ahead state estimate as Eq. 4.2.2-7 says.
To get at the parameter estimates before evaluating Eq. 4.2.2-7 we need to find an
"intermediate"
gain value for Kk which will provide the necessary updating which is ap
plied to compute the parameter estimates only. Hopkins et. al. define this gain in the fol
lowing way. First let:
Kk=(FkPklk_xHT)(HPk^HT
+Rk)~\ (4.2.3-18)
which has had the E[G\wk]Sk term removed from the full Kk equation (4.2.3-14). Now





What we need to show to make the computation of E[G\wk] possible is that Kk = Kk
As you probably guessed, this is in fact true because the term left out ofEq. 4.2.3-18 (i.e.,
E[G\wk]Sk) 1S zero m tne lwer (pi+p)n partition because Sk is zero there (see Eq.
4.2.2-
12). So Eq. 4.2.3-1 8 does correctly compute Kk






However, since K\ = K9k, then 0M]k = 0M . Thus, E[G\wk] = G(0M[k) is now known.





Thus, both the gain matrix and state propagation equations have been fully evalu
ated. All that remains is the conditional error covariance equation 4.2.3-15. The term
left to be determined is E[GQlGT\wk]- Thanks to the cross-products and increased
complexity of the error covariance equation the derivation of how one computes
E[GQkGT\wk] is messy and long (about 10 pages worth of equations). Furthermore, it
doesn't add much insight into PLED. The derivation of how to compute E[GQlGT\wk]
is very similar to the one given above for E[G\ wk ] You first decompose the noise
co-
variance t and error covariance Pk+l]k matrices into their state and parameter partitions.
As before PMlk appears to depend on itself, but also as before, the state partition ofPk+m
(Pxk+x\k) depends on the parameter partition of Pt+1|t (P9k+x\k), and PBk+x\k can be com
pletely computed with known terms. We will only show the results of the derivation for
brevity.









r k+x\k rX\ c k+X\k
*+i|*
- r t+i|t r k+x\k
(4.2.3-23)
which leaves only PxM\k to be computed. The state
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Finally, we are done with the derivation. Next we shall show the results of the
computer simulation studies done using the direct implementation of the equations given
above. Although plant parameter time invariance is needed to prove PLED's optimality, it
is useful to add very small amounts ofnoise to the parameters to increase the algorithm's
stability when implemented using finite precision math (digital computer) and without us
ing a square root algorithm. We also show results of the square root filter (SRF) imple
mentation. The SRF implementation is as described in Bierman [16] and greatly enhances
the stability of the algorithm. This is not without cost since the computational require
ments are about lOx more severe.
Dr. Hopkins wrote the code for the SRF implementation, which was then de
bugged by the author and used in the simulations. The SRF implementation algorithm was
also the version used to identify the testbed. Although much more computationally expen
sive, the stability is well worth the price.
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5.0MATLAB Simulation Results
MATLAB simulations were performed prior to building the testbed to be sure that
the algorithm could handle models of the complexity we were likely to encounter with the
testbed. Thus, 2 models were formed. One with 12 states (6 resonant modes), 6 inputs, 6
outputs (called test model 1), and another model with 24 states (12 resonant modes), 6 in
and 6 out (called test model 2).
5.1 Direct Implementation ofPLID
Because of its relative speed, the direct implementation of PLED was first studied
to see if it would produce satisfactory results on the 2 test models. We will not show the
results of all the runs made, as this totals over 400 Mbytes ofdata. Instead, we will focus
on a few of the more insightful runs. The most useful plots are 1) the one-step-ahead sen
sor prediction error plots versus sample (iteration) number, 2) the one-step-ahead pa
rameter prediction error plots versus sample number, and 3) an overlay of the actual
transfer function and the transfer function generated from the estimated model.
5.1.1 Test Model 1
As mentioned in Chapter 4, plant parameter time invariance is needed to prove
PLED's optimality, however it is useful to add very small amounts of noise to the parame
ters to increase the algorithm's stability when implemented using finite precision math
(digital computer). The reason this helps is that it prevents the error covariance matrix
from ever becoming negligibly small, and finally actually becoming negative definite due to
round off errors. If the covariance matrix becomes negative definite, then according to
Eq. 4.2.3-14 (repeated below for convenience) the minimizing gain may become very
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"large"
and of the wrong sign producing an increasing prediction error instead of a de
creasing value.
Kk = (Fk Pk]k_ + E[G\Wk }Sk
){HPk^HT
+Rk)\ (4.2.3-14)
Test model #1 was a 12 state, 6 input, 6 output system, yielding
(6+6+1)* 12 = 156
parameters to identify. This is a relatively small system, and was used as a debugging tool
and used for feasibility studies. With
"only"
156 parameters to identify, the SRF version
ofPLED was not needed. The simulation ofmodel #1 was started in May of 1992 where
the author coded PLID into MATLAB directly.
First the noiseless case was run. As expected, PLED converges in a dead-beat
fashion. In fact, PLED only required 27 samples to converge as seen in Fig. 5.1.1-1. This
may seem to defy the rule ofhaving more equations than variables, since there are 156 pa
rameters which should require 156 samples. However, each of the 6 sensors is independ
ent and therefore represents an additional information source. Thus, the minimum number
of samples is 156/6 = 26. The additional sample serves to
"initialize"
the plant since the D
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Fig. 5.1.1-1) Maximum Absolute Parameter and State Prediction Error
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A closer look at the state error reveals a very small amount of residual error.
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Fig. 5. 1.1-3) Actual (red) vs. Estimated (green) Transfer Functions
- Noiseless (mifinishpg)




the transfer function is very close but the 2 low frequency zeros
were missed (Fig. 5.1.1-3). The first zero is a non-minimum phase zero and the second is
minimum phase. Thus if both are missed, the total phase error as seen anywhere away
from these 2 zeros is zero. Further, the 2 zeros are very close in frequency, relatively
lightly damped, and are near poles, making there affects highly localized. The result is that
the amount of
"signal"
generated by these zeros is extremely small. This means that ANY
time domain SYSED technique will have a great deal of difficulty with this particular
zero/pole/zero cluster.
To make matters worse, this pole/zero cluster is nearly 2 decades in frequency be
low the Nyquist. Low frequency dynamics are difficult because they look nearly like DC
offset for the first 30 samples. For the noiseless case, it is during these critical 30 samples
that PLED is determining all of the parameters. Based on this and the reasons mentioned
in the previous paragraph, it is not surprising that PLED missed the 2 zeros. The good
news is that noise should actually help PLED by slowing the initial convergence, giving
PLED more time to gather critical information about the plant at lower frequencies.
To test these theories, we significantly increased the noise to a signal to noise ratio
of 28 dB. This is a very significant amount of noise, but is not uncommon and should
challenge the optimal noise filtering ofPLED. The results are shown in Fig. 5.1.1-4. Al
though not a perfect match, the zeros are now clearly visible in the identified model. This
particular run was executed for 1000 samples. The initial work was done on a 486 com
puter which limited the data length that we could run in a reasonable amount of time.
Even at 1000 samples, the run required a full day. This is due in part to the large
amount
of plotting that the MATLAB
implementation of PLED has in it. At every iteration, it
plots the one step ahead sensor
prediction error. Every
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The above results were good enough to try PLED on larger models. By this time,
we were able to purchase a 90 MHz Pentium computer, which made further study bear




Test model #2 contains 24 states with 6 inputs and 6 outputs, yielding 312 pa
rameters. Recall that the computational expense is proportional to the square of the sys
tem order. With a doubling of the parameters, we have a 4x increase in computation time.
Even with a Pentium 90MHz (which is about 3x faster than the 486DX-50), our run time
increased 25%. As it turns out, 312 parameters proved to be about the limit for the di
rectly coded PLED algorithm. En fact, to keep the error covariance matrix positive defi
nite, we were forced to use extremely high noise levels, yielding a mere 6 dB s/n. With
such high noise the convergence rate was extremely slow, requiring 9000 samples just to
improve the state error by 5x as seen below in Fig. 5.1.2-1.
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Convergence Plot forModel 2 with 6dB s/n (E:\MatiaM2\piid_direct_0id m2r4ibJhgi)
This simulation ran for 3 days on a P90MHz computer. Clearly it is time to switch
to the SRF version since it will not need such artificially
high estimated noise values to
converge. Thus, even though SRF PLED runs
much slower, it will converge in much less
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than 3000 samples resulting in less overall computer time. One may wish to directly im
plement PLED, as is, for small problems not likely to exhibit stability problems; e.g., when
the number of states is < 12, otherwise SRF PLED is strongly recommended.
Next, we wanted to study the effects of reducing the model order below the actual
system order. For this study a
3rd
model was made with less sensors and actuators, but
more states. The system consisted of 36 states, 3 inputs and 3 outputs yielding 252 pa
rameters. These values are also closer to what is expected from the testbed, since it will
only have 3 sensors and actuators. These results are given in the next section where we
switch to the SRF form ofPLED.
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5.2 SRF Implementation ofPLID
PLED has been coded into MATLAB using Bierman's square root filter algorithm,
which helps to insure that P^^ remains positive definite in the presence of numerical
round off. Although such algorithms add significantly to the number of computations per
iteration (as much as lOx more), we are investigating model sizes that range up to 64
states. With such a large number ofparameters to estimate, we were forced to use square
root techniques.
As mentioned in the last section, 3 12 parameters proved to be the limit for the di
rectly coded PLED algorithm. It should be noted that this is no small feet when one con
siders that a directly coded Kalman filter would probably have diverge much sooner than
this. Dr. Hopkins provided the MATLAB code for the square root version, the author
debugged it and mapped out all ofthe computational aspects of the algorithm. The results
are summarized below in Table 5.2-1 for comparison. These timings were done with
Model #3 which has 36 states, 3 inputs, and 3 outputs yielding 252 parameters, for a sin
gle iteration.
Table 5.2-1) Computational Requirements of SRF Subroutines
Part* Subroutine Description CPU Seconds
1 PLIDUDU UDU Decomposition ofUpper left sub-





2 PLIDAGEE Agee-Turner rank-1 matrix update, done
p (=3) times on error covariance U and D
decomposition's.
3
3 PLIDGRAM Modified Weighted Gram-Schmidt Or-
thogonalization and Matrix Factoriztion
oiFkPk]k_xFkT+E[GQlGT\wk]
100.5
4 All other Summation of all the other computations 1.116
TOTAL TIME for 1 Iteration 104.916
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Clearly, PLEDGRAM is by far the most computationally expensive, requiring
95.8% of the total iteration time. Although Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization is expensive,
the main reason for its huge contribution to the total time is because of the heavy use of
FOR loops. Since the algorithm is inherently non-vectorized, it runs very poorly in
MATLAB. Coded in C and implemented as a CMEX file, this algorithm achieves a 16x
speed improvement, yielding a 6.24 second CPU time. Unfortunately, this CMEX version
was not written in time for this thesis; we suffered throughwith the slow version.
5.2.1 Full Order Test Model 3
Test model #3 contains 36 states (252 parameters) which is enough to allow a
study ofreduced order SYSED. Specifically, model 3 was created with 6
dominant modes
(12 states) and 12 tightly bundled less dominant modes (24 states). Let
us assume that we
were not sure how many modes were in this tight cluster and that we
wished only to ap
proximate these dynamics. Naturally PLED would have to be given a few extra states be
yond the 12 dominant states to approximate these lesser modes, but how many are
needed. To answer this we first tested the full order SYSED, then we tried an 18 state
model. In this section we show the results of the full order identification.
Given below in Fig. 5.2.1-1 we have the full order model to be identified. Noted
on the graph are the 12 obsequious modes whichwe
will later try to "average
over"
with a
reduced order model. This FRF is from input #1; the model is highly symmetrical in which
case all three inputs produce a very similar looking Bode plot. The
response to input #1 is
the most difficult because a few of the 12
obsequious modes are particularly small; e.g.,
the small mode occurring near 250 Hz just
above the last dominant mode.
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Fig. 5.2.1-1)Magnitude and Phase Bode Plot for
Model 3, Continuous Time
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\full fim3.wmf)
Being a continuous model, the phase
remains flat and the gain continues to ramp
down at a rate of 20 dB per decade as it should since there is
one less zero than pole in
all transfer functions of the model. PLED will be creating
a discrete model of this plant,
based on the sampled I/O data. To maximize the
information carried by each sample, we
should sample at the lowest possible
sample rate. From the above plot, one might be
tempted to sample at 2x300 Hz., since all modes are
below this frequency. However,
some distortion will occur near the
Nyquist frequency since the bode plot must be sym
metric and continuous about the
Nyquist for discrete models.
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For this study a sample rate of 800 Hz was selected. PLED was told the actual
number of states in the system and the noise levels were set to what we felt would be
achievable but represented the best our high sensitivity accelerometers could do. Sensor
noise was 70 dB s/n, actuator noise was 70 dB s/n, and state noise was 80 dB s/n indicat
ing a quiet test environment (low ambient vibrations). The length oftime data used for the




FRF of Actual Continuous vs Estimated Plant to lnput#1
, States=36, Time=0.5sec, Fs=800Hz
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Frequency in Hz.
Run# 2_c: Actual FRF=solid red green blue, Estimated FRF is dashed
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Fig. 5.2. 1-2) Bode Plot forModel 3 Actual Continuous Plant vs. Estimated Discrete
Plant
(E:\Matiab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\full)
For such a short run time (400 samples), the results are excellent. The frequency distor
tion seen near the zeros is exactly the effect one gets from a ZOH, and the phase lag is
also a result of the discretization process. To get a better comparison, one must discretize
the model and re-plot the bode response which is shown in Fig. 5.2. 1-3.
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The estimated plant is shown with circles to leave the actual (discretized) system
visible near the peaks. The 2 curves are nearly identical, with no frequency shifting visi
ble. There is 1 error in the model. Notice the blue curve on the phase plot near 300 Hz.
The model dives below and never returns. This is caused by a non-minimum phase zero in
the EDd model. The distance from the unit circle is accurate since the magnitude curve
does not show a similar discrepancy. Why this occurs is uncertain.
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Fig. 5.2.1-3) Bode Plot, Model 3
Actual Discretized (ZOH) vs. Estimated Discrete Plant
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\full)
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It does not always happen, and ifwe had let the ED run longer, the zero location will often
flip between the minimum and non-minimum positions. Fortunately, such errors are easy
to correct by reflecting the zero back inside of the unit circle.
Next a lower signal-to-noise ratio run was tried. The sensors were set at 50 dB
s/n, actuator noisewas increased to 60 dB s/n, and state noise was kept the same at 80 dB
s/n. Under these conditions the ED can be expected to take significantly longer. PLED
was allowed only 0.75 seconds or 600 samples. The bode plot results are shown below in
Fig. 5.2.1-4.









Run#3 c: Actual FRF=thick solid red green blue, Estimated FRF is
"o"
Note: modeled phase
doesn't match on blue
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Fig. 5.2.1-4) Bode Plot, Model 3
Actual Discretized (ZOH) vs. Estimated Discrete
Plant (E:\MatlaM2\plid_sims&exp\simulations\modd3\foll)
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As noted in Fig. 5.2.1-4, the blue curve (sensor #3) does not match
- again due to
an incorrectly modeled non-minimum phase zero. As before, the magnitude is correct in
dicating a reasonable damping value was EDd for the poles and zeros. Again, why this
happens is a mystery. It is surprising because one would expect that the phase
error
caused by the miss-placed zero would cause the sensor error to be high, however this is
not so. Recall the results obtained by the lattice filter.
Fig. 5.2.1-5 below shows the maximum one-step-ahead sensor error versus itera
tion. Also shown is the sensor RMS level to provide a reference. On the left of the plot
are 2 other indicators which show the RMS noise level and A/D (12 bit) resolution level.
Run3_c Model 3: Max. 1 Step-Ahead Prediction Error, s/n for Sensor=50, Act.=60, State=80dB,
States-36
s
P PMl vrfion<i 10-Jnrf7, Pnrt
Nne = 2m3_3_cwnrf
Fig. 5.2.1-5) Max. Sensor
Prediction Error forModel 3
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\full)
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Notice that the prediction error drops quickly, and settles into a level of about 0.02
volts. This is roughly 2x the noise floor, which suggests that there is only a little residual
sensor signal left which could provide meaningful model information. The information
content of this error is suggested by the nearly cyclic nature of the last 100 iterations, as
noted in Fig. 5.2.1-5. Also, given that the A/D resolution is not far away from the 0.02
volts of error, we cannot expect to get much better than this. What model error remains
will have to be fixed by hand if the model is not sufficient for control design purposes. For
the goal ofdamping the
1st
sixmodes, this model is probably sufficient.
To check this hypothesis, an LQG controller based on the EDd model could be cre
ated and a closed loop simulation could be made using the actual plant model. However,
this is a full state model (36 states) which is fairly large, thus difficult to implement. Since
we are not interested in controlling the 12 modes just below 300 Hz., it doesn't make a lot
of sense to waste states on such
"minor"
modes. It is preferable to use 12 states to accu
rately model the 6 modes of interest, and use some small
number of states to model the
weaker modes all bunched near 300 Hz. We selected an additional 6 states (as opposed to




As described, test model #3 contains 36 states (252 parameters) which is enough
to allow a study of reduced order SYSED. The 12 tightly bundled less dominant modes
(24 states) contains 2/3 of the system states, but contributes little to the sensor signal.
Reduced order modeling serves as a test ofPLED's ability to perform optimal model order
reduction in the presence of actuator, sensor, and state noise. Ifpossible, this would be an
impressive feat. For the "supreme challenge", the noise was increased to 45 dB for the
sensors and 47 dB s/n for the actuators, while the state noise was decreased to 88 dB.
PLED was told to ED 18 states. Not surprisingly, the results are not good as seen
in Fig. 5.2.2-1. Of some interest is the lack of fidelity on the
1st
2 modes. These are pow
erful modes which one would think would cause a great deal of sensor error. However,
this is not so as seen in Fig. 5.2.2-2.



























Fig. 5.2.2-1)Magnitude and Phase
Bode Plot forModel 3, 18 State EDdModel
(E:\Matlab42\plid_siins&exp\simulations\model3\subset9)
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Fig. 5.2.2-2) Max. Sensor Prediction Error for Model 3, 18 States
(E:\Madab42\plid sims&exp\simulations\model3\subset9)
Despite the model errors seen at the
1st
2 modes, the sensor error plot is only 2x
worse than the error plot for the full order model (see Fig. 5.2.1-5). The conclusion that
one can reach is that SYSED is a very difficult task which requires very high s/n data in
order to separate out model error and noise. Even though the noise is white and should be
"removable"
by the optimal filter, it may take a prohibitively long time to do that separa
tion. Indeed, the sensor error plot shown in Fig. 5.2.2-2 does suggest a decreasing sensor
error which means that PLED is still converging. However, we may run out of precision in
the CPU's 64 bit floating point unit before PLED can perform its delicate separation of
model error from white noise!
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Amuch lower noise case was run to see ifPLED would converge on at least the
1st
4 dominant modes. As one can see from the Bode plot in Fig. 5.2.2-3, the match is only
slightly better, having captured the
1st
mode more accurately, but missing entirely the
2nd









Run# 4t Actual FRF=thick solid red green blue, Estimated FRF is
"o"




Fig. 5.2.2-3) Mag. & Phase Bode Plot forModel 3, 18 State IDd Model, Low Noise
(E:\Matlab42\plld_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subset9)
5.2.3 Reduced Order Models: 12Modes
One more attempt was made to see if PLED could be used to provide an optimal
reduced order model. Although the 9 mode (18 states) attempt was not overly successful,
it also was not a complete failure. Perhaps telling PLED of only V2 the actual number of
states was taking it too far. A 12 mode (24 state) model was simulated, with results pre
sented below.
As a check, a low noise case was tried where sensor, actuator, and state s/n was
set to 72, 70, 89 dB, respectively. If this case fails then it is unlikely to expect good re
sults with a 12 bit converter who's maximum s/n ratio or resolution is 72 dB.
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Near the end of this simulation, the sensor prediction error is at least 1/3 that of
the 18 state case, with the exact same s/n values. Although still not down to the A/D
resolution, the error is approximately 35 dB down from the RMS sensor signal. This error
is low enough that an overlay of the predicted sensor and actual sensor time histories look
identical to the human eye as seen in Fig. 5.2.3-3. The Bode plot in Fig. 5.2.3-2 shows
that the 2 low frequency modes have been resolved, but their damping value is clearly in
error.
Still it seems reasonable to expect that a controller with reduced performance
could be designed with this reduced order model. An LQG controller based on the EDd
model was created and a closed loop simulation was made using the actual plant model.































Fig. 5.2.3-2)Magnitude & Phase Bode Plot forModel 3,
24 State EDdModel, Low Noise
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sinis&exp\simulations\model3\subsetl2)
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Run1 2t: Actual vs One-step-ahead Sensor Prediction, Chrt 1,ZRMS=3.501, RMS error= 0.01291V
6
| 1400 1420 1440 1460 1480 1500 1520 1540 1560 1580 1600
3 Sample #
PMVsIlcinE, l-Feb-97, Print Name = cs3r_12t.wmf
Fig. 5.2.3-3) One-step-ahead Sensor Prediction vs. Actual OutputModel 3, 24 States
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subsetl2)
As an aside, a simulation was made where the number of samples simulated was
doubled to 3200 samples. The resulting model is indeed better than the one shown previ
ously, but only slightly. The longer PLED is allowed to run, generally the better the model
will be. However, there is reached a point of diminishing returns, and one is forced to
stop the simulation when the results are "good enough". A Bode plot is shown below in
Fig. 5.2.3-4 for comparison. Notice that the
1st
zero and the second pole estimates have

















Run# 121: Actual FRF=thick solid red green blue, Estimated FRF is
"o"
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Fig. 5.2.3-4)Mag. & Phase Bode Plot, Model 3, 24 State EDd, LowNoise, 3200 samples
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subsetl2)
The model created using 3200 samples was not used for the subsequent closed
loop control simulations because we were interested in the effect of model error on con
troller performance.
The goal of the controller was to reduce the structural response of the
1st
4 domi
nant modes. Before the controller could be simulated, the plant model had to be cor
rected. It was discovered that the plant model contained 1 unstable pole. This would
seem impossible given the fact that the sensor error is decreasing and small. The only way
an unstable pole could exist is if a transmission zero were very nearby. Since
PLED is es
sentially itself a feedback
system (like a Kalman filter), an unstable pole is not impossible.
In fact a transmission zero (at 2.75) is near the unstable pole (at 2.72), but it does not
ex-
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actly cancel it. How the unstable pole is prevented from blowing up is because PLED
swaps the position of the pole and zero from time to time. PLED appears to be using the
unstable pole (and zero) as a "high frequency gain adjust". That is, PLED can use the pole
and zero to model high frequency dynamics which it does not have sufficient states to ac
tually (or accurately) model. Thus, it is likely to expect the exact same behavior from
PLED when we apply it to the actual testbed. Since all structures are infinite dimensional,
PLED's model will have to be a reduced order model.
To correct the problem, a program was written (stablea.m) which stabilizes the A
matrix if the unstable pole is real (the program was not written to stabilize complex poles
since these are much more rare than real unstable poles, although the program could easily
be extended to do so). The program will cancel the unstable pole with a near by transmis
sion zero if it is "near
enough"
Nearness depends on how far the unstable pole is from
the unit circle. If the pole is far away from the unit circle (radius>5), then
"near"
can ac
tually be very loose, say any zero with in a radius of 1 . This is because the gain and phase
effect of a zero at 5.5 and a pole at 5 are nearly the same, in spite of the fact that they are
a distance of 0.5 away. The difference in gain caused by removing these 2 is only
20*logio(5.5/5) =1.1 dB. If the pole is close to the unit circle, then the zero must be
closer in order to insure that the gain/phase distortion is not too large when the cancella
tion occurs. Ef the unstable pole has a magnitude ofgreater than 2, then only cancellation
is tried. If the magnitude is less than 2 and no transmission zero is nearby, then the pole is
reflected into the unit circle by reflecting it about the point z=lorz
=
-l depending on if
the pole is positive or negative, respectively. Ifno transmission zero is near, and the pole
is near 2 (or -2), then a significant gain and phase distortion
will occur by removing the
pole.










are the stabilized system zeros and poles.
PZ Map after stabilization, 23 poles (white + ), 21 transmission zeros (white*)
Pole and zero canceled,
all others left untouched.
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Fig. 5.2.3-5) PZMap ofModel 3, 24 State
ED Model Before and After Stabilization
(E:\Matiab42\plld_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subsetl2)
The program correctly cancels the
unstable pole with the non-minimum phase
zero, in spite of the
0.03 distance between them (which is usually
"large"
for lightly
damped stable poles). As one can see from
the Bode comparison plot below in Fig.
5.2.3-
6, the stabilized model is
identical to the original. In fact the largest error is at DC where
a 20*logl0(2.75/2.72)






Model 3r: FRF ofUnstable Est. Plant vs Stabilized Est. to Input#1




Run# 12t: FRF Unstable Est. Plant =solid red green blue, FRF Stabilized Est is
"o"




Fig. 5.2.3-6)Magnitude & Phase Bode Plot for Model 3, Unstable vs. Stabilized Estimate
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subset!2)
Now, with a stable reduced order model (23 states), we can design a controller.
The program
"lqgctrl.m"
was written to do this, and it includes the stabilization program
so that the control design program can be safely used with other models. The state weight
and actuator weight were initially both set to unity. Typically, this insures a well balanced
controller which does not demand a large actuator voltage for control. The resulting LQG
controller is combined with a Kalman filter to obtain the full state estimate (23 states).
Finally, the combined controller/estimator is
closed around the full order (actual or truth
model) model and simulated.
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A Kalman filter requires an estimate of the sensor and state noise. Since PLED
also requires this, we simply used the same estimate for the Kalman filter. The filter's
performance was verified by simulating the filter's response to a given input, and compar
ing it to the full order system's response, which is shown in Fig. 5.2.3-7.













Fig. 5.2.3-7) Actual Sensor (green--) vs.
Kalman Est., Model 3, 23 StateModel
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simtdations\model3\subsetl2)
For the first 80 samples, the results are very
good. However, as the un-modeled
or poorly modeled
dynamics get excited, the error grows.
The error does not get much
worse than this, since the frequency of the
estimated poles are very accurate, just the
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damping is in error. Proofof this is seen in Fig. 5.2.3-8 which shows the next 150 to 500
samples. Notice that generally, the estimate is less than the actual, as it should be since
PLED over predicted the damping.











Fig. 5.2.3-8) Actual Sensor (green-) vs. Kalman Est., Model 3, 23 StateModel
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simvdations\model3\subsetl2)
The results of loop closure are given below in Fig. 5.2.3-9. Again, both state and
actuator weights equaled l*eye(). Also remember that we have closed the loop around
the actual full order (36 state) plant to simulate the actual closed loop situation.
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Fig. 5.2.3-9) Magnitude & Phase Bode Plot forModel 3, Open vs. Closed Loop
(E:\Matlab42\plld_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subsetl2)
The performance is quite good. We achieved more than 25 dB on the
1st
mode,




modes, and 16 dB on the 4th. The
5th
mode improved by
about 10 dB, even the unmodeled
6th
mode improved by about 6 dB. At first this may
seem odd, but this is why collocation is so helpful.
Collocation causes minimum phase
zeros to appear between each pole, keeping the phase within a
180
bound. As long as
the controller doesn't send the phase off by 180, the closed loop system will usually be
stable and "spill
over"
is often stabilizing. Spill over is a term used to describe the, often




modes near 300 Hz also get attenuated a small amount, with
just 1 mode on the blue curve getting worse. A zoomed plot of this shows the effect (Fig.
5.2.3-10).




Run# 1 2t: FRF Open Loop =solid red green blue, FRF Closed Loop Plant is
"o"
Frequency in Hz.
5 PhilVallone, 9-Feb-97, Print Name = ffi3r_12t,wmf 300
Ff3rl2tz.wmf
Fig. 5.2.3-10)Magnitude & Phase Bode Plot forModel 3, Open vs. Closed Loop
- Zoom
(E:\Matlab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subsetl2)
A time simulation shows that the system time response is reduced (Fig. 5.2.3-11).
Although the performance improvement is obvious, it is not as high as one might have
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thought. However, it is only the peaks of the transfer function which have been reduced,
not the overall transfer function. Since the input is a broad band disturbance, a large per
centage of the transfer function magnitude is unchanged by loop closure.














Phil Vallone. 9-Feb-97. Print Name
= tc3r_12t.wmf
60 80 100
Sample #, Fs=800Hz, Attenuation=10.7dB
120 140
Fig. 5.2.3-11) Open Loop Sensor Output (green-)
vs. Closed Loop, Model 3, 23
StateModel
(E:\Madab42\plid_sims&exp\simulations\model3\subset!2)
Another controller was designed with a much
higher weight on the states. Actua
tor weight was kept at 1 while the state weight was
set to 1000. Which such an emphasis
on performance, it would be reasonable
to expect that the controller performance would
be much better (if not unstable). Fig. 5.2.3-12




modes improved in performance by about an additional 3dB.
Attenuation in the time
95
domain only improved by 1 dB (Fig. 5.2.3-12). In fact, the
1st
mode increased slightly,
due to the error in the model. Nevertheless, the performance is good and gives hope that
a reduced order model with significant error can be used to design a stable controller. As
mentioned previously in this thesis, we were not able to close the loop on the actual
test-
bed due to computer limitations, thus this will conclude our investigation into closed loop
control.
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Fig. 5.2.3-12)Magnitude & Phase Bode Plot, Model 3,
Open vs. Closed Loop, X/LN1000
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phi1v.1i0e,9-F,b-97,PriN.m,.tc3r_i2>.wf
S a m pie #, Fs= 800Hz, A tte nuatio n= 1 1 .6 6d B
120 140
Fig. 5.2.3-13) Open Loop Sensor Output (green--) vs. Closed Loop, Model 3, X/U=1000
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6.0 PLID Testbed Results
MATLAB simulations proved that acceptable results could be achieved using re
duced order models (36 states in actual model vs. 24 states used for identification). This
was necessary to show since all mechanical structures are infinite dimensional, which re
quires all models to effectively be reduced order. We knew there would be significant
challenges in applying PLID (or any other ID method) to a complex 3-D structure, be
cause of the large dynamic range inherent in a lightly damped structure. In addition, the
12 bit A/D and D/A converters would place a hard lower floor on the achievable signal to
noise ratio. Nevertheless, the simulations were encouraging so we had the testbed built
and the author instrumented it with the piezo-wafers and accelerometers described previ
ously. As with the simulations, the amount of data and number ofPLID runs made (over
1 Gbyte!) prohibits their unabridged inclusion. Only the most interesting runs will be
given below.
The testbed was disassembled and assembled twice during the data collection
phase. Despite the kinematic design of the structure, the base
(~ 105 lbs.) was not heavy
enough to de-couple the dynamics of interest, namely the UDF's
(~ 35 lbs), from those of
the base. Since the base rested on a carpeted floor, any base motion created frictional
damping between the base and the carpet. As one might imagine, this damping was far
from linear (viscous) and was temperature dependent, time varying, etc. . . Each time the
structure was disassembled and assembled, very different transfer functions were meas
ured. The final configuration, after the
2nd
and final assembly, is the one where a large
number of20 pound weights were placed on the base to essentially crush the carpet. The
additional 160 lbs of weight produced a significantly less damped structure. Typical
damping levels were about 0.2 to 0.5%.
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Two plots generated from the HP are shown below (Fig. 6.0-1) to demonstrate the
dramatic difference this made. On the left side is a plot of the TF without weights. Nu
merous modes are damped to the point where they are not very clear. Several of these
modes appear to have damping factors in excess of 5%, which is very high. The TF on the
right displays several more modes, since now the damping factors are less than 1% and are
more separated in frequency.
Bodepfctcfctbirffletafelbfe, HRffia\a1is1b4a_,wrf Bxtepbtofdsfainfile:B21rl1a, H=3E62A, B21r!1a_wrf
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rTeq. hfc; mr^SO, nTKF=30CHk
Phil \6lkiTe, 15Mv-97,PrtNare=BZlrUawf
Fig. 6.0-1) Experimental TF Plots from the HP, Before (left) & After AddingWeights
(alislb4a.wmf vs. B21rlla.wmf)
As opposed to the simulation tests, the most useful plot to show is the transfer
function comparison between model and measured. The one-step-ahead sensor prediction
error plots versus sample (iteration) number is also useful on occasion. Since we are
comparing the estimated model to time
domain data, pole-zero maps are not particularly
useful.
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Accelerometers are notoriously noisy since the signal is the 2^ time derivative of
displacement. High frequency vibrations, both real (transformer hum, higher speed mo
tors...) and not real (electronics noise, line noise pickup...) will produce very significant
voltage output from the accelerometer's amplifier. Unattenuated, this noise will almost
certainly cause aliasing problems.
The ZOH on the D/A output further exacerbates the high frequency amplifying




High freq. component in D/A output
causes PZTs to proportionally react,
producing high acceleration.
Time
Fig. 6.0-2) D/A Output Time History Sketch (ZOH) Showing High Freq. Steps
In an attempt to limit these noise effects, the acceleration signal was integrated
once, using a 1 pole analog low pass
filter (fb = 234 Hz), to produce an output propor
tional to velocity. This helps filter high frequency noise while not dropping off so sharply
as to hide modes above 230 Hz. One can see the affect of this filter in the slow phase sag
below and above 200 Hz in Fig. 6.0-1, right plot, (note: attempts were made to collect
data without this and other filters, but they failed because of severe aliasing problems.)
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Additionally, a 2 pole low pass filter with a break frequency of 1000 Hz was
placed between the D/A and the power amp to smooth out the D/A ZOH. A block dia
gram of the experimental setup is shown below in Fig. 6.0-3. With a break frequency of
1000 Hz, this 2 pole Butterworth filter will not protect against aliasing between the
Nyquist (800 Hz) and about 2000 Hz. However, by 800 Hz, the structures own natural
response begins to taper. Additionally, the input signal sent to the D/As is digitally filtered




1 pole at 234 Hz.
z=i Computer
3 statistically independent
signals sent to each of the
3 actuators (bi-pod pairs)
PCwithA/Ds(12
bit), data streamed





Smoothing Filter, 2 pole
Butterworth at 1kHz
Power Amps to drive
the PZTs, lOx gain
(lOOVmax.)
Fig. 6.0-3) Experimental Setup (final configuration)
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6.1 MIMOModels
The first set of runs made attempted to create full MLMO models directly, with no
post processing of the time domain data.
6. 1. 1 Initial Results
It is important to remember that all the results shown in this sub-section include a
6 pole 200 Hz. digital Butterworth filter applied to the actuator input time history before
saving this data to file. The intent was to minimize the excitation of high frequency dy
namics by reducing the actuator signal content above 200 Hz. We did not have the com
pute horse power to identify the numerous modes beyond 200 Hz.
The initial results used low order models to test out the whole data collection sys
tem and to gain familiarity with PLID. Fourteen and 18 state models were tried. Of the
14 state models, the first try (run5b.mat) quickly showed that 14 states is not enough. A
comparison of the bode plot and the FFT of the time history data (Harming windowed, 0%
overlap, 6 averages using 1024 points) shows missing dynamics.
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PhilVallone, 16-Apr-97, Print Name
= frce_5b.wmf Freq. ifl Hz
High frequency noise
causes TF to rise above
300Hz because of the
"200 Hz digital low-
pass applied to the
input time sequence.
"Note that PLID ignores
this noise.
20-Aug-94





Not only is the
model poor, the data looks even
worse. In fact, it is surprising
PLID could do anything at all with this
data. The problem is two fold. First, because of
how the data acquisition system works,
you can only collect a
maximum of 10,923 points.
This is due to the 64 Kbytes limit
placed on variables. Despite using the
"huge"
memory
model, the A/D drivers
limited collection to 64 Kbytes. (Naturally, the company
sales lit
erature said nothing of this.)
With such limited data, the FFT algorithm could only make
6 averages of 1024 point data slices (only 6400
points were collected in this particular
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run). [Author's note: At the time I did not have the appreciation for good data that I have
now!]
Secondly, 14 states is not enough. There are at least 5 distinct lightly damped
peaks, and 4 more states needed to model the filtering. Thus, 14 states is the absolute
minimum number of states to model the system if absolutely no over-parameterization
were to occur. The problem is that over-parameterization must occur because we have an
infinite dimensional system. Thus, any SYSID technique will have to place poles on, or
near, the negative real axis to make an attempt to account for un-modeled dynamics just
beyond Nyquist.
We overlay the PLID transfer function with this data because it emphasizes the
noise problem faced by PLID. In fact, the noise is so bad that phase data is virtually use
less, jumping wildly between integer multiples of 7t/2. [For reasons unknown at the time,
the noise is worse than previously estimated by the RSS analysis. In hindsight the cause
was most likely aliasing. ]
When the time history transfer function is plotted with the HP signal analyzer data,
we can clearly see where noise is most




Bode plot : HP3562A data 111 b2 Irlla, 02 lrllawmf vs. Time Hist, datlofU=l. Z=2 (Fs-1600, Aves=6. DdlF=1.562)
High frequency noise
causes TF to rise above




Freq. Hz; (HP minF=50, HP maxF=300Hz, HP Freq. res =0 ,3125Hz)
PhilVallone, 6-May-97, Prrnt Name = OHT215b.wmf
Fig. 6. 1.1-2) HP Sine Sweep TF vs. the FFTd Time HistoryData
Oht215b.wmf; Path = E:\MATLAB42\PUD_S~l\EXPEM~l\MIMO\SUB14
The HP sine sweep and the time history match reasonably well near the first 2
resonances, but just about everywhere else, the TF generated
from the time history shows
significant or dominant noise. Finally, plotting the PLID TF with the HP data, we get a
comparison between
"truth"
(green) and estimate (blue).
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Bodeplot: HP3562A datainb21rlla, (OHE215b.wmf) vs. PLIDModel ofU=l, Z=2 (Fs=1600, N=14)
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Freq. Hz; (HPminF=50,HPmajf=300Hz, HP Freq. res.-=0.3125Hz)
Phil Vallone, 7-May-97, Print
Name= OHE215b.wntf
Fig. 6.1.1-3) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 14 states
OHE215b.wmf; Path = E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\NaMO\SUB14
Model sizes of 16, 18, 24, and 30 states were also tried. Several different runs
were made with various noise parameters at each of the model sizes. For the sake of
brevity, only the best or most interesting plots will be shown.
From the above plot (Fig. 6.1.1-3) it is doubtful that 16 states will be sufficient,
and indeed the results were no better than those obtained from the 14 state model. At 18
states, the
1st
mode begins to appear as seen in Fig. 6. 1.1-4. The
1st
peak is visible in the
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PLID transfer function, but it is not well resolved, and the
2nd
peak is actuallyworse (more
heavily damped).
Bodeplot:HP3562Adatainb21rlla,(OHE212b.wmf) vs. PLIDModel ofU=l, Z=2(Fs=1600,N=18)

















Freq. Hz; (HP nmF-50, HPms;cF=300Hz,HP Freq. res ,=0.3125Hz)
PhilVallone, 7-May-97, Print Name
= OHE212b.wmf
Fig. 6.1.1-4) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 18 states
OHE212b.wmf; Path = E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\MIMO\SUB18
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6.1.2Refined Results
The initial results showed that 14 and 18 state models were not sufficient. In
creasing the model size to 24 states improves the match significantly, but not in the areas
one might expect. Fig. 6.1.2-1 illustrates this point. The very weak
3rd
mode is more
accurately captured, but the
1st
peak is still not resolved. The answer to this puzzle can
be found by looking at the other cross transfer functions. Using the same input, we can
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Freq . Hz; (PLIDMaxdB=-3.793, PLIDmaxF=l67.5Hz













Phil Vallone, 8-May-97, Print Name
= OHE214c.wmf
10'
Freq. Hz; (HPminF=50, HPmaxMOOHz, HPFreq. res.=0.3125Hz)
Fig. 6.1.2-1) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 24 states
OHE214c.wmf, model Run4cbst; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\MIMO\STJB24
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mode is faster, resulting
HP even fails to track the phase at low frequency because
more information per sample
on this mode.
5 Freq. Hz; (HP minF= 50. HP maxF=300Hz, HP Freq. res =0.3125Hz)
Phil Vallone, 8-M y-97. Print Name = OHE314c.wnit
Fig. 6. 1.2-2) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 24 states (Z3/U1)
OHE314c.wmf, model Run4obst; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\MMO\SUB24
Fig. 6.1.2-2 also shows us why the
4th
mode also gets PLED's attention. Even
though this mode is approaching a frequency where the input excitation is dropping off
rapidly, the information per time sample is high for this mode. Since
PLID is a time do
main technique, it will be more successful with modes nearest the Nyquist
relative to
modes far below Nyquist because PLID will essentially have more averages to use in de
termining the high frequency pole location.
Also notice in this figure (Fig. 6.1.2-2) how PLID manages to beat the $25,000
HP signal analyzer in estimating the low frequency phase. At first this may not seem
overly impressive, but one must
consider that the HP is slowly sine sweeping, collecting
50 averages at each frequency step as it marches through the frequency band. The final
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piece of information which makes PLID's victory remarkable is an overly of the FFTd
time history that PLID had to work with (shown below in Fig. 6. 1 .2-3).
6 FRF averages, 0.64sec slices ofOutput 3 to Input 1, 1600Hz, DeltaF=1.562
500
Phil Vallone, S-May-97, PrintName
= frcE4c.wmf
Freq. in Hz 7-10-94
Fig. 6. 1.2-3) FFTd Time History Data (red) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 24 states
frcE4c.wmf, model Run4cbst; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\MIMO\SUB24
The results are downright astonishing. As good as the results are in light of the
noise level, they are not good enough to design a controller to damp the modes between
100 and 200 Hz.
Since PLID can use additional states as noise filters (in a similar way to a Kalman
filter), investigating how PLID performs with 30 states is valuable.
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s Freq. Hz; (HP minF=50, HP maxF=300Hz, HP Freq. res =0.3125Hz)
Phil Vallone, 15-M ay -97, Print Name
= OHE217c.wmf
Fig. 6.1.2-4) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 30 states
b21rlla.mat, model Run7c_l; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLro_S~l\EXPEW~l\MMO\SUB30
Only 1 of these 30 state models were made because the run time for this was 75
hours (using a 486-66MHz)! The 30 state model is the only one where the
1st
mode is
clearly defined, albeit overly damped. Thirty states should
have been enough to match the
1st
5 modes well. Something is preventing PLID for achieving the expected results. Noise
is the most obvious potential culprit.
Since a new sensor and data acquisition system was out of the question, another
approach would have to be taken. We did not have any other anti-alias equipment to use.
There were only 2 other things we
could do: 1) time average the signals to improve s/n
ratio, and 2) try SDvlO models which have
less parameters to estimate, making the estima




SIMO models were generated in the hopes that a way could be devised to combine
these SIMO models into MIMO models. There are
5/7*
as many parameters to identify in
a SIMO model since the B matrix becomes a column vector. Instead of identifying (3 in
puts + 3 outputs + l)*states parameters, we need only identify (1 inputs + 3 outputs +
l)*states parameters.
A reduction in the number of parameters results in about an
n3
reduction in com
putation. Thus, 0.71n parameters results in 0.36n FLOP, or about 1/3 as much compute
time.
6.2.1 Initial Results
We started with input #1 to all 3 sensors as our
1st
SIMO modeling task. A time
history of the actuator input is shown below in Fig. 6.2.1-1. We were careful to get as
large an actuator signal as possible without saturating, which occurs at 10 V The peak
seen below is about 6 V. You will notice that the time history does not appear completely
white. This is due to the 200 Hz 6 pole digital low pass applied to the white noise se
quence.
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Actuator #1 voltage: fi Ite r= 6pole LP @ 200Hz Butterworth, sigmaU = 2.1
Fig. 6.2. 1-1) Actuator Input #1 Time History
rlbn_ul.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO
A time history of the sensor response to this input is
provided below in Fig. 6.2.1-
2. Note that the largest response is from sensor #2, as seen by the 0.66
Vans- This is due
to a clocking of the
sensors relative to the actuators when the structure was
put back to
gether. The mismatch was not noticed until after data was
collected and an ID run was
made. Since these runs take so long and taking data had to be
done at night, we decided
to leave the setup as is. Such
changes are why SYSID is so valuable,
since one can get a
new model after any such
change.
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Actual Data Sensors 1r, 2g, 3b, 2-Jir>97, SigmaU=2.1 , RMS z1= 0.3487V
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The other factor which drives the level of
excitation is that the response must stay
within 5V to avoid clipping the A/D.
Sensor #2 achieves a peak of 1.5 V, well within
bounds.
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The initial results started offwith 30 states. Given our previous studies, 30 states
is a reasonable starting point in an attempt to achieve good results. Also, SIMO SYSED
requires about 1/3 the number ofFLOPs, so a 30 state run is not unreasonably long. No
time averaging was done to obtain the initial results.
A runwas made with 2000 samples. Plots of the maximum absolute value 1 -step-
ahead prediction sensor error, and HP to PLID TF comparisons are provided below in Fig.
6.2.1-3 and 6.2.1-4, respectively.
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P. Vallone, 14-Jun-97, Print
Name= ze_la3.wmf Sample #, FS=1600
Fig. 6.2. 1-3) Abs. Max. 1-Step Ahead Sensor Error,




Fig. 6.2.1-3 shows that PLID quickly drives the sensor prediction error down, but
bottoms out around 20 mV of error, such that virtually no progress is being made in the




sample. Fig. 6.2. 1-4 shows that the
SIMO 30 state model is much better than the equivalent MIMO model, having captured
the
1st
mode much more accurately as compared with the results given in Fig. 6.1.2-4




modes respectively. In both SIMO and
MIMO cases, the last mode pair are not capture well at all. PLID did put poles near this
pole pair at approximately 250 Hz, but the damping ofthese poles is excessive.
The most likely cause for the failure on the 250 Hz mode pair is that the noise sim
ply overwhelmed the useful data and thus PLID. Such noise is probably what kept the
sensor prediction error plot from ever falling below 20 mV.
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Freq. Hz; (HPminF=30,HPmaxP=300Hz, HP Freq. res .=0.3125Hz)
PhilVallone, 4-Jun-7, Print
Name= OH21 lawnrf




To get a better idea ofwhat PLID faced, a comparison between the PLID and time
history TF is needed; Fig. 6.2.1-5 shows that noise is still causing difficulties. Six fre
quency domain averages do not improve the s/n beyond 300 Hz to the point where modes
are clear, even the noise at 250 Hz is significant. All considered, PLID did a good job.
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Phil Vallone, 5-Jun-97, Print Name
= frcela.wmf
Freq. in Hz 1-Oct-94
500
Fig 6 2 1-5) FFT ofTime History
Data (red) vs. PLID TF (blue), 30 states, Ul, No Ave.
frcela.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLArM2\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, runla
As mentioned, constrained by budget, we were
not able to use more filters to im
prove the s/n ratio. The only other
technique which was relatively easy to implement is
time domain signal averaging. It did not
make sense to continue generating models of the
other inputs until time averaging was




Using all of the same parameters and setup, several time histories were collected
by using the same input time history. The only difference between each time history
should be noise. Averaged together, we should obtain a noise reduction of 4n where
""
is the number of averaged time histories. To keep the amount of data collected to a rea
sonable level, a maximum of 10 time histories were collected for averaging. Each time
history was on the order of 9,000 to 10,000 samples long. With 10,000 data points on 3
sensors with 1 actuator, each data collection required 3,200,000 bytes to store in double
precision format (mat-file).
To avoid corrupting other data sets with potentially more noisy data sets, each of
the 10 collections were examined for anomalies and glitches. If any time history differed
at any point from any other data set by more than 80 mV, the data set was thrown out.
This operation was performed in "ave_sen#.m". Such a stringent requirement dictated
that data collection must occur during the night, with no appliances, furnaces, air condi
tioning, or any other equipment on, with the obvious exception of the computer. Even the
fans in the computer were temporarily unplugged. Only the fan internal to the computer's
power supply remained on. Additionally, no walking or other movement was tolerated
during the data collection phase since even a chair squeak can cause many tens of milli
volts of signal. Under these conditions, we should obtain the best possible data from our
equipment.
The data collection run analyzed in detail below had only 1 time history thrown out
meaning that 9 averages were
computed. Settling of the house caused the noise glitch
which explains why the one
collection was rejected. A comparison between the time his
tories'
FFT and the HP sine sweep is shown in Fig. 6.2.2-1 Clearly this time history data
is better than any shown previously.
Now the modes near 250 Hz can be easily seen and
agrees well with the HP data.
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Bode plot:HP3K2A data in b21dla.b21dla.wmf vs. TimeHist. dataofU=l,Z=2(FB=1600. Aves=4.DeItaF=0.7812)
Freq. Hz; (HP ninF=50, HPmuJ^OOHz, HP Freq. res =0.3125Hz)
PmlVallone, 5Jun-97. Print Name =HT21 lbn4.wmf
Fig. 6.2.2-1) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. FFT of the Time HistoryData (red), 9Averages
HT211bn4.wmf; Path = E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, rldn4bst
Still, aliasing can be seen just below 300 Hz, and noise above 300 Hz is too high to
allow any model information extraction.
PLID was run using the same parameters in the
past SIMO runs. After just 450 iterations (samples), PLID produced the model shown
below in Fig. 6.2.2-2. Compared to the results shown in Fig. 6.2.1-4, the
1st
zero's
damping is more accurate, and for the
1st




Bode plot: HP3562A datainB21rlla, (OH211dn2.wmf) vs. PLID Model ofU=l, Z=2 (Fs=1600, N=30)











Freq. Hz; (HPminF=50,HPmaif-300Hz, HPFreq. res .=0.3125Hz)
Phil Vallone, 3-Jun-97, Print
Name= OH21 ldn2.wmf
Fig. 6.2.2-2) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 30 states, Ul, 9 Ave., 1=450
OH21 ldn2.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, runldn2
Just 450 samples were used. This equates to just 450/1600 seconds
= 0.28 sec
onds of data! The sensor prediction error (Fig. 6.2.2-3) shows that PLID has essentially
driven the model error into the sensor noise floor (based on an RSS noise floor of about
10 mVnns). A better model is possible, but one will not see much if any difference
in the
sensor prediction error.




where above about the
250th
iteration. This ends up being true. It turns out that at 326
iterations, a better model is obtained. This is
just 0.20 seconds of data. Fig. 6.2.2-4
provides the bode results.
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Run1dn2 Model e: Max. 1 Step-Ahead Prediction Error, s/n for Sensor=39, Act.=54, State=80dB, States=30
<ZRMS
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P Vallone, 2-Jun-97, Print Name
= ze_ldn2.wmf Sample #, Fs=1600
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Bodeplot:HP3562Adatainb21rila,(OH211bn4wmf) vb. PLID Model ofU=1,Z=2 (Fs-1600, N=30)






Freq. Hz; (HP minF-50, HPma>6?=300Hz,
HP Freq. res =0.3125Hz)
PM Vallone, 4-Jun-97, Print
Name = OH2 1 lbn4.wmf
6 2 2-4) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID




Virtually all aspects of this model are better than the one obtained at iteration 450,
and in fact for nearly all other iterations. After iteration 326 the model's zeros slowly get
more damped and the
5th
pole also gets more damped. Why PLID should decide to move
on to a different and worse solution is not exactly known. The most plausible explanation
is that noise blurs the true resonant heights and zero depths. Over several samples, PLID
tends to average these
"blurs"
There is a small problem with this model, which is seen in the phase of the
5th
mode (244 Hz). Since the phase increases as we move through the pole, the pole must be
unstable. This pole pair is at 0.5777 0.8183i, and has a magnitude of 1.0017 which is
unstable. However, the mode is so lightly damped that reflecting it inside of the unit circle
causes no visible gain distortion. The eigenvalues are #16 and 17 of the estimated state
matrix A*. We can determine the minimum vector length which goes from this eigenvalue
#16 (0.5777 + 0.8183i) to the unit circle. Subtracting twice this vector length will place










= min(abs(unit_circle - eigAe(16)))



















With these new eigenvalues, a new A matrix can be
fabricated. The only way to create the
new A matrix that the author knows of is to convert to a
block diagonal Jordan form
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where the complex eigenvalues appear as 2x2 blocks along the diagonal of the A matrix.
Once in this form, the unstable eigenvalues are replaced with their stable counter parts. In
this way, MJMO systems can be stabilized. The bode magnitude plot differences are not
visible between the stable and unstable plants.
The FFT data is also prone to aliasing; however, PLID was able to reject this
phantommode, Fig. 6.2.2-5 shows proofof this. As mentioned earlier, the HP sine sweep
(which virtually eliminates aliasing) does not show any sign of the damped resonance
just
below 300 Hz, thus we must conclude that it is an aliased mode.
IB






Fie 6 2 2-5) FFT ofTime History Data (red) vs.
PLID TF (blue), 30 states, Ul, 9 Ave.





It is interesting to overlay an FFT made ofonly 326 samples with the PLID model,
since this is all the data PLID used to create a model. It is hard to believe that the Fig.
6.2.2-6 red and blue curves shown below were generated from the same data set. Actu
ally, the FFT curve has the advantage ofbeing computed from 29 averages, resulting from












29 FRF averages, 0.2037sec slices of Output 2 to Input 1, 1600Hz, DeltaF=4.908
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Phil Vallone, 6-Jun-97, Print Name
= frctl bn4.wmf
Fig. 6.2.2-6) FFT ofTime History




Both sensors 1 and 3 TFs also look good





Bode plot: HP3562A data in bllrlla, (OHlllbn4.wmf) vs. PLID M odel of u=l, Z=l (FB=1600,N=30)
-200
-400
The HP incorrectly tracks
phase in this area due to




Freq. Hz; (HP mmF=50, HP mixF=300Hz, HP Freq. res -0.3 125Hz)
PhilVallone, 7-Jun-97, Print Name = OHUlbn4.wmf
Fig. 6.2.2-7) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 30 states, Ul, Zl, 1=326
OHllldn4.wmf; Path = E:\MATLAB42\PLID S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, rldn4bst
Bode plot: HP3562A datainb31rlla, (OH311bn4.wmf) vs. PLID M odelofU-l. Z=3 (Fs=1600, N=30)
Again, it is the HP
that incorrectly
tracks phase in this
area due to low s/n.






Freq. Hz; (HP ninF=50, HP maxF=300Hz, HP Freq. res =0.3125Hz)
PhilVallone. 7-Jun-97, Print Name = OH311bn4.wmf




Now that input #1 SIMO model is satisfactorily identified, at least to as good as
the data will allow, we will next show the results for input #2 SIMO models. The domi
nant transfer function is from input #2 is to output #3. We will concentrate the investiga
tion on this I/O pair.
Ten new data sets were carefully collected. Of these, all 10 were useable for aver
aging. From a signal to noise standpoint, this data was better than any other. It was good
enough to gain some view of dynamics beyond 300 Hz. Thus, we collected HP data be
yond 300 Hz for comparison purposes. An overlay of the time history FFT and the HP
shows that indeed the s/n ratio is better, but aliasing is still evident.
Bode plot: HP3562A datainb32bla, b32bla.wmf vs. Time Hist, dataofU=2, Z=3 (Fs=1600,Aves=2, DdtaF=0.3906)
icmodes
Freq. Hz; \ar rranr=3u, nr rrajS^OOHz,HP Freq. res.=0.1441Hz)
400
Phfl VaUone, 13-Jun-97, FlintName
= HT322a3.wmf
Fig 6.2.2-9) FFT of the Time History Data (red) vs. HP




Close inspection ofFig. 6.2.2-9 above reveals a frequency shift in the
1st
2 modes,
and to a lesser extent the
3rd
mode at 185 Hz. The reason for this is that the structure has
some slight time variances. The HP data shown was collected in May of 1994, while the
time history data was taken October of 1994. In the 5 months separating these data col
lections, the lower frequency modes shifted and appear to be slightly less damped. Since
damping is highly dependent on the carpet underneath the support plate, any changes in
the carpet will cause this damping to change. Time will cause the carpet to be more com
pressed which has a tendency to reduce its damping effect. Furthermore, the time history
data was taken when the temperature in the room was a bit lower, also tending to reduce
the effective damping. Because of this shift, we will only compare the PLID model with
the time history data.
The overlay ofPLID to the FFT time history shows a reasonably good match be
low 300 Hz. Neither the HP or PLID show any signs of the small bump just above the
1st













2 FRF averages, 2.56sec slices ofOutput 3 to Input 2, 1600Hz, DeltaF=0.3906
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Fig. 6.2.2-10) FFT Time History Data (red) vs. PLID TF (blue), U2-Z3, 30 States, 10 Ave
fcE2c_22.wmf; Path = E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, run2c_2, zlf_2_ave, 1=650
The results given in Fig. 6.2.2-10 were obtained after 650 iterations (samples).
Just as before, somewhat better results are achieved with less samples. Fig. 6.2.2-11
shows that we may have a better solution anywhere after iteration 250.
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Fig. 6.2.2-11) Abs. Max. 1-Step Ahead Sensor Error, 30 states, U2, 10 Ave.
zE 2c 2.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, run2c_2
At 455 iterations, the results shown in Fig. 6.2.2-12 are obtained.































Rr2c_2:Adual (soldgreeno) vs Predicted (Hick red) SereorOutput, Crannel#3
e
f
tWValors 7-Jun-97, Print Nans
= SCT2c_21.wmf
650
Fig. 6.2.2-13) Sensor Output (green-o) vs. PLID's 1-Step Ahead Prediction (red), U2-Z3
SCE2c 21.wmf; Path






Run2c_2: Actual (solid green-o) vs Predicted (thick red) Sensor Output, Channel #3
Wmax. ( rrori>.03849V
510 515 520 525
Sample #
530 535 540 545
PhilVallone, 7-Jun-97. Print Name = SCE2c_2.wmf
Fig 6.2.2-14) Sensor Output (green-o) vs. PLID's 1-Step Ahead Prediction (red),
ZOOM
SCE2c 2.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, run2c_2
From the zoom in plot (Fig. 6.2.2-14) we can see that the maximum error occurs
at the high slop region. Generally, this is the case, and it is not
surprising. What ifwe
wanted an even more accurate sensor prediction.
Although a larger model than 30 states
is going to be difficult to
implement on all but the most powerful controllers, one may
want to use PLID solely as a sensor
predictor of a slow process. In this case, a large
model may be of interest.
We investigated 40, 45, 50, and 64 state models to
see ifthe sensor error could be
lessened. A figure ofmerit was devised to judge the quality
of the different models. We
used a time domain figure ofmerit computed by "mean(abs(z
-
zest))"
over the last 200
samples run through PLID. All models were given the same
input and output time history,
and all were run with the same parameters. Only the number of states
differed.
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Fig. 6.2.2-15 shows that 30 states is a good balance between speed and accuracy.
It is interesting to see that the sensor error continues to drop in all cases. This suggests
that the true order of the system is very high. In fact, there are 12 support tube bending
modes near 50 Hz, and another 12 at about 350 Hz., added to at least 6 modes for the
UDF, we have accounted for at least 60 states right there.
Cost vs. Performance for Different Model Sizes (SIMO)










































Fig. 6.2.2-15) Sensor Error (blue line) vs. CPU (486-66) Cost (cyan bars)
(It should be noted that the Pentium-Pro 200MHz is about lOx faster than the 486-66DX2
used to perform the above study. Thus, the 30 state simulationwould take only 5 seconds
per iteration on the PPro-200.)
It is only when the number of states is pushed to
64 that the double mode at 243
Hz is resolved. With 64 MB ofRAM, an "Out of
Memory"
error occurred while running
the 64 state simulation. Fortunately, the program saves the data every so often and we
were able to retrieve most of the data.
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It is worth noting that this high fidelity model was obtained in only 510 samples.
which is less than 2x the minimum number of samples to identify all the parameters which
equal 64*(3+l+l) = 320.
20
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Phil Vallone, ll-Jun-97, Print Name
= fc2glnl.wmf
8-Jun-97
Fig. 6.2.2-16) FFT of the Time History Data (red) vs. PLID TF (blue), U2-Z3, 64 States
fcE2glnl.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, r2glnl
Moving on to input #3 results, we can finish the SIMO
model of the testbed. As
one would expect, input #3 results are similar to the
1st
two. We have kept the model size
at 30 states for comparison to the other 2 models. Fig. 6.2.2-17 suggests that this data set
has higher noise than the others. Only 8 averages of the 10 data sets were used which
does indeed mean that the noise environment during this data collection was higher.
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lodeplot:HPJS62A data in bl3rla,bl3rla.winf vs. TimtHiit. data ofU-3.Z-1 078=1600,Aves=2, DcltiF"=0.39D6)
Freq. Hz; (HPminF-50, HP ma.tF=-l5 0Hz, HP Freq. res.^JHz)
Phil Vallone, 8-Jun-97, Print Name - HT133bl.wmf
Fig. 6.2.2-17) FFT of the Time History Data (red) vs. HP TF (green), U3-Z1, 8 Ave.
HT133bl.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, run3b
All PLID parameters were kept the same when generating the model for input #3.
Input #3 was most difficult because ofthe dominance of the 213 Hz mode. To make most
use of the sensor signal, we started PLID using the time history starting at sample #3500.
A plot of the sensor time history (Fig. 6.2.2-18) is used to explain why this sample number
was chosen.
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Fig. 6.2.2-18) Sensor Output Time Histories: Samples 3500 to 5550
STE3b.wmf, Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERl~l\SIMO, run3b
The signal during this time period is highest (Fig. 6.2.2-18). The dense batch of
small modes near 230 Hz gives PLID some difficulty as seen in Fig. 6.2.2-20. The sensor
error associated with these modes is very small as seen in Fig. 6.2.2-19.
Prediction error
is typically below 20 mV
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Rul3bn2 Model E: Max. 1 Step-Ahead Prediction Error, s/n for Sensor=31 , Act.=54, State=80dB, States=30
<ZRMS
<a/d
| 3500 3550 3600 3650 3700 3750 3800 3850 3900 3950
3 P.\Morei8-Iuii-97,PrirtNane=zE_3tii21.wmf Sample#, Fs=1600
Fig. 6.2.2-19) Abs. Max. 1-Step Ahead Sensor Error, 30 States, U3, Zl, 8 Ave.
zE_3bn2 1 .wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO. nm2c_2
Bodiplot:HP3562Aciatambl3rla.(OH133bn2.wmf) vs PUD ModrtofU=3.Z=l (Fs-1600. N=30)




1104. iz, yur JiaJi =50,
HPmaxF=^450Hz,HP Freq. res =0.5Hz)
PhflVaUcme, 8-Jun-97. Print
Name= OH133bn2.wnif
Fie 6 2 2-20) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID





A non-minimum phase zero appears just below 200 Hz (Fig. 6.2.2-20). At first,
one might think that we could
"stabilize"
the zero in a similar manner as the unstable pole.
If the model is SISO, then this is true, and trivial to do. If the model is SIMO or worse,
MIMO, this process is difficult to impossible. The problem is that the zeros are now
transmission zeros, and there are different zeros for every input to output in the SIMO or
MIMO model, whereas with poles they are all the same.
As an aside, ifwe were interested in capturing just the 2 dominant modes, a 6 state
model can do a reasonably good job of it. Since PLID is the optimal time domain estima
tor, it will niinimize the sensor error with what model order it has. PLID will naturally go
after the dominant modes. Fig. 6.2.2-21 shows the Bode plot for this highly reduced or
der model.
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Freq. Hz, (HPrriiF=5CtHPrrfl>F"(SC}tHPFreq. res.=05BE)
PHVaonei8-Jurf97,PnnHSfenE=CH133lri.virf
Fig. 6.2.2-21) HP Sine Sweep (green) vs. the PLID TF (blue), 6 States, U3, Zl, 1=455
OH133bn.wmf; Path
= E:\MATLAB42\PLID S~l\EXPERI~l\SIMO, r3bn_6s
Run3bn: Actual (solid green-o) vs Predicted (thick red) Sensor Output, Channel #1
405 410 415 420 425
430 435 440 445 450 455
Sample #
Phil Villone,8-Jnn-S7, Print Nunc
= 5CE3bn.wmf
Fig 6 2 2-22) Sensor (green-o) vs. PLID's 1-Step Ahead




The signal to error ratio for this 6 state model is better than 25 dB. Run time for
this model is less than 1 second per iteration, which includes plotting the algorithm's prog
ress, which probably accounts for most of the second. If 25 dB signal to error is accept
able, PLID can produce a model very quickly.
The hope in creating the 3 separate SIMO models was that they may be combined
into a full, MIMO model. The B-matrix was going to be built up by combining the col
umn-vectors created in each SIMO run. The A-matrix was to be built by pulling off the
columns that correspond to the dominant sensor. The idea here was that the best A-
matrix values were those that corresponded to the dominant sensor. However, because of
the structure of the A-matrix, and the intimate relationship between all of the parameters
of theMtMO-observable canonic form, none of the techniques worked.
One still may be able to design SISO controllers (3 in this case) which use the
SIMO model information to minimize cross-talk between the SISO controllers. That is,
the controller could be designed such that the controller gain is notched or low in the fre
quency region of large cross-talk, if cross-talk was
near the region in which one plans on
rolling off the controller gain. Generally, it is the
region of controller roll-off that causes
problems. A sketch of a Nichols plot shows why (Fig. 6.2.2-23). This hypothetical loop
is stable even though the loop gain curve goes beyond -180. The reason is that the gain is
high, thus the controller is able to force the plant to act in a
particular way, in this case the
output would be amplified. Stability is entirely determined by both OdB and -180, not the
two separately. Thus, one only needs pay special
attention to cross-talk in the frequency








Fig. 6.2.2-23) Nichols Diagram Sketch of a Hypothetical Loop Gain.
The hypothetical controller adds phase lead to pull the curve to the right. Phase
lead causes some gain increase or a reduction in the rate of gain decrease. It is in this re
gion that cross-talk must be watched. If a mode in another SISO loop should get overly
amplified by low gain and phase margins, the cross-talk to the other loops may well add
enough gain to this loop to drive it unstable.
As mentioned early on, the computer in which the I/O boards were installed was
not capable of running a controller at the sample rate needed. Furthermore, the SYSID
part of this thesis required so much time that loop closure was never tried. A manufac
turer called dSPACE makes a controller which is based on SEvlULlNK which will auto
matically create C-code from the SIMULINK
block diagram. The dSPACE controller
does have the power to implement control systems of this size and with sample rates be-
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yond 2,000 Hz. They are expensive, but when one considers the amount of time spent on
writing real-time code, the cost is often well worth it.
In closing, Eastman Kodak has invested some resources to make PLED faster and
more capable. Several of the functions where coded into C-MEX files which resulted in
up to a 60x speed improvement. In the case of SISO models, we have also developed
methods of "frequency
stitching"
multiple SISO models which cover several frequency
bands. In this way, models of over 100 states have been created. We will not go into de
tails on how all of this is done, but rather we will show the result ofone such model.
Fig. 6.2.2-24 and 6.2.2-25 show the gain and phase comparison of the stitched fre
quency domain data and the stitched SISO model. Notice that the model is
accurate over
3 decades of frequency.
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Fig. 6.2.2-24) TF Mag. Data (red/green) vs. the
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We must end sometime, and that time is now.
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7.0 Conclusions
We have shown that PLID is a powerful SYSID technique that can simultaneously
identify the plant states and parameters. With groundings in the Kalman filter, it is not
surprising that PLID can handle noise well. PLID can handle sensor, actuator and state
noise. Few techniques can mathematically deal with all three noise sources. In chapter 6,
PLID proved that it can cut through noise, using signals with as little as 30 to 40 dB s/n.
PLID also proved very effective at dealing with grossly under determined models,
such as the case where just 6 states identified the dominant modes. PLID successfully
performed essentially "model reduction", determining the 2 dominant modes of the system
to produce a 20 dB sensor signal to 1 step-ahead prediction estimate error ratio.
When used purely for its sensor filtering capability, PLID again shows its utility by
using 64 states to model the system to produce better than 46 dB sensor signal to 1
step-
ahead prediction estimate error ratio. This ratio is about 6 dB better than the actual sensor
signal to noise ratio; PLED was able to look below the noise floor by optimal filtering.
Numerical stability is an issue with the directly coded PLED algorithm; however,
coded using square root filter techniques, these limitations were overcome. As noted ear
lier, 64 state models were not only stable, but produced better sensor estimates than any of
the smaller models. Computationally expensive, PLED is currently not very useful for real
time or near real-time SYSED on large flexible structures.
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However, most structure's dynamics do not change in real-time. Thus, PLED is
very useful for batch adaptive control. Furthermore, with computers roughly doubling in
speed every 18 months, it will not be long before even flexible structures can be identified
in real-time. Finally, due to PLED's nested loops, particularly in the Gram-Schmidt
Or-
thogonalization algorithm, coding PLID in C or FORTRAN produces up to a 60x speed
improvement compared withMATLAB code.
SYSED is tricky. Many, perhaps infinitely different pole/zero locations will model
a structure well enough to obtain
"satisfactory"
results. We showed this in the simple
system studied in chapter 1. Even though few techniques are better at cutting through
noise than PLED, one should make every effort to obtain the best data possible. The lower
the noise, generally the fewer states the technique will need and the better the results will
be.
A few lessons learned are worth noting:
1. Do not use 12 bit converters when measuring lightly damped structures. Structures
with low damping inherently require > 60 dB dynamic range which is on the edge of a
12 bit converter's range. Unless you can take a great deal of data and time average it,
use 14 or 16 bit converters.
2. Time averaging is an effective easy way to extend the
precision of the A/Ds. Unfortu
nately, beyond about 16 averages, the improvements
diminish. This is not surprising
since eventually A/D nonlinearities, biases, etc. . . . will not allow further improvement.
When identifying models larger than 30 to 50 states, the best approach is to use 16 bit
or higher sigma delta converters and time average several of these data collections.
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3 Frequency domain averaging is the most effective way to average. This is because one
does not have to align the time histories before averaging them. Any number of differ
ent data sets can be averaged as long as they produce the same number of frequency
points (assuming the plant is linear).
4. Ef your goal is a MEMO model, try to select the decade of frequency ofmost interest
for the high precision ED and use approximations where the model details are not so
important. Due to the
180
bounding of the phase of a collocated system, a model
probably does not need to capture all collocated dynamics for successful loop closure.
The model only needs to be accurate if the loop gain is significant in the frequency
band where collocation begins to disintegrate. Model accuracy is most important near
cross-over.
5. If you need a highly accurate MEMO model covering a large bandwidth (i.e., greater
than 2 decades of frequency), PLED will probably not work, or will require a great deal
of effort to make work. Of course very few techniques will. The best technique that
the author has seen, based on several years of searching, is the one discussed in chap
ter 1.2; the FORSE method by Dr. Jacques. FORSE has been applied to MEMO
structural SYSED and succeeded. However, even FORSE has trouble working beyond
2 decades of frequency. Both numerical precision and model complexity become is
sues that are extremely difficult to surmount.
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6. SISO systems provide much greater flexibility. It is relatively straight forward to stitch
together models generated from data collected in different frequency bands. To allevi
ate numerical precision problems, the state space SISO model can be transformed to
PZ format. Poles and zeros from the lower frequency models can be frequency scaled
by a simple transformation of zTl'Ti . The unique poles and zeros can then be concate
nated. This is how the large 86 state model shown at the end of chapter 6 (Fig. 6.2.2-
24 and 6.2.2-25) was created.
It seems that we may have to give up "mathematical
optimality"
for a more practi
cal approach that starts with the computer. That is, since it is the computer that must gen
erate the model and ultimately implement the controller, it makes sense then to stay in dis
crete time to minimize the number of transformations. The form of the model must be
carefully considered. Numerical conditioning should be the first consideration when
choosing a model form. None of the canonic forms are likely to be the best from a nu
merical condition standpoint because they usually are recast versions of the Laplace trans
fer function, which becomes ill-conditioned after about
15th
order. With state space's
greater representation freedom, better conditioned forms are numerous. In any case, a
state-of-the-art identification technique must start with attention to the numerical issues
first.
It is not this thesis in which such a technique is developed. So we must leave the
development ofthis technique to another paper, or perhaps another degree.
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8.0 Summary
PLED demonstrated its power as a MEMO SYSED technique firmly grounded in
optimal filtering theory. It was shown that PLED offers the ability to identify complex
large order systems in the face of signal to noise ratios as low as 30 dB. The application
to structural SYSED is particularly stressful due to the numerous lightly damped and
closely spaced modes. En addition to the difficulties of identifying structural dynamics, the
use of 12 bit converters made it difficult to measure the wide dynamic range inherent in
these systems. PLID showed that it could overcome these difficulties to produce usable
models.
Although we did not actually close any loops on the testbed, simulations show that
the PLED models are usable for closed loop control design. Caveats were noted when ap
plying this and other SYSED techniques. Most notable ofwhich concerns the data collec
tion. "Garbage in, garbage
out"
certainly applies in SYSED. (The only place where this
does not seem to apply is the compost heap, where garbage in produces nice fertile dirt.)
It seems reasonable to expect that a SYSED technique can be made which com
bines the best ofall techniques or learns from the weaknesses of each technique to create a
superior SYSED algorithm. From the lessons learned here, a technique based on frequency
domain information would likely be the best when identifying dynamics over a broad band
frequency range.
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One conclusion is certain. SYSED is far from a mastered art; much is yet to be
done and discovered. The benefits of SYSED are obvious. SYSED offers freedom from
detailed math models (e.g., finite element) which are very time consuming to create and
are still approximate at best. Yielding a state space or PZ model, the SYSED output can
server as the direct input to a controller design process. In its ultimate incarnation, robust
efficient SYSED allows adaptive control, freeing the user from controller maintenance,
achieving the highest performance.
In conclusion, SYSED is to controls, as the map is to the explorer.
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Al) Directly Coded PLID




% C0N20BSR.M (for Model #1, 12 state model)
%
% SYNTAX: [Ao, Bo, Co, Do] = con2obsr (aj ,bj , cj ,dj , samplerate)
%
% Converts the continuous time
"modal"
state space form as specified by
% the Matlab function
"canon"
into the discrete time MIMO observable




% Written by: Phil Vallone, 8/15/92
%
% edited 8/30/92 to be more general.
o
o
% [see also: sml2zero, c2dt, ]
% {Called by: plnt2obs}
function [Ao, Bo, Co, Do] = con2obsr (aj ,bj , cj , dj , sr)
% convert to discrete time
[ad,bd,cd,dd] = c2dt (aj ,bj , cj , 1/sr, 0) ;
tol = 2
*
max (max ([ad bd; cd dd] ) ) / 2e+15;
[ad,bd,cd] = sml2zero (ad,bd, cd, tol) ;
[ns,ns] = size(aj); [no,ns]
= size(cj); [ns,ni] = size(bj);
% This transformation matrix is based on "Linear Systems", by T. Kailath
% pgs. 425-429. {ns x ns]
% e.g. for no=6,
% T = [cd(l,:); cd(l,:)*ad; cd(2,:); cd(2,:)*ad; cd(3,:);
cd(3,:)*ad;
% cd(4,:); cd(4,:)*ad; cd(5,:); cd(5,:)*ad;
cd(6,: ); cd(6,:)*ad ] ;
Ti = zeros (l,ns) ;
for i = l:no,
Ti = [ cd(i, :) ; cd(i, :)*ad ] ;
T = [ T; Ti ] ;
end
% Transform the system matricies :




Co = cd*inv(T) ;
Co = [ Co(:,ns) Co(:,l:ns-l) ] ;
Do = dj ;
% setup a
suitable tolerance:
mtol = max( [ max ( max(Ao) ), max (
max (Bo) ) ] );








% FESTIMPK.M "Fast ESTIMPK"
SYNTAX: Pkpl = festimPk(no,ni,ns,noisx, Fk, Fxk, FxP, FP, Kk, Gk, Pk, Qok,HPHtrR)
COMPUTE Pk+1 = Pkpl




outputs, inputs, num. of states, respectively.
> Pk+1 = E[nk+l*nk+l'] = Error covariance matrix
> Symmetric, Positive Definite.
> Size: (no+ni+l)ns x (no+ni+l)ns
Compute Pkpl by:








using the un-factored form of Pk and eq. 30
via an
m-function. Make use of previously mult, matricies
such as H*Pk*H'+Rk = HPHtrplusR
eq. 30 extracted from:
"Optimal Joint Parameter and State Estimation of Linear Stochastic
MIMO
Systems"
by Dr. M. A. Hopkins & Dr. H. F. VanLandingham, 9/2/89.
Written in Matlab by Phil Vallone, 8/17/92
{Called by: simplidf }







ns, here we use the shorter versions in the
equations for efficiency.
Eq. 52 thru eq. 60 tell us how to compute Pk+1. First we partion an
intermediate error covariance matrix which is close to Pk+1, but needs
some additional correction terms added to it, thus the bar over Pk+1:








The reason eq. 52 is not equal to Pk+1 is because E [G]
*Qok* (E [G] )
'
is
not equal to E[G*Qok*G'] in eq. 30.















Now because Qok is mostly comprised of zeros,
Ox
Likewise for P due to symmetry.
k+1
xO xO




k+1 k+1 , again because Qok has no noise terms to contribute







% Thus, all that needs correcting is
% P
% k+1 which is accomplished by eq. 55
% More on that later. . .
% First, let us compute
Fk*Pk*Fk'





% storing it in the variable we will store the final result in, Pkpl:
PtFx = Pk(ns+l:noisx, : )
* Fxk'
;




PtFx Pk(ns+l:noisx,ns+l :noisx) ];
Pkpl = FPFtr +
Gk*Qok*Gk'
- Kk * HPHtrR *
Kk'
;
% Now we must compute the correction term needed to adjust the state part
% of Pk+1 = Pxx.
%
{ P P 00
























% Pk+1 calculated earlier has been partitioned into (n x n) submatricies
% accordingly. See pg. 18 of Hopkins et. al . , eq. 56 thru 60.
% The code below should be easy enough to see what the partitioning
of
% Pk+ltheta looks like.
% ( Recall that
% UpperLeft of Qok
= [ Rk Sk_wv Sk_wXi ]
% [ Sk_vw Qk Sk_vXi ]
% [ Sk_Xiw Sk_Xiv SigmaXk ]
% where Rk(pxp) = sensor noise cov. , Qk(mxm)
= actuator noise )
% Compute the correction term (initialize first) :
Pxxcorrect = zeros (ns, ns) ;
Pxxcorrectij
= zeros (ns,ns) ;








Pkpl ( (i-1) *ns+l:i*ns, (j-1) *ns+l: j*ns) ;
Pxxcorrect = Pxxcorrect + Pxxcorrectij ;
end
end
% 2nd sum (part related to Qk(nixni)




Pxxcorrectij = Qok (no+i,no+j )
*
...
Pkpl ( (no+i-1) *ns+l: (no+i) *ns, (no+j-1) *ns+l : (no+j) *ns) ;
Pxxcorrect = Pxxcorrect + Pxxcorrectij;
end
end




Pxxcorrectij = Qok (i, no+j)
*
...
Pkpl ( (i-1) *ns+l:i*ns, (no+j-1) *ns+l: (no+j ) *ns ) ;
Pxxcorrect = Pxxcorrect - Pxxcorrectij ;
end
end





= Qok (no+i, j)
*
...
Pkpl ( (no+i-1) *ns+l: (no+i) *ns, ( j-1) *ns+l : j *ns )
Pxxcorrect = Pxxcorrect Pxxcorrectij;
end
end
% note: Pxxcorrect ends up being ns x ns .
% Now finish the computation of Pxxkpl by adding in the correction term.
Pkpl (l:ns, l:ns)






% SYNTAX: [Ae, Be,Ce, De] = genesys (sk,ni,no,ns, oi)
s
This function file will GENerate the Estimated SYStem matricies Ae,Be,
Ce, De from the extendend state vector "sk", with ni inputs, no outputs





Indices. For example, if ni=no=6 & ns=12, oi could be [2 4 6 8 10 12] .
Written by Phil Vallone, 8/12/92
[ see also: gentheta.m = inverse of genesys ]
{Called by: simplidf }
function [Ae, Be, Ce, De] = genesys (sk,ni, no, ns, oi)
form Ae
Ae = diag(ones (ns-1, 1) , -1) ;
for i=l:no
j = oi (i) ;
Ae(:,j) = sk(i*ns+l:i*ns+ns) ;
end
form Be
Be = zeros (ns,ni) ;
for i=l:ni
Be(:,i) = sk( (i+no) *ns+l: (i+no) *ns+ns)
end
% form Ce (observable canonic form)
Ce = zeros (no, ns) ;
for i=l:no




% Form De (no big deal)





SYNTAX: Fk = genF(zk,uk,ns,no,ni,oi)
% Generates the Fk matrix in the general case, where
% zk = noisy sensor output (s) uk = noisless actuator signal (s)
% ns = Number of States = n oi = vector of Observability Indices
% no = Number of Outputs = p ni
= Number of Inputs = m
o
o









0 (m+p) ns x ns
I I
zl*Ins | . . | zp*Ins
I I
I I




> {thus, if m=p=6 and ns=12, then Fk would be 156x156)
i Written by Phil Vallone, 8/3/92.
5
i {Called by: simplidf }
function Fk = genF (zk,uk,ns,no,ni, oi) ;
% generate the upper left partition of Fk:
% (see pg 3-48 for "diag")
% Note: zeros (-3,0) = [] = null set, which is legal.
UpLeftFkl = [ diag(ones(l,oi (1)-1) ,-1)
zeros (ns-oi (1) , oi (1) ) ];
for i=2:no,
UpLeftFki = [ zeros ( oi(i-l) , oi (i) -oi (i-1) )
diag (ones (l,oi (i) -oi (i-l)-l),-l)
zeros ( ns-oi (i) , oi (i) -oi (i-1) ) ]
1st column
end
UpLeftFk = [ UpLeftFk UpLeftFki ]
UpLeftFk = [ UpLeftFki UpLeftFk ] ;
% generate the zi*Ins... portion of
Fk:
zblocki






zblock = [zblock zblocki];
end
% generate the ui*Ins... portion
of Fk:
ublocki






ublock = [ublock ublocki] ;
end
Finally, put it all
together.
Fk = [ UpLeftFk
zeros ( (no+ni) *ns,ns)
return
zblock ublock





% SYNTAX: Fxk = genFx (zk,uk,ns,no,ni, oi)
"6
% Generates the Fxk matrix in the general case, where
% zk = noisy sensor output (s) uk = noisless actuator signal (s)
% ns = Number of States = n oi = vector of Observability Indices
% no = Number of Outputs = p ni
= Number of Inputs = m
%






0 (m+p)ns x ns
zl*Ins zp*Ins ul*In | . . | urn* In
I I
I (m+p)ns
Fxk is the upper partition of Fk. [Fxk size = ns x (no+ni+l)ns]
{thus, if m=p=6 and ns=12, then Fk would be 156x156, Fxk 12x156}
Written by Phil Vallone, 9/4/92.
{Called by: simplidf }
function Fxk = genFx (zk,uk,ns, no, ni, oi) ;
generate the upper left partition of Fk:
(see pg 3-48 for "diag")
Note: zeros (-3,0) = [] = null set, which is legal.
UpLeftFki = [ diag(ones (l,oi (1)-1) ,-1)
zeros (ns-oi (1) , oi (1) ) ] ;
for i=2:no,
UpLeftFki = [ zeros ( oi(i-l) , oi (i) -oi (i-1) )
diag (ones (l,oi(i)-oi(i-l)-l) ,-1)
zeros ( ns-oi (i) , oi (i) -oi (i-1)
% 1st column
UpLeftFk [ UpLeftFk UpLeftFki ] ;
end
UpLeftFk = [ UpLeftFki UpLeftFk ]
generate the zi*Ins... portion of Fk:





zblock = [zblock zblocki] ;
end
generate the ui*Ins... portion of Fk:





ublock = [ublock ublocki] ;
end
Finally, put it all together.






% SYNTAX: Gk = genG(sk,ni,no,ns)
%
% Generates the Gk matrix in the general case, where
% ns = Number of States = n oi = the Observability Indices
% no = Number of Outputs = p ni
= Number of Inputs = m
%
% This matrix looks like the following
% [size = (no+ni+l)ns x no+ni+ (no+ni+1) ns]
a
o
% [ -THETAal |..| -THETAap | THETAbl |..| THETAbm | In | Onx(m+p)*n ]
% Gk = [ | | | | | | | ]
% [ 0 | . . | 0 | 0 | .. | 0 | 0 | I(m+p)*n ]
%
% {thus, if m=p=6 and ns=12, then Gk would be 156x168}
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/3/92.
% [ see also: gentheta.m, gensys.m ]
o.
o
% {Called by: simplidf }
function Gk = genG(sk,ni, no,ns)
% Create the
"thetaA"
partition = [ -thetaAl -thetaA2 . . . -thetaAp ]
for i=l:no




partition = [ thetaBl thetaB2 . . . thetaBm ]
for i=l:ni
GkthetaB = [ GkthetaB sk ( (i+no) *ns+l : (i+l+no) *ns) ] ;
end
% Finally, put it all together.
Gk = [ -GkthetaA GkthetaB eye(ns)
zeros (ns, (no+ni) *ns)





% SYNTAX: Gxk = genGx (sk,ni,no,ns)
%
% Generates the Gxk matrix in the general case, where
% ns = Number of States = n oi = the Observability Indices
% no = Number of Outputs = p ni
= Number of Inputs = m
%
% This matrix looks like the following
% [size = ns x no+ni+ns]
%
%
% Gxk = [ -THETAal | . . | -THETAap | THETAbl | . . | THETAbm | In ]
%
% {thus, if m=p=6 and ns=12, then Gk would be 12x24)
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 9/3/92.
% [ see also: geng.m, gentheta.m, gensys.m ]
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function Gxk = genGx (sk,ni, no, ns)
% Create the
"thetaA"
partition = [ -thetaAl -thetaA2 . . . -thetaAp ]
for i=l:no





= [ thetaBl thetaB2 . . . thetaBm ]
for i=l:ni
GkthetaB = [ GkthetaB sk ( (i+no) *ns+l : (i+l+no) *ns) ];
end
% Finally, put it all together.






% SYNTAX: Gxkpl = genGxkl (skpl, ni,no,ns)
%
% Generates the Gxkpl matrix in the general case, where
% ns = Number of States = n oi = the Observability Indices
% no = Number of Outputs = p ni
= Number of Inputs = m
%
% This matrix looks like the following
% [size = ns x no+ni+ (no+ni+l)ns]
%
% Gxkpl = [ -THETAal(k+l) |..| -THETAap (k+1) | ...
% THETAbl(k+l) |.. | THETAbm(k+l) | In | Onx(m+p)*n ]
%
% which is just the upper ns rows of Gk, using the most recent paramter
% estimates.
% {thus, if m=p=6 and ns=12, then Gxk would be 12x168}
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/27/92.
% [ see also: geng.m, gentheta.m, gensys.m ]
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function Gxkpl = genGxkpl (skpl, ni, no,ns) ;
Gxkpl = zeros (ns, (no+ni+1) *ns+no+ni) ;
% Create the
"thetaA"
partition = [ -thetaAl -thetaA2 . . . -thetaAp ]
for i=l:no




partition = [ thetaBl thetaB2 . . . thetaBm ]
for i=l:ni
GkthetaB = [ GkthetaB skpl ( (i+no) *ns+l : (i+l+no) *ns) ];
end
% Finally, put it all together.






% SYNTAX: H = genH(no,ni,ns, oi)
%
% Generates the constant H (sparse) matrix in the general case.
% This matrix equals the C matrix in observability form, concatenated with
% a null matrix no x (ni+no+l)*ns in size, where
%
% no = number of outputs
% ni = number of inputs
% ns = number of states
% oi = the observability indices vector
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/92
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function H = genH(no,ni,ns, oi)
He = zeros (no, ns) ;
i = 0;
for j=l:no
i = oi (j) ;
Hc(j,i) = 1;
end
Ho = zeros (no, (ni+no) *ns) ;






% SYNTAX: [DPk,UPk] = geniPk(no,ni,ns, init)
%
% This function file will GENerate the Initail (decomposed) Pk = error
% covariance matrix. That is, P(l) = E[ek*ek'] =
UPk*DPk*UPk'
at time zero.
% Pk is a (no+ni+l)ns square symmetric positive def. matrix.
% This is only to be used to create the INITIAL ESTIMATE OF Pk.
% Once PLID has been executed, this function file should not be used
% again, unless one wishes to
"reset"
PLID back to the initial state.




% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/15/92.
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function [DPk,UPk] = geniPk(no,ni,ns, init)
% initially, let Pk just be an identity matrix 156x156, with the state






(no+ni+1) , 1) ;
DPk(l:ns) = init
* DPk (1 :ns, 1) ;






SYNTAX: Pk = geniPkf (no,ni,ns, init)
% This function file will GENerate the Initaild Pk = error
% covariance matrix. That is, P(l) = E[ek*ek'] at time zero.
% Pk is a (no+ni+1) ns square symmetric positive def. matrix.
% This is only to be used to create the INITIAL ESTIMATE OF Pk.
% Once PLID has been executed, this function file should not be used
% again, unless one wishes to
"reset"
PLID back to the initial state.
% (see pg 3-140 for
"eye(n)"
in Matlab manual)
Written by Phil Vallone, 8/15/92.
% {Called by: simplidf }
function Pk = geniPkf (no,ni,ns, init)











% SYNTAX: sk = genisk(ni,no,ns)
%
% This function file will GENerate the Initail extendend state vector
"sk"
% That is, it creates the intial state x, and thetaA & thetaB and places
% them into sk in the proper order as per the requirements
% of the PLID algorithm.
%
% This is only used to be used to create the INITIAL STATE
VECTOR.
% Once PLID has been executed, this script file should not be used
% again, unless one wishes to
"reset"
PLID back to the initial state.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/16/92.
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function sk = genisk(ni,no,ns)
% form x part
x = ones (ns, 1) ;
% form thetaA part
thetaA = 0.5
*
ones (no*ns, 1) ;
% form thetaA part
thetaB = 1.0e-4
*
ones (ni*ns, 1) ;
% put all together
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% GENQOK.M
SYNTAX: Qok = genQok(ni,no,ns)
This funtion file will GENerate the Qok matrix = noise
covariance matrix. That is, Qok = E[nk*nk'].
This matrix should contain a conservative estimate of the sensor,
actuator, and stated noise covariances and cross covariances.
Note: Only the upper left ni+no+ns square partition of Qok is generated
since the other partitions are trivial.
Written by: Phil Vallone, 8/2/92
[ related files: simplid.m, plid.m ]





{Called by: simplidf }
function Qok = genQok (ni,no,ns)
First generate the covariances :
Recall that these noise estimates are 2x of the actual noise (s).
Assumed diagonal: (zero mean, white)
Runl: 40db s/n ratio: variance of .1*2 for sensor & actuator noise, and
.000001*2 for the state noise
Run2: 34db s/n ratio: variance of .2*2 for sensor & actuator noise, and
.00001*2 for the state noise (lOx greater)
Run3: 28db s/n ratio: variance of .4*2 for sensor S actuator noise, and
.00001*2 for the state noise (same as run 2)






% 34 db s/n
% run41 aborted explosion





% Sigmak = eye(ns,ns)
* (.1)*2;
% run41, ran for 4500 samp,
but converges verrrrry slowly, so try
% making the
estimate closer to actual, and made
QthetaB=le-12
% instead of le-10.
% NOTE: ERROR NOTICE THAT Rk HAS BEEN
CONFUSED FOR Qk, WHICH COULD
% ACCOUNT FOR EXTREMELY SLOW CONVERGENCE.
% Rk eye (no, no)
* (.7)*2; % sensor noise wk
= 10
% Qk eye(ni,ni)
* (40.0)*2; % actuat noise vk
=
.25
% Sigmak = eye(ns,ns)












% actuat noise vk = 0.01
% sensor noise wk = 0.10
% Xi = 0.01
% 28 db s/n = 20Log(5/.4), state noise









% PLID thinks 22 db s/n
% & 94 db state s/n
% run 31
Rk = zeros (no, no)
Qk = zeros (ni,ni)
Sigmak = zeros (ns,ns)
% NOISELESS CASE
Al-15
The rest of Qok is zero because we will assume the sensor, actuator,
state noise are all independent (and zero mean) .
Row 1
Sk_wv = zeros (no, ni) ; % w = sensor noise (noxl)
Sk_wXi = zeros (no, ns) ; % v = actuator noise (nixl)
Row 2
Sk_vw = zeros (ni, no) ;
SkjvXi = zeros (ni,ns) ;
Row 3
Sk_Xiw = zeros (ns, no) ;
Sk_Xiv = zeros (ns,ni) ;
Concatenate these submatrices into the upper left portion of Qok.
Don't bother with the rest of Qok since it is all zeros.
Qok = [ Rk Sk wv Sk wXi
Sk vw Qk Sk_vXi





% SYNTAX: Qok = genQokl (ni,no,ns)
%
% For Model #1: 156 parameter.
% This funtion file will GENerate the Qok matrix = noise
% covariance matrix. That is, Qok = E[nk*nk'].
% This matrix should contain a conservative estimate of the sensor,
% actuator, and stated noise covariances and cross covariances.
% Note: Only the upper left ni+no+ns square partition of Qok is generated
% since the other partitions are trivial.
% Written by: Phil Vallone, 8/2/92
%
% [ related files: simplid.m, plid.m ]







% {Called by: simplidf }
function Qok = genQokl (ni, no, ns)
% First generate the covariances:
% Recall that these noise estimates are 2x of the actual noise (s).
% Assumed diagonal: (zero mean, white)
% Runl: 40db s/n ratio: variance of .1*2 for sensor & actuator noise, and
% .000001*2 for the state noise
% Run2: 34db s/n ratio: variance of .2*2 for sensor & actuator noise, and
% .00001*2 for the state noise (lOx greater)
% Run3: 28db s/n ratio: variance of .4*2 for sensor & actuator noise, and
% .00001*2 for the state noise (same as run 2)






% 34 db s/n
% run 7 10/20/92
% 28 db s/n = 20Log (5/ . 4/2) , state noise







% PLID thinks 22 db s/n









% w = sensor noise (noxl)
% v = actuator noise (nixl)
The rest of Qok is zero because we will
assume the sensor, actuator,
state noise are all independent (and
zero mean) .
Row 1
Sk_wv = zeros (no, ni) ;
Sk_wXi = zeros (no, ns) ;
Row 2
Sk_vw = zeros (ni, no) ;
Sk_vXi = zeros (ni,ns) ;
Row 3
Sk_Xiw = zeros (ns, no) ;
Sk Xiv = zeros (ns,ni) ;
% Concatenate these submatrices into
the upper left portion of Qok.
% Don't bother with the rest of Qok
since it is all zeros.














% SYNTAX: [thetaA, thetaB] = gentheta (A,B,ni,no,ns, oi)
%
% This function file will GENerate the A matrix parameters = thetaA,
% and the B matrix parameters = thetaB from the system matricies A, B,
% and return column vectors thetaA {no*ns} and thetaB {ni*ns}.
% This is used by SIMPLID.m to get the parameter partition of the
% extendend state vector of the ACTUAL system = ska, (not the estimate) .
o
o
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/16/92
% [ see also: genesys.m = inverse of gentheta. m ]
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function [thetaA, thetaB] = gentheta (A,B,ni, no, ns, oi)
% form thetaA:
thetaA = zeros (no*ns, 1) ;
for i=l:no
j = oi (i) ;
thetaA(ns*
(i-1) +1 :ns*i) =A(:,j) ;
end
% form thetaB:
thetaB = zeros (ni*ns, 1) ;
for i=l:ni
thetaB(ns*






% SYNTAX: [Amc, Bmc, Cmc,Dmc] = mdl2mdl (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm) ;
%
% This function m-file converts a modal state space model (not to be
% confused with canon(a,b, c, d, 'modal
'
) form, see pg 2-23) given by
% Am = [ 0 I ]
% [ -wn*2 -2*zeta*wn ]
%
% into the modal-canonical form shown below:
%
% [ all 0 0 . . . 0 ]
% Amc = [ 0 a22 0 . . . 0 ]
% [ - ]
% [ . . ]
% [ 0 arm ]
o
o
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/10/92
o
o
% (Called by: plnt2obs }
function [Amc, Bmc, Cmc, Dmc] = mdl2mdl (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm)
[nrow,ncol] = size (Am);
ns = nrow;
% First transform the modal matrix into the Jordan block diagonal modal form
% using Matlab's canon function, see pg 2-21.





% Now clean up the off-"block
diagonal"
elements that are small, but not
% zero. (note: machine eps = 2.2e-16)
stol = max ( [ max (max (abs (aj ) ) ) , max (max (abs (bj ) ) ) ] ) / lel4;
[Amc, Bmc, Cmc]
= sml2zero (aj , bj , cj , stol) ;






% SYNTAX: mltfrqzc (al,bl, cl, dl, a2,b2, c2, d2, filen)
%
% This function converts the MIMO state space model (s) into the transfer
% function representation for each input/output pair. It then calculates
% the frequency response. Finally it plots both the mag and phase for each
% input/output pair, starting with the first input and incrementing thru
% all of the outputs, then the next input & all outputs, etc....
% Thus, ni*no mag-phase plots will be shown.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/13/92
% [ see also: title, pg 3-180; ss2tf, pg 2-159 ]
%
% {Called by: this is a standalone prog. }
function mltfrqzc (al,bl, cl, dl, a2,b2, c2, d2, filen)
[ns,ni] = size(bl);
[no,ns] = size(cl);
n=1024; % number of points (keep exact power of 2 for speed)
11 = loglO (20/3000) ;
w = logspace(ll,pi,n) ; % see pg 3-123 of Matlab
for k=ni : ni
% FR from the kth input.
[numl,denl] = ss2tf (al, bl, cl, dl, k) ; % pg 2-159 in Controls
[num2,den2] = ss2tf (a2,b2, c2, d2 , k) ;
for j=no:no
clg
hi = freqz (numl (j, : ) ,denl,w) ; % between 0 and pi
h2 = freqz (num2 (j, :) ,den2,w) ; % between 0 and pi
% to plot on a log scale, normalize the freq
vector
wnormf = w/(pi) ;
ml = abs (hi); pi = angle (hi);
m2 = abs(h2); p2
= angle (h2);
% convert to db
mdbl = 20*logl0 (ml+eps) ;
mdb2 = 20*logl0(m2+eps) ;
% convert to degrees
pdl = pl*180/pi;
pd2 = p2*180/pi;
subplot (211) , semilogx (wnormf , mdbl,
wnormf ,mdb2) , grid, ...
xlabel( "Normalized Freq., 1
= Nyquist'), ...
ylabeK'Mag. in db'), ...






,num2str (j ) ] )
subplot (212) , semilogx (wnormf, pdl,
wnormf ,pd2) , grid, ...
xlabel( 'Normalized Freq.,









graphics file of last plot.')
% meta filen2






% SYNTAX: multfrqz (a,b, c, d)
%
% This function converts the MIMO state space model into the transfer
% function representation for each input/output pair. It then calculates
% the frequency response. Finally it plots both the mag and phase for each
% input/output pair, starting with the first input and incrementing thru
% all of the outputs, then the next input & all outputs, etc....
% Thus, ni*no mag-phase plots will be shown.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/13/92
% [ see also: title, pg 3-180; ss2tf, pg 2-159 ]
Q.
O
% {Called by: this is a standalone prog. }
function multfrqz (a, b, c,d)
[ns,ni] = size (b) ;
[no,ns] = size (c) ;
n=1024; % number of points (keep exact power of 2 for speed)
11 = loglO (20/3000) ;
w = logspace (ll,pi,n) ; % see pg 3-123 of Matlab
for k=ni :ni
% FR from the kth input .
[mm, den] = ss2tf (a,b, c, d, k) ; % pg 2-159 in Controls
for j=l:no
clg
h = freqz (num(j, :) ,den,w) ; % between 0 and pi
% to plot on a log scale, normalize the freq vector
o
o
wnormf = w/ (pi) ;
m = abs (h) ; p
= angle (h) ;
t convert to db
mdb = 2 0*logl0 (m+eps) ;
% convert to degrees
pd = p*180/pi;
subplot (211) , semilogx (wnormf , mdb) , grid,
...
xlabel ( 'Normalized Freq., 1
= Nyquist'), ...
ylabeK'Mag. in db'), ...




Output =', num2str (:)] )
subplot (212) , semilogx (wnormf ,pd) , grid,
...












% PLANT3.M similar to model 1, but modes spread further apart
%
% This m-file is called by SIMPLID.
% It represents a 6 mode lightly damped finite-dimensional
"structure"
% that approximates the motion of the upper delta frame in the
% "Adaptive Control Test
Bed"
(ACTB) .
% It is assumed that there are 6 sensors and 6 actuators that are all
% collocated so that C = g
* B'
-
Mode 1 = 30 hz.
Mode 2 = 40 hz.
Mode 3 = 60 hz.
Mode 4 = 120 hz.
Mode 5 = 150 hz .
Mode 6 = 170 hz .
Damping = zeta = c/2*m*wn = .002 on all modes




{Called by: simplidf }
modes =
2*pi*
[ 30 40 60 120 150 170 ]
numofmodes = length (modes) ;
zeta .002;
% A matrix with modes at 32, 33, 63, 144, 145, 164 hz . , all with damping=.002
% A matrix with modes at 30, 40, 60, 120, 150, 170 hz . , all with damping=.002




Be = [ 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 ];
bgain = 0.06;
Be = bgain*Bc;








% D matrix is zero since there is always a
finite delay from act. to sensor.
Dc = zeros (6,6);
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% PLANTlrg.M (Model #2)
This m-file is called by SIMPLID.
It represents a 6 mode lightly damped finite-dimensional
"structure"




It is assumed that there are 6 sensors and 6 actuators that are all





refers to the fact that this model includes 12 additional
states that model the 1 pole filters that act on the actuators and
sensors.
Mode 1 = 32 hz. Mode 4 = 144 hz .
Mode 2 = 33 hz. Mode 5 = 145 hz.
Mode 3 = 63 hz. Mode 6 = 164 hz .
for a full feasability study, the following modes were added
Mode 7 = 168 hz . Mode 8 = 185 hz.
Mode 9 = 191 hz . Mode 10 = 194 hz.
Mode 11 = 205 hz . Mode 12 = 260 hz .
do at a later date: Sensor filters: 200hz (-3db)
Actuator filters : 250hz (-3db)
Damping
= zeta = c/2*m*wn = .002 on all modes
Written by Phil Vallone.
PROGRAM HISTORY:
WRITTEN: 6/92 - 8/92
MODIFIED:
{Called by: simplidf }
modes = 2*pi*[ 32 33 63 144 145 164 168 185 191 194 205 260 ]';
zeta = .002;
nofm = length (modes) ;
A matrix with modes at 32, 33, 63, 144, 145, 164 hz . , all with damping=.002
Ac = [ zeros (nofm, nofm) eye (nofm)
-diag (modes ) *2 diag (-2*zeta*modes) ] ;
Be 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
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0 0 0 0 0 1 ] ;
% bgain is used to ajust the freq. response plots so that the sensor output
% is resonable. (i.e. roughly 1 to 1 at resonances.)
bgain = 0.06;
Be = bgain*Be;
% assume collocation, so C =
gain*B'
cgain = 1.00;
Cc = cgain *
Be'
;
% D matrix is zero since there is always a finite delay from act. to sensor.
Dc = zeros (6, 6) ;
% Sc = [Ac Be; Cc Dc] ;
% NOW APPEND THE FILTER DYNAMICS.
% Senfilt = [ 200; 202; 204; 206; 208; 210 ] ;
% Actfilt = [ 250; 252; 254; 256; 258; 260 ];
% Indexs = zeros (6,1); Indexa = zeros (6,1);
% Sfs = Sc;
% append sensor filters:
% for k=l:6,
% nums = [ 0 2*pi*Senfilt (k) ]; % Sensor dynamics: 1 pole lowpass
% dens = [ 1 2*pi*Senfilt (k) ];
% Indexs (k) = 1;
% [Afs,Bfs,Cfs,Dfs] = apndfilt (Sfs, 12+k-l, [nums; dens] , Indexs, 1) ;
% Sfs = [Afs Bfs; Cfs Dfs]; Indexs
= zeros (6,1);
% end
% Sfsa = Sfs;
% Actuator dynamics :
% for k=l:6,
% numa = [ 0 2*pi*Actfilt (k) ]; % Actuator dynamics: 1 pole lowpass
% dena = [ 1 2*pi*Actfilt (k) ];
% Indexa (k) = 1;
% [Afsa,Bfsa,Cfsa,Dfsa]
= apndfilt (Sfsa, 18+k-l, [numa; dena] , Indexa, 0) ;





^^^^^^"5"5ii^^^xJ^"5"5^"6"5^"6"5'5"5'6'5'5'5_5_5_5"5'5%'5'5-e'5'6'5'6'6"6:5_6_3'6'6'5^"6^^^ 0 0-5-5 Q o o o o o c
% PLANTn.M (Model #1)
%
% This m-file is called by SIMPLID.
% It represents a 6 mode lightly damped finite-dimensional
"structure"
% that approximates the motion of the upper delta frame in the
% "Adaptive Control Test
Bed"
(ACTB) .
% It is assumed that there are 6 sensors and 6 actuators that are all
% collocated so that C = g
* B'
.
Mode 1 = 32 hz.
Mode 2 = 33 hz .
Mode 3 = 63 hz .
Mode 4 = 144 hz.
Mode 5 = 145 hz .
Mode 6 = 164 hz.
Damping = zeta = c/2*m*wn
=
.002 on all modes
Written by Phil Vallone.
PROGRAM HISTORY:
WRITTEN: 6/92 - 8/92
MODIFIED:
{Called by: simplidf }
modes = 2*pi*[ 32 33 63 144 145 164 ]'; zeta
=
numofmodes = length (modes) ;
.002;
% A matrix with modes at 32, 33, 63, 144, 145, 164 hz . , all with
damping=.002
Ac = [ zeros (numofmodes, numofmodes) eye (numofmodes)
-diag (modes) *2 diag(-2*zeta*modes) ]
;
Be = [ 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1











% D matrix is zero since there is




% PLANTsml.M (Used only to de-bug algorithm)
%
% This m-file is called by SIMPLID.
% It represents a SMaLl PLANT so that PLID can be easily tested.
o
o
% It is assumed that there are 2 sensors and 2 actuators that are all




% Mode 1 = 32 hz.
% Mode 3 = 63 hz.
Damping
= zeta = c/2*m*wn = .002 on all modes
*







% {Called by: simplidf }
modes = 2*pi*[ 32 63 ]'; zeta
=
.002;
numofmodes = length (modes) ;
% A matrix with modes at 32, 63 hz., all with damping=.002
Ac = [ zeros (numofmodes, numofmodes) eye (numofmodes) ;
-diag (modes )*2 diag (-2*zeta*modes) ] ;
Be = [ 1 1
0 1
0 0
0 0 ] ;
bgain = 1.0;
Be = bgain*Bc;







% D matrix is zero since there is





SYNTAX: [Ao, Bo, Co, Do] = plnt2obs (am, bm, cm, dm, samplerate)
This function takes the continuous time PLaNT in modal space am, bm, cm, dm
and converts it to the Discrete time system in the OBServable form.
The MIMO observable form is given by:
(pg. 286 "Linear System Theory and Design", by Chi-Tsong Chen, 1984)
Aobs =[ 0 0 ... 0 all(O) | | 0 0 ... 0 apl(0)
[ 1 0 ... 0 all(l) | | 0 0 ... 0 apl(l)
[ . . .1.1.
[ 0 0 ... 1 all(n-l) | | 0 0 ... 0 apl(n-l)
[
[ - I - I
[ | |
[ 0 0 ... 0 alp(0) | | 0 0 ... 0 app(0)
[ 0 0 ... 0 alp(l) I | 1 0 ... 0 app(l)
[ . . .|.|..
[ 0 0 ... 0 alp(n-l) I | 0 0 ... 1 app(n-l)












It is assumed that the system is completely observable & controllable.
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/16/92
% [ see also: con2obsv.m, sml2zero.m, mdl2mdl.m ]
%
% {Called by: simplidf }
function [Ao, Bo, Co, Do] = plnt2obs (am, bm, cm, dm, samplerate)
% first convert from modal to canonical modal (block diagonal)
% (this also checks for controllability & observability of the plant)
[Amc, Bmc, Cmc, Dmc]
= mdl2mdl (am, bm, cm, dm) ;
% Now convert to discrete time then to the observable
form:
[Ao, Bo, Co, Do]












% This m-file takes the filter described by filterTF
= [num; den] , and plots
% it between the Lower Limit (LL in hz.) and Upper Limit (UL in hz . ) ,
% decibels vs log hz . scaling, with the plot title passed by 'ptitle'.
% The filter is evaluated at 1024 log-spaced points between LL and UL.
%
% Written by: Phil Vallone, 7/16/92
function plotfilt (filterTF, LL,UL, ptitle)
figure
% clear the graphics display
clg
% be sure that the filterTF matrix passed is of the correct form.





ERROR: filterTF must have 2 rows, the 1st must
= the numerator, ')
dispC the 2nd must









% split filterTF into numerator and denominator.
numfilt = filterTF ( 1, :) ;
denfilt = filterTF (2 ,:) ;
% create a frequency vector in rad/sec and in hz .





= [2*pi*LL: increment: 2*pi*UL] ;




% generate frequency response
hfilt = freqs (numfilt, denfilt, w) ;
dbmagfilt = 20*logl0 (abs (hfilt) ) ;
degphasefilt = (180/pi) *angle (hfilt) ;
% plot the magnitude
subplot (211) , semilogx (wf, dbmagfilt,
'g'










% plot the phase
subplot (212) , semilogx (wf, degphasefilt,
'g'





) , xlabel ( 'Hz )
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SIMPLIDF.M (fast version - note: to get speed, we have scrificed
generality)
SCRIPT FILE. simplidf
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 7/28/92 [Last edited 9/4/92]
%
% This is the master SIMulation program that keeps track of PLID's
% progress as it estimates both the states and plant parameters .
% The actual plant is known to the simulator but NOT to PLID.
% PLID is the section of code that gets fed the noise & error covariance
% matricies, extended state vector, the (noiseless) plant inputs, and the
% sensor ouputs at time increment k, and returns improved estimates of
% the extended state vector and covariance matricies for time k+1.
% The simulator then compares the estimated states & parameters to the
% actual states & parameters. We have assumed a 3,000hz. sampling rate.
%
% Equations referenced in this m-file are from:
% "Optimal Joint Parameter and State Estimation of Linear Stochastic




% NOTE: ALL variables are cleared from the work space upon execution.
% Clear ALL variables, and display numbers in this format: #.####e+##
clear; format short e
% SYSTSIZE is a script file that:
% loads into the workspace the variables that determine the SYSTem SIZE.
% ns, ni, no, oi .
systsize;
% TotalTime is the length of time we wish to run the simulation.
clc







SampleRate = 3000 ; % in hz .
Numoflncrements = TotalTime
* SampleRate ; %





nol = no + 1 ; nil
= ni + 1
nols = nol*ns ;
nois = no+ni+ns; noni
= no + ni
noisx = noni*ns ;
xak = zeros (ns, 1) xakpl
= xak;
sak = zeros (noils D;
skpl = zeros (noils D ; sk
= skpl;
vk zeros (ni, 1) vkpl
= zeros (ni D;
uk zeros (ni, 1) ukpl
= zeros [ni 1);
wk zeros (no, 1) wkpl
= zeros [no D;
Xik = zeros (ns, 1) Xikpl
= zeros (ns D ;
nsl = ns + 1
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Pkpl = zeros (noils, noils) ;
Fxk = zeros (ns, noils ) ;
FP = zeros (noils, noils ) ;
FPHtr = zeros (noils, ns) ;
UpLtQok = zeros (nois,nois) ;
H = zeros (no,noils ) ;
thetaA = zeros (noisx,noisx) ;
Pk = Pkpl;
FxP = zeros (ns,noils) ;





% initialize error measurment variables
xmaxerror = zeros (NumofIncrements, 1)
tAmaxerror = zeros (NumofIncrements, 1)
tBmaxerror = zeros (NumofIncrements, 1)
time = zeros (NumofIncrements, 1)
INITIALIZATION OF MATRICES TO START PLID WITH:
GENISK
GENerates an extended state vector SK as an Initialization point
from which PLID will start.





GENerates an Initial version of Pk




= a square symmetrix matrix of dimension
(no+ni+l)ns (for this study (6*12+6*12+12)
= 156x156},
where ek = prediction error vector, (here 156x1}
= [ states thetaA thetaB]
'








Loads into the workspace the NOISE COVARIANCE
matrix = Qok:
NOTE:
Qo(k) can be partitioned:
Eq. 12) Qok [ Rk Sk_wv
Sk_wXi I
[ Sk_vw Qk Sk_vXi I





Sk ab = E[a*b'] .
0 | e-8*I ] {168x168}
The lower right partition is
parameter noise, which is normally zero,
but to improve numerical stability
we use a diagonal matrix with
"small'
elements to help keep Pk positive
definite.














% for run6 9/4/92
% for run5 on 9/3/92
% for run5 on 9/3/92
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LowRtQok = diag( [tAQok; tBQok] ) ;
Generate the full Qok matrix {size: no+ni+ (no+ni+1 )ns square):






Rk = Qok(l:no,l:no) ; % sensor
Qk = Qok(no+l:no+ni,ni+l:ni+no) ; % actuator














Qok ( 1 : no , no+ni+1 : no+ni+ns ) ;
Qok (no+1:no+ni, l:no) ;
Qok(no+l :no+ni, no+ni+1: no+ni+ns) ;
Qok (no+ni+1 : no+ni+ns, 1: no) ;
Qok (no+ni+1 : no+ni+ns
,
no+1 : no+ni ) ;
% sensor*act
% act*sensor
% Initialize noise vectors.
% The random number generator
"seeds"
are different for v, w, and Xi
% to insure uncorrelated sequences. In reality, v and w may have













vkvariance = (0.2/2) *2;
wkvariance = (0.2/2) *2;

















% RUN1: 40db s/n ratio
% RUN2: 34db s/n ratio
% and RUN4 , RUN5 , RUN6









% GENERATE NOISE SEQUENCES:










% scale the random #
'































% GENERATE SYSTEM MATRICIES:
% Generate the constant H (spare) matrix by calling
% a function m-file (called genH = GENerate H) set up to create this
% matrix in the general case.
% {size of H = no x (no+ni+1 )ns}
H = genH(no,ni,ns, oi) ;
% Script file: PLANT. M
% Loads in the continuous system Ac, Be, Cc, Dc matricies.
plantn; % 12 states, 6 inputs, 6 outputs
% plantsml; % 4 state, 2 input, 2 output system
Convert Ac, Be, Cc, Dc matricies to discrete form: Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd
Then convert matricies to Observable Canonic form: Ao, Bo, Co, Do
[Ao, Bo, Co, Do] = plnt2obs (Ac, Be, Cc, Dc, SampleRate) ;
% Function GENTHETA: GENerate THETA partition.
% Make the parameter partition of the ACTUAL extended state vector.
[thetaA, thetaB] = gentheta (Ao, Bo, ni, no, ns, oi) ;





% Now form the ACTUAL extendend state vector, denoted by sak.





% Mult, the current state by Co to obtain the noiseless sensor output, then
% add the sensor noise wk to obtain zk,
yk = Co * xak ;
zk = yk + wk ;
Pxxcorrectij











% Calculate the maximum error in the state, thetaA, & thetaB estimates
% at each time step.
for I = 1:NumofIncrements
fprintf (
'
> Sample # %g\n',I) % this is a bit faster than disp
% l I [[((*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*) ( PLID )(*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*)(*))]] I l
% GENERATE MATRICES:
% Generate the Fk matrix (the extended system's equivalent
"A"
% matrix) {size of Fk
= (no+ni+l)ns square)
% Fk = genF(zk,uk,ns,no,ni,oi) ; % requires 0.28 sec
Fxk = genFx(zk,uk,ns,no,ni,oi) ; % requires 0.12 sec
O
__
__ __ _ _
o
% Generate the Gk matrix:
% This matrix contains the estimated parameters (thetaA & thetaB) .
% Only the upper left Gxk
= ns x no+ni+ns partition is of much interest
% so, in the name of efficiency, that is all we create.
% {Gk is sparse, of size: (no+ni+l)ns x no+ni+ (no+ni+1) ns}
% Gk = genG(sk,ni,no,ns) ; % requires 0.21 sec









% (It is actually about 1 . 5x faster
to directly mult. Pk
* H' than it is
% using
"for"
loops which make use of H's sparsness. The partition method,
% though not general, is much faster.)
% (size of PHtr = (ni+no+l)ns x no} (here 156x6)




% requires 0.013 sec
PHtr = [ Pk(:,oi(l)) Pk(:,oi(2)) Pk(:,oi(3))
...
Pk(:,oi(4)) Pk(:,oi(5)) Pk(:,oi(6)) ];




{size of H*PHtr = no x no, Rk
= no x no}
(It is 3x more efficient now to use
"for"
loops to do the multiplication
because of the large reduction in size
of H*PHtr)










HPHtr = [ PHtr(oid),:);
PHtr (oi (2) , : ) ; PHtr (oi (3) , : ) ; ...
PHtr(oi(4) , :) ; PHtr
(oi (5) , : ) ; PHtr (oi (6) , : ) ];
HPHtrplusR = HPHtr + Rk ;
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% Compute FPHtr =
Fk*Pk*H'
% {size PHtr = (ni+no+l)ns x no} & {size Fk = (no+ni+1) *ns square} so
% {size of FPHtr = (ni+no+l)ns x no)
% FPHtr = Fk * PHtr; % requires 0.137sec
% Fxk = Fk(l:ns,:); % state partition (.005sec)
FxP = Fxk*Pk; % 12x156 (.21 sec)
% Fk*Pk requires 3.5 sec. for ns=12 ! !
FP = [ FxP
Pk(nsl:noils, :) ]; % 156x156 (.015 sec)
FPHtr = [ FP(:,oi(l)) FP(:,oi(2)) FP(:,oi(3)) ...
FP(:,oi(4)) FP(:,oi(5)) FP(:,oi(6)) ]; % 156x6
%
% Compute intermediate gain: (the
"theta"
partition of Kk will be complete)
%











of eq. 28 repeated below for convenience.
% {size of Kthetak = (ni+no+l)ns x no / no x no = (ni+no+l)ns x no)
iHPHtrplusR = inv (HPHtrplusR) ; % .0025 sec
Kthetak = FPHtr
* iHPHtrplusR; % .008 sec, ns=12
% Kthetak = FPHtr / HPHtrplusR; % .02 sec (thus it is faster
a to take inverse once.
Compute the residue (s), based on the previous estimate:
Eq. 29) shat(k+l)




H*shat(k) ] (pg 11)
\ . . . . residue. . . . /
(size Residuek = no x 1
-
no x (ni+no+l)ns
* (ni+no+l)ns x 1
= no x 1}
(Implemented in a
"for"
loop, the computation below take 4x
longer!!
as is it consumes .0017sec, in a loop .0050sec)
Residuek = zk
- H*sk ; % noxl





% Eq. 48) thetaAB(k+l)
= thetaABk + Kthetak (ns+1: (no+ni+1) ns, :) *Residuek
%
% where thetaABk = sk (ns+1: (ni+no+1) *ns) .
%
% {size thetaABk
= (ni+no)nsxl + (ni+no)ns x no no x
1
%
= (ni+no)ns x 1 }
skthetaincrement
= Kthetak (nsl :noils, : )
* Residuek; % 144x1
skpl(nsl:noils)
= sk (nsl :noils) + skthetaincrement;
% 7
% Finish computation of the gain
matrix:
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% Eq. 43) Kk = [ Kxk Kthetak ]
% Thus, Kxk = E [Gxkpl] * Sk / HPHtrplusR
% where,
Gxkpl = that portion of G related to the states, using the most
= recent estimate, (k+l)th.
% {size: ni+no+(ni+no+l)*ns x no / noxno = ni+no+ (ni+no+1) *ns x no}
SiHPHtrplusR = Sk * iHPHtrplusR ; % .0082sec
Now we have to is mult, the above result by E [Gxkpl]





[ -THETAal |..| -THETAap | THETAbl |..| THETAbm | In | Onx(m+p)*n ]
[ k+1 k+1 k+1 k+1 |
{size: Kxkcorrection = ns x ni+no+ (ni+no+1 )ns * ni+no+ (ni+no+1) ns x no
= ns x no, the 1st ns rows of Kk}
{size: Kthetak = (ni+no+1 )ns x no, since it pre-mult. the noisy outputs }
{Gxkpl is sparse, of size: ns x no+ni+ (no+ni+1) ns}
Gxkpl = genGxkpl (skpl,ni,no,ns) ;
Kxkcorrection = Gxkpl * SiHPHtrplusR;
Kxk = Kthetak (1 :ns, :) + Kxkcorrection ; % nsxno, end eq. 50
Now combine this with the
"theta"
part of Kthetak and we will
have the complete Kk.
Eq. 43) Kk = [ Kxk; Kthetak ] (pg. 16)
{size: Kk = (no+ni+l)ns x no}
Kk = [ Kxk; Kthetak(nsl:noils, : ) ];
% With the Kxk complete, we can finish the state estimate:
% x(k+l) = skpl(ns)
% Eq. 51) xkpl = Fx*sk + Kxk*[zk - H*sk] (pg. 17)
% { nsxl = ns xns (no+ni+1)
*





sk + Kxk * Residuek ;
% COMPUTE Pk+1 = Pkpl
% > Pk+1 =
E[nk+l*nk+l'
] = Error covariance matrix






% > Symmetric, Positive Definite.
% > Size: (no+ni+1 )ns x (no+ni+1 ) ns
% function Pkpl=festimPk (no, ni , ns , noils , Fk, Fxk, FxP, FP, Kk, Gk, Pk, Qok, HPHtrR)




(Fxk1) ; % noisx x noils
*
noils x ns





% direct computation of
Gk*Qok*Gk'
requires 7 seconds and 25.8e6 flops
% for ns=12! !
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% 0.21 sec.
% Gxk = Gk(l:ns,l:nois) ;
GxQx = Gxk * UpLtQok;
% 0.22 sec.
GQGtr = [ GxQx
* Gxk'
zeros (ns,noisx)
zeros (noisx,ns) LowRtQok ];
% Kk * HPHtrplusR *
Kk'
requires 0.18sec ns=12.
Pkpl = FPFtr + GQGtr
- Kk * HPHtrplusR *
Kk'
% Now we must compute the correction term needed to adjust the state part
% of Pk+1 = Pxx.
% [Note: The loops below require approx. 0.4 sec total (ns=12)]
Pxxcorrect = zeros (ns,ns) ;







Pkpl ( (i-1) *ns+l:i*ns, (j-1) *ns+l: j*ns) ;
Pxxcorrect = Pxxcorrect + Pxxcorrectij ;
end
end




= Qok (no+i, no+j )
*
...
Pkpl ( (no+i-1) *ns+l: (no+i) *ns, (no+j-1) *ns+l: (no+j) *ns)
Pxxcorrect = Pxxcorrect + Pxxcorrectij;
end
end
% 3rd sum (part related to Swv(noxm)
= sensor*act cross-cov.,




= Qok (i, no+j)
*
...
PkpK (i-l)*ns+l:i*ns, (no+j-1) *ns+l






% 4th sum (part related to Svw(nixno)
= act*sensor cross-cov.,




= Qok (no+i, j)
*
...
Pkpl( (no+i-1) *ns+l: (no+i) *ns, (]-l)





% note: Pxxcorrect ends up being ns x ns .
% Now finish the computation of Pxxkpl by adding
in the correction term.
Pkpl(l:ns,l:ns)
= Pkpl (l:ns, l:ns) + Pxxcorrect;
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% eigPkpl = eig(Pkpl);
% if min( min(eigPkpl) ) < 0.0,
% j = 0;
% for k=l:20
% if eigPkpl (k) < 0.0,
% j = j+1; ePtemp(j,l) = eigPkpl (k);
% end
% end
% disp (ePtemp) ; clear ePtemp;
% end
% COMPUTE THE ACTUAL SYSTEM RESPONSE:
% Put the input & input noise (uk+vk) thru the system to obtain the
% ACTUAL states at time k+1, then add state noise,




* (uk + vk)
% Compute various errors:
% Compare the states (x) before state noise is added to the actual states.
xmaxerror(I)
= max ( abs (xakpl
-
skpl(l:ns)) );
tAmaxerror ( I ) = max ( abs(thetaA
-
skpl (nsl:nols) ) );
tBmaxerror (I) = max ( abs (thetaB
-
skpl (nols+1 :noils) )
Create new random sequences for noise variables;
scale the random #
'


































states at k+1 by Co to obtain the
"noiseless"
output, then add the
sensor noise wkpl, to obtain zkpl.
(note, xk initially is 0)
xakpl = xakpl + Xikpl ;
zkpl = Co
*
xakpl + wkpl ;
Update the necessary matrices
and add noise to the states :
"out with the bad, in with the good ...",
Inspector Clouseau.
sk = skpl ; Pk
= Pkpl ;
vk = vkpl ; uk
= ukpl ; wk
= wkpl; Xik
= Xikpl;
zk = zkpl ;
xak = xakpl;
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end % end the time increment loop.
% Plot final results.
% time = [l/SampleRate:l/SampleRate:TotalTime]
'
























% Create the estimated system matricies Ae,Be,Ce,De:
[Ae,Be,Ce,De] = genesys (skpl,ni, no, ns, oi) ;
clear time skpl Pkpl skpl vkpl ukpl wkpl Xikpl zkpl xakpl Pxxcorrectij
save temp.var





















% You can now use "multfrqz (Ae, Be, Ce, De)
"
to plot the freq. response of
% the estimated system.




% SYNTAX: [a,b,c] = sml2zero (a,b, c, tol)
%
% This function forces the SMalL elements of the a,b,c,d matrices to be
% ZERO. The term small is determined by the size of
"tol"
= the smallest
% value to be considered a number ~= 0. This function can be used to
% eliminate small "off elements which
% may arise when transforming matricies to Jordan canonical form.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 8/14/92
%
% [ see also: canon, pg 2-23; ss2ss, pg 2-158; ]
% {Called by: numerous programs)
function [a,b,c] = sml2zero (a,b, c, tol)
if tol <= 0,
dispC ERROR:
"tol"








% clean up the A matrix:
[nrow,ncol] = size(a);
for I = l:nrow,
for J = l:ncol,
if abs(a(I, J) ) < tol,




% clean up the B matrix:
[nrow,ncol] = size(b);
for I = l:nrow,
for J = l:ncol,





% clean up the C matrix:
[nrow,ncol] = size(c);
for I = l:nrow,
for J = l:ncol,










% This m-file is called by the MATLAB ported version of PLID to set up
% the SIZE of the SYSTem (# of states), # of inputs, # of outputs,
% etc...
%




% WRITTEN: 6/92 - 8/92
% MODIFIED:
% {Called by: simplidf }




currently not being used
100; % the max. number of program iterations



















% This m-file is called by the MATLAB ported version of PLID to set up














% {Called by: simplidf }
%
% MODEL #1
% Program parameters : currently not being used
% iterate = 100; % the max. number of program iterations










oi = [2 4 6 8 10 12] ;
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Appendix A2
Square Root Filter PLID
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% AAfilt.m
% Model of Anti-Alias filter: Filter the u3f inputs, all 3...
%
% SCRIPT FILE. . .
%
% Generate the filtered actuator voltage inputs giving PLID a better look
% at the levels actually getting to the piezo's.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 3/8/94 [Last edited 3/7/94]
%
filtpar; % gives all the needed filter and actuator parameters
fnaal = 234.0; wnaal = 2*pi*fnaal;
aafiltorderl = 1;
aasign = -1;
aafiltertype = [num2str (aafiltorderl) , 'pole LP @
'




% Now filter these inputs with the anti-alias filter used to get data.
u3f_aa = zeros (size (u3f) ) ;
% Generate discrete butterworth filter that represents the anti-alias filter:
[aafiltnuml, aafiltdenl] = butter (aafiltorderl,wnaal) ;
aafiltnum = aasign*aafiltnuml; aafiltden = aafiltdenl;





, ii) , junk]
= dlsim(aafiltnum, aafiltden, u3f (:, ii) ) ;
end
clear junk




, t, u3f_aa ( : , 2) ,
' g'
, t, u3f_aa ( : , 3) .
'b'
) ,grid, . . .
xlabel ( 'Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts '),.. .
















,num2str (mean (u3f_aa_rms) ) ] )
hh=figure; psdul (u3f_aa, SampleRate) ;
% Save the sensor data in ASCII format using single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab
4.0 manual for save details]














Loads in z3f_l.dat thru z3_7.dat and discards
any time signal with greater than 80mV difference from
sensor signal #1 (z3f_l) .
Data set #1 (z3_l) serves as the baseline to which the
other data sets are compared against, thus make sure
this is GOOD DATA! ! ! !
Note: Five 4 second long time signals is the most that
will fit on a
3.5"
floopy.
Written by Phil Vallone, 9/17/94
% filtpar;
% plidini2;
% gets filter parameters, sample rate etc.
% Gets noise estimate data
% initalize flag to accept up to 10 data sets
flag
= [000000000];














load z3f 10.dat -ascii
I = max (size (z3f_l) ) ;
disp(
'






[ z3f 1(: ,D z3f 2(: 1) z3f ,1)
.. .
z3f 4 (: ,1) z3f 5(: 1) .. .
z3f 6(: ,D z3f 7(: 1) z3f ,1) ...
z3f 9(: ,D z3f 10 ( :,i)];
z3f 1(: ,2) z3f 2(: ,2) z3f ,2)
...
z3f 4(: ,2) z3f 5(: ,2) ..
z3f 6(: ,2) z3f 7(: ,2) z3f ,2)
...
z3f 9(: ,2) z3f 10 ( :,2)];





z3f 5(: ,3) ...
z3f 6( ,3) z3f 7(: ,3) z3f
,3)...
z3f 9( ,3) z3f 10 ( :,3)];
z3f i [ z3f_2 z3f_3 z3f_4
z3f_5 z3f_6...
z3f_7 z3f_8 z3f_9 z3f_10 ] ;
z3f = z3f 1;
,__
datasetid =~~1; % set #1 is always
used & serves as baseline
zdiff2 = z3f 1
-
z3f 2;
zdiff3 = z3f 1 z3f 3;
zdiff4 = z3f 1
- z3f 4;
zdiff5 = z3f 1
- z3f 5;
zdiff6 = z3f 1
-
z3f 6;
zdiff7 = z3f 1
-
z3f 7;
zdiff8 = z3f 1
- z3f 8;






zdiff = [ max (max (abs (zdiff2) ) ) max (max (abs (zdiff3) ) ) . . .
max (max (abs (zdiff4) ) ) max (max (abs (zdiff5) ) ) . . .
max (max (abs (zdiff6) ) ) max (max (abs (zdiff7) ) ) . . .
max (max (abs (zdiff8) ) ) max (max (abs (zdiff9) ) ) ...
max (max (abs (zdiff10) ) ) ];
for i=l:9,




% div. by 2 should help reduce roundoff
z3f = ( z3f + z3f_i(:,l+((i-l)*3) :3+ ( (i-1) *3) ) ) / 2;
datasets = datasets + 1;




Number of data sets used =
'
,num2str (datasets) ] )
disp(['
The data sets used are:
'
,num2str (datasetid) ] )
disp('
Saving data to z3f_ave.dat')




% Band Pass: Filter U inputs, all 3.
%
% SCRIPT FILE. . .
%
% Generate the filtered actuator voltage inputs for data acquisition
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 12/8/93 [Last edited 12/8/93]
% SYSSIZE3 is a script file that:
% loads into the workspace the variables that determine the SYStem SIZE
% for plant version 3 = 252 parameters.
% ns, ni, no, oi, SampleRate, and TotalTime
syssize3; % model #3: 36 state (252 param)
u3 = zeros (NumofIncrements, ni) ;
t = [l:l:NumofIncrements] ; % inputs start at k=l
% GENERATE NOISE SEQUENCE:
% 10*2 gives ~ +/-100V outputs after filters
uksigma = 1.5;
% 12/8/93 1.5 gives u=+/-2Vpk, accel +/-lVpk actual data with 40hz,lpole
% 1.90 gives +/-6V 6pole,100hz, +/-9V 6pole, 150hz
% 1.20 yields 7 -5V clippings on inputs using Accel outputs (lOx)
% 1.10 yields 1 -5V
" "
& 2Vpk signal with lp@40hz
% 1.05 yields 0 -5V
" "




ukvariance = (uksigma) *2; % 1/2 for run5 10/10/93
ukseed = (1 . 13*pi*sqrt (pi) ) *5 . 1 ; % actuators
% Use normal distribution: mean=0, variance = sig*2 = 1.
% (for
"randn"
see pg. 402 in Matlab 4.0 manual)
% scale the random #'s by the variance:
randn
(' seed'
, ukseed) ; % input















% title ([ 'Actuator Voltages for inputs lg, 2r, 3b,
uksigma='
,
n2s (uksigma) ] )
% Save sensor data to u3.mat ASCII format using single precision
% [see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0 manual for save details]
save u3.dat u3 -ascii
% Now filter these inputs with 6 poles @ 100 hz .
u_bp_4 = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth filter for weighting the PLID
% recources to target modes of interest:
bpfiltorder =2; % change to meet needs, good for 18 states
% shapefiltfreq
= 150;
fhi = 170.0; flo
= 110.0;
wnhi = 2*fhi/SampleRate; wnlo = 2*flo/SampleRate; % normalized
[bpfiltnum,bpfiltden] = butter (bpfiltorder, [wnlo wnhi] ) ;











t,u_bp_4 ( : , 3) , 'b-. ') , grid, .. .
title ([ 'Actuator Voltages lg, 2r, 3b: Filter
order='








Save the sensor data in ASCII format using single precision
[for save see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0 manual for save details]







% Checks a model (Ae,Be,Ce,) for observability,
% controllability, stability, dcGain, and
% conditioning.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 3/1/94
ObservAe = obsv(Ae,Ce);
ObservAe_rank = rank (ObservAe) ;
if ObservAe_rank<ns
disp('Ae, Ce not observable')
else
disp('Ae, Ce is observable')
end
CntrlAe = ctrb (Ae
, Be ) ;
CntrlAe_rank = rank (CntrlAe) ;
if CntrlAe_rank<ns
disp('Ae, Be not controllable')
else
disp('Ae, Be is controllable')
end
% Check for stability:
[pole_mag_d,wnAe, zetaAe] = ddamp (Ae, 1/SampleRate ) ;
polesize_d = sum(pole_mag_d) ;
if polesize_d/ns > 1,
disp(
'




disp( 'Model (Ae) is stable')
end
% Check d.c. gain of system: this should be ~0
dcgain_Ae = ddcgain (Ae, Be, Ce, De) ;
maxdcgain_Ae = max (max (abs (dcgain_Ae) ) ) ;
if maxdcgain_Ae > 0.005,
disp( [ 'WARNING: D.C. gain of model is > 0.005: ',...
num2str (maxdcgain_Ae) ] )
else
disp('D.C. gain of model is less than 0.005')
end
% Check the condition of Ae
cond_Ae = rcond (Ae ) ;
if cond_Ae < 0.005,
disp( [ 'WARNING: Ae is poorly conditioned:
'
,n2s (cond_Ae) ] )
elseif cond_Ae < 0.05,
disp(['Ae is reasonably well conditioned:
'
,n2s (cond_Ae) ] )
elseif cond_Ae < 0.1,
disp(['Ae is well conditioned:
'
,num2str (cond_Ae) ] )
else
disp(['Ae is very well conditioned:
'




% COMPSENr.m (range comparison)
%
% SYNTAX: compsenr (k, zl, z2, r,mn,mx)
% Ex. compsenr (l,z3f
, zkest, runnum, 1-200, 1)
%
% This function file plots the actual (red o) vs the estimated
% (green ) sensor outputs.
% k channel # (1,2,3)
% zl, z2
= the actual and estimated sensor vectors
% r run number (string, e.g. 'la')
% mn,mx = start at sample # mn, go to mx
%
% 12/20/93 Phil Vallone
function compsenr (k, zl, z2, r,mn,mx)
hh=figure; figure (hh) ; elf % clear the fig
maxz = max (max (zl (mn:mx, k) ) ) ;
minz = min (min (zl (mn:mx,k) ) ) ; % used for y-axis scaling
diffz = zl (mn:mx, k) -z2 (mn:mx,k) ;
maxdiffz = max (abs (diffz) ) ; % locates max. error pnt
% determines the x-axis location of maxdiffz:
maxdiffx = mn + find (maxdiffz==abs (zl (mn:mx, k) -z2 (mn:mx, k) ) ) -1;
plot ( [mn:mx] , zl (mn:mx, k) ,
' ro'

















r] , . . .
': Actual (solid o) vs Predicted (dashed) Sensor Output, Chnl #',...
num2str (k) ] )
% text (mx- ( (mx-mn) /10) (maxz-minz) /20, date)















% This function file plots the actual (red) vs estimated (green )
% sensor outputs.
% Only the first 200 samples are plotted to give a clearer view.
% k = channel # (1,2,3)
% zl, z2 are the actual and estimated sensor vectors
% r = run number
% 1 = # of samples to be plotted
%
% 12/10/93 Phil Vallone
function compsens (k, zl, z2, r, 1)
% 1 = 200; % length of vectors to be plotted.
hh=figure; figure (hh) ; elf % clear the fig
maxz = max(max(zl(l:l,k) ) ) ; minz = min (min (zl (1:1, k) ) ) ;
plot ([1:1] , zl(l:l,k) ,
'r'
, [1:1] ,z2(l:l,k) , 'g--') , . ..









': Actual vs Predicted Sensor Output, Chnl
'
,num2str (k) ] )









% Compute the eigenvalues and vectors of the continous
% time ESTIMATED plant.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/25/94
% [ see also: dis2con.m ]
% Assumes Ac is already on the stack
[EigvecAc, EigvalAc] = eig(Ac);
% extract the main diagonal
EigvalAc = diag (EigvalAc, 0) ;
% generate a vector of the corresponding wn's
wnAc = zeros (length (EigvalAc) , 1) ;
for kk=l : length (EigvalAc) ,
wnAc(kk)
=
sqrt( (real (EigvalAc (kk) )) *2 + ...
(imag (EigvalAc (kk) )) *2 );
end
% generate a vector of the corresponding zeta's
zetaAc = zeros (length (EigvalAc) , 1) ;
for kk=l : length (EigvalAc) ,
zetaAc(kk)
= real (EigvalAc (kk) ) ./ wnAc(kk);
end
% convert wn to fn:
fnAc = wnAc/(2*pi);
% finally display the pole zero map
pzmap (Ac, Be, Cc, Dc) , sgrid, . . .
title ( [ [
' Run'
, runnum] , . . .
1










% text (I-. 15*1,
minz*
.55, date)




% Data Aquisition: Filter U inputs, all 3...
%
% SCRIPT FILE. . .
%
% Generate filtered actuator inputs for model #3, 36 states, 252 parameters
D
O
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 9/29/93 [Last edited 12/2/93]
%
%
% SYSSIZE3 is a script file that:
% loads into the workspace the variables that determine the SYStem SIZE
% ns, ni, no, oi, SampleRate, and TotalTime
syssize3;
u3 = zeros (NumofIncrements, ni) ;
t = [1: l:NumofIncrements] ; % inputs start at k=l
% GENERATE NOISE SEQUENCE:
% 10*2 gives ~ +/-100V outputs after filters
uksigma = 2.5;
% 12/8/93 1.5 gives u=+/-2Vpk, accel +/-lVpk actual data with 40hz,lpole
% 1.90 gives +/-6V 6pole,100hz, +/-9V 6pole,150hz
% 1.20 yields 7 -5V clippings on inputs using Accel outputs (lOx)
% 1.10 yields 1 -5V
" "
and 2Vpk signal with lp@40hz
% 1.05 yields 0 -5V
" "




ukvariance = (uksigma) *2; % 1/2 for runS 10/10/93
ukseed = (1 . 13*pi*sqrt (pi) ) *5 . 1 ; % actuators
% Use normal distribution: mean=0, variance
= sig*2 = 1.
% (for
"randn"
see pg. 402 in Matlab 4.0 manual)
% scale the random #
'





u3 = randn (size (u3) )
*
ukvariance;
% Save the sensor data to u3.mat ASCII format using single
% [see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0
manual for save details]
save u3.dat u3 -ascii
% Now filter these inputs with 6 poles @ 100 hz .
u_150_6 = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth
filter for weighting the PLID
% recources to target modes of interest:
shapefiltorder
= 6; % change to




shapenormcutoff = shapefiltfreq / (SampleRate/2) ;
* 150 hz
[shapefiltnum, shapefiltden]
= butter (shapefiltorder, shapenormcutoff ) ;




, ^.-.^j -, , v>
[u 150 6(:,ii) , junk]
= dlsim(shapeflltnum, shapefiltden, u3 ( : , n) ) ;
end












,num2str (shapefiltfreq) , 'hz, Butterworth'])
% Save the sensor data in ASCII format using single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0 manual for save details]
save u_150_6.dat u_150_6 -ascii
% Now filter these inputs with 6 poles @ 150 hz .
u_150_4 = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth filter for weighting the PLID




shapenormcutoff = shapefiltfreq / (SampleRate/2) ; %
[shapefiltnum, shapefiltden] = butter (shapefiltorder, shapenormcutoff) ;
% filter the outputs u3f with the "shaping" filter:
for ii=l:m
[u_150_4 ( : , ii) , junk] = dlsim( shapefiltnum, shapefiltden, u3 ( : , ii) ) ;
end
figure (3) ;
plot(t,u_150_4(:,l) , 'g',t,u_150_4(:,2) ,
'r '
, t,u_150_4 ( : , 3) , 'b-. ') , grid,





,num2str (shapefiltfreq) , 'hz, Butterworth'])
% Save the sensor data in ASCII format using single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0 manual for save details]
save u 150 4.dat u 150 4 -ascii
% Now filter these inputs with 6 poles @ 200 hz .
u_200_6 = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth filter for weighting the PLID




shapenormcutoff = shapefiltfreq / (SampleRate/2); %
[shapefiltnum, shapefiltden] = butter (shapefiltorder, shapenormcutoff ) ;




[u_200_6 ( : ,ii) , junk] = dlsim( shapefiltnum, shapefiltden, u3 ( : , ii) ) ;
end
figure (4) ;
plot(t,u_200_6(:,l) , 'g',t,u_200_6(:,2) ,
' r '
,
t,u_200_6 ( : , 3) , 'b-.
'
) , grid,





,num2str( shapefiltfreq) , 'hz, Butterworth'])
% Save the sensor data to u3f .mat ASCII format using single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0
manual for save details]
save u 200 6.dat u 200 6 -ascii
15-
Finally, filter these inputs with 1 pole @ 40.
A2-11
u_40_l = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth filter for weighting the PLID




shapenormcutoff = shapefiltfreq / (SampleRate/2); %
[shapefiltnum, shapefiltden] = butter (shapefiltorder, shapenormcutoff ) ;











t,u_40_l ( : , 3) , 'b-. ') , grid, . . .





,num2str (shapefiltfreq) , 'hz, Butterworth'])
% Save the sensor data in ASCII format using single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab 4.0 manual for save details]





% SYNTAX: [Ac, Be, Cc,Dc] = dis2con(Ae, Be,Ce,De, SampleRate) ;
%
% This function takes the DISCRETE time ESTIMATED plant
% and converts it to a CONTINUOUS time system.
o
o
% It is assumed the system is completely observable & controllable.
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/19/94
% [ see also: sml2zero.m, mdl2mdl.m, dis2con.m ]
function [Ac, Be, Cc,Dc] = dis2con(ad,bd, cd, dd, SampleRate)
% first convert from modal to canonical modal (block diagonal)
% (this also checks for controllability & observability of the plant)
[ad,bd,cd,dd] = mdl2mdl (ad,bd, cd, dd) ;
% Now convert to discrete time:
% Tustin is more numerically stable than zoh, but has
warping.
[ac,bc,cc,Dc] = d2cm(ad, bd, cd, dd, 1/SampleRate,
' zoh'
) ;
tol = max(max([ac be; cc Dc] ) ) / 2e+15;






% SYNTAX: disc eig;
%
% Compute the eigenvalues and vectors of the discrete
% time ESTIMATED plant.
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/26/94
% [ see also: cont_eig.m ]
[pole_mag_d,wnAe, zetaAe] = ddamp (Ae, 1/SampleRate) ;
% convert wn to fn:
fnAe = wnAe/(2*pi);
% finally display the pole zero map
pzmap(Ae,Be,Ce,De) , zgrid, . . .
title ( [ [
' Run'
, runnum] , . . .





, num2str (SampleRate/1000) ,
'khz'
] )
text (1.4, -1.2, date) ;
[polesAe, zerosAe] = pzmap (Ae, Be, Ce, De) ;
% orient landscape
"6o"6'oaooooooooo'6o'6o'5ooo'6oo~6ooooooooooo%ooooo"6"o"o"6o"6o"6o"5o"5"6oooo
% dpkplt is a MATLAB script file that plots the convergence
% curves of dPk partition x, thetaA, and thetaB.
% Written by Phil Vallone 8/93
hh=figure; figure (hh) ;
t=[l:l:I];



























': Convergence Plot of mean(dPk) sub x, thetaA, & thetaB'])
text (I,meandPka(I-l) ,
'dPkA'










% Discrete STEP response ploting U. .
%
% SCRIPT FILE... dstepu;
o
o
% Generate the actuator voltage commands that would result from
% a step response input (lVolt) .
%
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .




u_stepl = zeros (steplength, ni) ; % 1 second of data
u_step2 = zeros (steplength, ni) ; % 1 second of data
u_step3 = zeros (steplength, ni) ; % 1 second of data
tstep
= [1:1: steplength] ;
disp ( 'Generating the step response for each input')
[y_stepl,x_ol_stepl] = dstep (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 1, steplength) ;
[y_step2,x_ol_step2] = dstep (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 2 , steplength) ;
[y_step3,x_ol_step3] = dstep (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 3, steplength) ;




for ii=l : steplength,
u_stepl (ii, : ) = ( K_reg_Ae
*







for ii=l : steplength,
u_step2 (ii, : ) = ( K_reg_Ae
*





for ii=l : steplength,
u_step3 (ii, : ) = ( K_reg_Ae
*












, tstep, u_stepl ( : , 2) ,
' g'
, tstep, u_stepl ( : , 3) , 'b ) , . . .
grid, %axis([0
steplength ymin ymax]),...




, runnum] , . .
.
': Actuator commands for a step response on
input #1, fs-',...
num2str (SampleRate) ] )
xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts '),.. .











subplot (3, 1, 2)




, tstep, u_step2 ( : , 2 ) ,
' g'
, tstep, u_steP2 ( : 3) , b
title (['Run', runnum,
'
: Actuator signal for step
response on input #2, fs- ,...
num2str (SampleRate) ] )
grid, xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts
'
)






steplength*1. 02, u_step2 (steplength, 1) , '<1')
subplot (3, 1, 3) _, _. ....
plot(tstep,u
3) b ....
title ([ 'Run 'Trunnum, ': Actuator
signal for step response on input #3,
fs=
num2str (SampleRate) ] )
grid, xlabel
('
Sample #'). ylabel ( 'Volts )





text (steplength*!. 02, u_step3 (steplength,!),
'<! )
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% errSENr.m (Sensor Error, range comparison)
%
% SYNTAX: errsenr ( [z3f (1: I, : ) -zkest (1 : I, : ) ] , r,mn,mx)
% Ex: errsenr (zmaxerror, runnum, 1, I) ;
%
% This function file plots the max sensor error.
% Only samples mn to mx are plotted to give a clearer view.
% zerr are the actual and estimated sensor vectors
% r = run number
% mn,mx = start at sample # mn, go to mx
%
% 12/10/93 Phil Vallone
function errsenr (zerr, run,mn,mx)
hh=figure; figure (hh); elf % clear fig
maxz = max (max (zerr (mn:mx) )) ;
minz = min (min (zerr (mn:mx) ) ) ;




) , . . .








run],': Sensor Error, |Actual
-
Predictedl ',date])





o^^^^^^-B ^-6-5-5-5-5-5 o^"5TS a-5 o OX^ o o^ o o 0-5-5 o^^ o^-5'5^^T5i5-o^-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5:5;S%:5%5i5%%%%%%%^
% filtpar.M
% Band Pass: Filter U inputs, all 3...
%
% SCRIPT FILE. . .
;
o
% Generate the filtered actuator voltage inputs for data acquistion
%
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 12/8/93 [Last edited 12/8/93]
syssize3;
u3 = zeros (NumofIncrements, ni) ;
t = [1 :l:NumofIncrements] ; % inputs start at k=l
uksigma = 2.1;
ukvariance = (uksigma) *2; % 1/2 for run5 10/10/93
lpfiltorderl = 6;
flpl = 200.0; wnlpl = 2*flpl/SampleRate;
% bpfiltorder = 1; % change to meet needs
% fhi = 170.0; flo = 110.0;
% wnhi = 2*fhi/SampleRate; wnlo = 2*flo/SampleRate; % normalized
filtertype = [num2str (lpfiltorderl) , 'pole LP @
'
,num2str (flpl) , 'Hz
'
] ;
% extfilter = 'Single Anti-Alias Filtered, quantized';
extfilter =
'




% SCRIPT FILE. . .
%
% Generate the filtered actuator voltage inputs for
% model #3, 36 states, 252 parameters)
%
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 9/29/93 [Last edited 9/29/93]
%
u3f = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth filter:
% filtorder =4; % change to meet needs
% normalizedcutoff = 200 / (SampleRate/2); % 200hz.
% [filtnum, filtden] = butter (filtorder, normalizedcutoff ) ;
% filter the outputs u3f with the cutoff filter:
% for ii=l:m
% [u3f ( : ,ii) , junk] = dlsim(filtnum, filtden, u3 (:, ii) ) ;
% end
% Generate a discrete domain butterworth filter for weighting the PLID
% recources to target modes of interest:
shapefiltorder =6; % change to meet needs
shapefiltfreq
= 100;
shapenormcutoff = shapefiltfreq / (SampleRate/2); % 100 hz
[shapefiltnum, shapefiltden] =butter ( shapefiltorder, shapenormcutoff) ;




[u3f ( : , ii) , junk]
= dlsim(shapef iltnum, shapefiltden, u3 (:, ii) ) ;
end
% hh=figure;
figure (2 ) ;
plot(t,u3f (:,1), 'g',t,u3f (:,2) , 'r--',t,u3f (:,3) ,
' b-
') , grid, ..
title (['Act. Voltages lg, 2r, 3b: Filter order=',...
n2s (shapefiltorder) , @ ',..
n2s (shapefiltfreq) , 'Hz,
Butterworth'
] )
% Save the sensor data to u3f .mat ASCII format using
single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab
4.0 manual for save details]




% SYNTAX: frf_ave = frf (Nfft, kin,u, kout, z, fs, rundate)
% frf_ave = frf (1024, l,u3f, 1, z3f, 1600, rundate) ;
% An averaged FRF of u(kin) to z(kout) is computed splotted.
% Nfft = # of points in each fft.
fs = sample rate in Hz.
rundate = date the experiment was run.
2-
% Written by Phil Vallone, 9/30/94
% [see also: psd, spectrum, corrcoef]
















n = Nfft; % sub division size
delta_f = fs / n; % hz .
filtpar; % contains filter parameters.
usize = max (size (u( :, kin) )) ;
zsize = max (size (z (:, kout) )) ;
% find nearest power of 2
powerof2 = min( [floor (log2 (usize) ) floor (log2 (zsize) ) ] );
fullsize = 2*powerof2;
averages = fullsize / n ; % # of ave. to perform
fftsize = n; % = fft resolution
freqfft = fs/2 * (0 : (fftsize/2) ) / (fftsize/2) ; % freq. vector
Time = fftsize/fs;
rms_uk = sqrt (mean(u (1 : fullsize, kin) . *2) ) ;





,num2str (ii) ] )
nstart = (ii-1) *n + 1;
nend = ii*n;
ui = u (nstart : nend, kin) ;
zi = z (nstart : nend, kout) ;
uk_fft = fft (ui, fftsize) ;
% 2 sided psd
psduk = ( uk_fft conj(uk_fft) ) / (fs*fftsize/2) ;
% 1-sided fft is 1/2 length+1
psduk_l = psduk(l:fftsize/2+l) ;
psduk_l (2: fftsize/2) = psduk (2 : fftsize/2) ; % scale factor
psd_mean_u = mean (psduk_l) ; % best RMS
rms_uk_psd = sqrt (psd_mean_u*fs/2) ; % RMS estimate
zk_fft = fft (zi, fftsize) ;
% 2 sided psd
psdzk = ( zk_fft conj(zk_fft) ) / (fs*fftsize/2) ;
% 1-sided fft is 1/2 length+1
psdzk_l = psdzk(l:fftsize/2+l) ;
psdzk_l (2:fftsize/2) = psdzk (2 :fftsize/2) ; % scale
factor
psd_mean_z = mean(psdzk_l) ;
% best RMS
rms_zk_psd = sqrt (psd_mean_z*fs/2) ; % RMS estimate
if rms_uk>1.15*rms_uk_psd | rms_uk<0 . 8S*rms_uk_psd I ...
rms_zk>1.15*rms_zk_psd I rms_zk<0 . 85*rms_zk_psd,
disp(['








,num2str (rms_zk) ] )
disp (
'
Plots may be wrong.')
end
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% Cross Spectrum: contains mag. and phase information
% complex #'s, contains mag. & phase info
fftzu = uk_fft.*conj (zk_fft) ;
fftzu_c = fftzu(l:n/2+l) / (fs*fftsize/2) ;
% FRF is Defined as:
% frf = Guz / Guu = Fu * conj (Fz) / Fu
*
conj (Fu) =fftzul/ulpsd;
FRFzu = abs(fftzu_c) ./ psdukJL;
if ii == 1,
FRFzu_ave = FRFzu;
end
FRFzu_ave = ( FRFzu_ave + FRFzu )/ 2;
end
minx = 50; maxx = 500; miny = -60; maxy
= 20;




















axis ( [minx maxx miny maxy] ) , grid




,num2str (Time) , . . .







,n2s (Fs) , 'Hz,
DeltaF='




























% frf_w.m = FRF using the harming Window function
%
%
% SYNTAX: frf_ave = frf_w (Nfft, kin, u, kout, z, fs, rundate)
% frf_ave = frf_w (2048, 2, u, 3, z, 1600, rundate) ;
%
% An averaged, hanning windowed FRF of z (kout) /u (kin) is computed & plotted.
% Nfft = # of points in each fft.
% fs = sample rate in Hz.
% rundate = date the experiment was run.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 9/30/94
% [see also: frf, psd, spectrum, corrcoef]



















n = Nfft; % sub division size
hannwind = harming (n) ; % window size is same as fft slice
delta_f = fs / n; % hz .
filtpar; % contains filter parameters.
usize = max (size (u( :, kin) )) ;
zsize = max (size (z (:, kout) )) ;
powerof2 = min( [floor (log2 (usize) ) floor (log2 (zsize) ) ] ); % nearest *2
fullsize = 2*powerof2;
averages = fullsize / n ; % how many ave. can we perform
fftsize = n; % this will
= fft resolution
freqfft = fs/2
* (0 : (fftsize/2) ) / (fftsize/2); % freq. vector
Time = fftsize/fs;
rms_uk
= sqrt (mean (u (1 : fullsize, kin) . *2) ) ;
rms_zk
= sqrt (mean (z (1 : fullsize, kout) . *2) ) ;





num2str (ii) ] )
nstart = (ii-1) *n + 1;
nend = ii*n;
ui = u (nstart : nend, kin) ;
ui = ui .
* hannwind;
zi = z (nstart mend, kout) ;
zi = zi .
* hannwind;
uk fft = fft (ui, fftsize) ;
psduk
= ( uk_fft conj (uk_fft) ) /
(fs*fftsize/2) ; % 2 sided psd
psduk_l




= psduk (2 : fftsize/2) ; % scale factor
psd mian u





zk fft = fft (zi, fftsize) ;
psdzk
= ( zk fft conj(zk_fft) )
/ (fs*fftsize/2); % 2 sided psd
psdzk_l
= psdzk(l:fftsize/2+l);




= psdzk (2 : fftsize/2) ; % scale factor
psd mian z
= mean (psdzk_l) ;




% if rms uk>1.15*rms_uk_psd I
rms_uk<0 . 85*rms_uk psd I ...
% rms~zk>1.15*rms zk psd I
rms_zk<0 . 85*rms^zk_psd
%
dilp([' WARNING: RMS computed by PSD
slice='
,
n2s (rms_zk_psd) , vs
actual='
,n2s (rms_zk) ] )
% dispC Plots may be wrong.')
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% end
% Cross Spectrum: contains mag. and phase information
fftzu = uk_fft.*conj (zk_fft) ; % complex #'s, mag. & phase info
fftzu_c = fftzu(l:n/2+l) / (fs*fftsize/2) ;
% FRF is Defined as: frf=Guz/Guu = Fu*conj (Fz) /Fu*conj (Fu) = fftzul/ulpsd ;
FRFzu = abs(fftzu_c) ./ psduk_l;
if ii == 1,
FRFzu_ave = FRFzu;
end
FRFzu_ave = ( FRFzu_ave + FRFzu )/ 2;
end




FRFzu_ave_db = 20 . 0*logl0 (FRFzu_ave) ;
figure;







) , . . .








) , . . .
axis ( [minx maxx miny maxy] ) , grid, . . .






,n2s (Time) , . .


















) , . . .
text (maxx-150,
miny-









) , text (minx,miny-7,
' frf_w'






text (minx+70,miny+ll, describinputs) , . . .




% frfcmprv.m Compute experimental FRF and Compare it to the PLID results
% This version allows you to pick the frequency range displayed.
%
% SYNTAX:
% frf_ave=frfcmprv (minx,maxx,A,B,C,D,Nfft, kin, u, kout, z, fs, run_date, run_number)
% e.g.:
% frf_ave=frfcmprv(50. 0,500.
,Ae, Be, Ce, De, 512, l,u3f , 2, z3f , 1600, rundate, runnum) ;
%
% An averaged FRF of u(kin) to z(kout) is computed and plotted.
% Nfft = # of points in each fft.
% minx, maxx
= min. and max. freq. range in Hz.
% fs = sample rate in Hz.
% fl = frequency vector with which logEmag31 was computed
% rundate = date the experiment was run.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 9/30/94 [see also: psd, spectrum, corrcoef]
function FRFzu_ave =




















n = Nfft; % sub division size
delta_f = fs / n; % hz .
filtpar; % contains filter parameters.
usize = max (size (u( :, kin) )) ;
zsize = max (size (z (:, kout) )) ;
powerof2 = min ( [floor (log2 (usize) ) floor (log2 (zsize) )]);%nearest power of 2
fullsize = 2*powerof2;
averages = fullsize / n ; % how many ave. can we perform
fftsize = n; % this will
= fft resolution
freqfft = fs/2
* (0 : (fftsize/2) ) / (fftsize/2); % create f. vector
% Compute the PLID Transfer Function
disp (
'




minw = loglO (2*pi*minx) ; maxw
= loglO (2*pi*maxx) ;
wl = logspace (minw,maxw, 2*1024) ; % in r/s. , change for your freq. needs
fl =wl/(2*pi); % in Hz (100r/s=16Hz, 10*3 . 5r/s=503Hz)
if min (size (Be) ) ==1,
kinfrf = 1; % SIMO or SISO
else
kinfrf = kin; % MIMO
end
[Emag,Ephase] = dbode (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 1/fs, kinfrf ,wl) ;
logEmag
= 20*logl0 (Emag) ;
Time = fftsize/fs;
rms_uk = sqrt (mean(u (1 : fullsize, kin) . *2) ) ;






num2str (ii) ] )
nstart




= u (nstart: nend, kin) ;
zi
= z (nstart : nend, kout) ;
uk fft = fft (ui, fftsize) ;
psduk = ( uk_fft conj (uk_fft) ) /
(fs*fftsize/2) ; % 2 sided psd
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n,*?w
Psd/lik(1:fftsize/2+l); % 1-sided fft is 1/2 length+1
psduJc_l(2:fftsize/2) = psduk(2 :fftsize/2) ;% scale factor ! !NOT NEEDED!'
psdmean u = mean(psduk_l) ; % most accurate rms
___uk_psd
= sqrt (psd_mean_u*fs/2); % rms estimate
zk_fft = fft (zi, fftsize) ;
psdzk = ( zk_fft conj(zk_fft) ) / (fs*fftsize/2); % 2 sided psd
Padz* 1 =
psdzk(l:fftsize/2+l); % 1-sided fft is 1/2 length+1
psdzk_l(2:fftsize/2) = psdzk(2 :fftsize/2) ; % scale factor
psd_mean_z = mean(psdzk_l) ; % most accurate RMS
rms_zkj>sd = sqrt (psd_mean_z*fs/2); % rms estimate
if rms_uk>1.15*rms_uk_psd | rms_uk<0. 85*rms_uk_psd | ...
rms_zk>1.15*rms_zk_psd | rms_zk<0 . 85*rms zk psd,disp(['
WARNING: RMS #',n2s(ii),' computed by PSD
s"lice='




,num2str (rms_zk) ] )
disp('
Plots may be wrong.')
end
% Cross Spectrum: contains mag. and phase information
fftzu = uk_fft.*conj(zk_fft) ; % complex #'s, mag. & phase info
fftzu_c = fftzu(l:n/2+l) / (fs*fftsize/2) ;
% FRF is Defined as: frf = Guz/Guu = Fu*conj (Fz) /Fu*conj (Fu) = fftzul/ulpsd ;
FRFzu = abs(fftzu_c) ./ psduk_l;
if ii == 1,
FRFzu_ave = FRFzu;
end






FRFzu_ave_db = 20 . 0*logl0 (FRFzu_ave) ;
hh=figure;








semilogx ( freqfft, FRFzu_ave_db,
' r'
, freqfft, FRFzu_ave db, 'g. '),
%%% plot( freqfft, FRFzu_ave_db,
' r'
, freqfft, FRFzu_ave_db, 'g.
'
_) , . .
axis ( [minx maxx miny maxy] ) , grid, . . .




, num2str (Time) , . . .






, n2s (kin) ,
'
, ',..
num2str (Fs) , 'Hz,
DeltaF='







) , . . .
text (maxx-150,miny-7, date) ,





















, 12 ) , . . .
text (maxx,miny-2,num2str (maxx) ) ,





























% This fuction file takes the closed loop estimated plant given by Ae_cl,Be,
% Ce,De and SampleRate and plots the FRF. (discrete systems)
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/28/94
%
% filtpar;
hh = figure; figure (hh) ; elf % clear the figure
rthand = max ( f1 ) ;
maxhz = 500; minhz = 50;
sizefl = max (size (fl) ) ;
lefthand = min (find ( [fl>49. 9 & fl<50.1]));
hz250 = min (find ([fl>249.0 & fl<251.0]));
% perform Bode computations on loop tf .
[Eclmag31,Eclphase31] = dbode (Ae_cl,Be, Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, 1,wl)
[Eclmag32, Eclphase32] = dbode (Ae_cl, Be,Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, 2,wl)
[Eclmag33,Eclphase33] = dbode (Ae_cl, Be, Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, 3,wl)
logEclmag31 = 20*logl0 (Eclmag31) ;
logEclmag32 = 20*logl0 (Eclmag32) ;
logEclmag33 = 20*logl0 (Eclmag33) ;










grid, axis ( [50 500 -65 15]),...




















) , . . .
text(480,-52,
'500'
) , . . .




) , . . .
text (rthand, logEclmag31 (sizefl, 2) , '2
'
) , . . .




) , . .
text (minhz-2, logEclmag31 (lefthand, 3) ,
' 3'
) , . .
text (250,logEclmag31(hz250,2) ,
'2'
) , . . .
text (250, logEclmag31(hz250,l) ,
'1'
) , . . .
text (52,7, filtertype)










num2str (zetaAe new (2)),',
'




% SYNTAX: frfd It
%
% This fuction file takes the loop tran. funct. of estimated plant given
% by Ae,Be,Ce,De and SampleRate and plots the FRF. (discrete systems)
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/28/94
% filtpar;
hh = figure; figure (hh) ; elf % clear the figure
rthand = max ( f1 ) ;
maxhz = 500; minhz = 50;
sizefl = max (size (fl) ) ;
lefthand = min (find ( [fl>49. 9 & fl<50.1]));
hz250 = min(find( [fl>249.0 & fl<251.0]));
% perform Bode computations on loop tf .
[Eltmag31,Eltphase31] = dbode (Ae, Be, K_reg_Ae, De, 1/SampleRate, l,wl)
[Eltmag32,Eltphase32] = dbode (Ae, Be, K_reg_Ae, De, 1/SampleRate, 2,wl)
[Eltmag33,Eltphase33] = dbode (Ae, Be, K_reg_Ae, De, 1/SampleRate, 3,wl)
logEltmag31 = 20*logl0 (Eltmag31) ;
logEltmag32 = 20*logl0 (Eltmag32) ;
logEltmag33 = 20*logl0 (Eltmag33) ;
semilogx (fl, logEltmag31 (: ,1) ,
'r'
,




) , . . .
grid, axis ( [50 500 -40 25]),...


















num2str (SampleRate) , 'Hz ']),.. .




) , . . .
text(480,-52,
'500'
) , . . .




) , . . .
text (rthand, logEltmag31 (sizefl, 2) , '2
'
) , . . .
text (minhz-2, logEltmag31 (lefthand, 2) ,
'2'
) , . .




) , . .
text(250,logEltmag31(hz250,2) ,
'2'
) , . . .
text (250, logEltmag31(hz250,l) ,'!'),...
text (52,7, filtertype)
text (52, 3, extfilter) ;















% Loads in u3f.dat and z3f.dat
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 12/11/93
%
filtpar; % gets filter parameters, sample rate etc. .
plidini2; % Gets noise estimate data
I=TotalTime*SampleRate; t=[Istart :1: lend] ;
load u3f.dat -ascii
ukstd = mean (std (u3f) ) ;
rmsu = sqrt (mean (mean (u3f.*u3f) )) ;
actsn = 20*logl0 (ukstd/max (sigmaV) ) ;
load z3f.dat -ascii
sensorsn = 20*logl0 (mean (std (z3f) ) /max (sigmaW) ) ;
rmsz = sqrt (mean (z3f. *z3f) ) ;
plotacts % plot the actuator signals




% Low Pass: Filter U inputs, all 3...
%
% SCRIPT FILE. . .
%
% Generate the filtered actuator voltage inputs for data acquistion
% Written by Dr. M. Hopkins of RIT, and Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .




filtpar; % gives all needed filter & actuator parameters
% GENERATE NOISE SEQUENCE:
% 12/8/93 1.5 gives u=+-2Vp, accel +-lVp actual data w/ 40hz,lpole
% 1.90 gives +/-6V 6pole,100hz, +/-9V 6pole,150hz
% 1.20 yields 7 -5V clips on inputs w/ Accel outputs (lOx)
% 1.10 yields 1 -5V
" "
& 2Vp signal w/ lp@40hz
% 1.05 yields 0 -5V
" "




ukseed = (1 . 13*pi*sqrt (pi) ) *5 . 1 ; % actuators
% Use normal distribution: mean=0, variance
= sig*2 = 1.
% (for
"randn"
see pg. 402 in Matlab 4.0 manual)
% scale the random #
'
s by the variance:
randn
(' seed'
, ukseed) ; % input
u3 = randn (size (u3) )
*
ukvariance;
% Now filter these inputs with 4 poles @ 200 hz .
u_lp_4 = zeros (size (u3) ) ;
% Generate discrete butterworth filt to weight PLID states to
% target important modes:
% [bpfiltnum, bpfiltden] = butter (bpfiltorder, [wnlo wnhi]);
[lpfiltnuml,lpfiltdenl] = butter (lpfiltorderl,wnlpl) ;
% shapefiltnum = conv (bpfiltnum, lpfiltnum) ;
shapefiltnum = lpfiltnuml;
% shapefiltden = conv (bpfiltden, lpfiltden) ;
shapefiltden = lpfiltdenl;




[u_lp_4 ( : , ii) junk] =dlsim(shapefiltnum, shapefiltden, u3 ( : , ii) ) ;
end
u_lp_4_rms = sqrt (std (u_lp_4) ) ;
figure;
plot(t,u_lp_4 (: ,1) ,
'r'
, t, u_lp_4 ( : , 2) ,
' g'
,





Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts '),.. .
title ( ['Actuators lr, 2g, 3b: Filter
=
'












,num2str (mean(u_lp_4_rms) ) ] )
hh=figure; psdul (u_lp_4 , SampleRate) ;
% Save the sensor data in ASCII format using single precision
% [for save see pg 432 of Matlab
4.0 manual for save details]
u3f = u_lp_4;
save u_lp_4.dat u_lp_4 -ascii
save ..\quantize\u_lp_4.datu_lp_4 -ascii
save u3f.dat u_lp_4 -ascii
A2-28
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% Create an LQG type controller around a plant with 36 states,
% 3 inputs (actuators) and 3 outputs (sensors) .
%
% Variables are (all discrete time w/ Fs = 1600 Hz) :
% ns = # of states
% no = # of outputs
% ni = # of inputs
% Ae = state transition matrix, created by a sys. id. algor.
% Be = input coupling matrix, created by a sys. id. algor.
% Ce = output coupling matrix, created by a sys. id. algor.
% u = 3 channels of gaussian noise, 3200 samples long
% z = actual data collected from 3 sensors, 3200 samples long
Fs = sample rate
Rk = sensor noise covariance matrix (pos. def.)
% Qk = actuator noise covariance matrix (pos. def.)
% Xik = process noise covariance matrix (pos. def.)
% Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd = actual system (truth model), discrete
%
% Written by Phil Vallone @ Eastman Kodak, 9/10/94
% Improved 5/97 to deal with real unstable poles
% >Load plant and controller design info stored in
"runXXX.mat"
% Note: The plant matrices were generated using a system ID
% algorithm applied to actual test data.
% This particular sys. id. algor. creates and Ae matrix which
% has structure. This structure, however, is specific to




runn = input (
'





















Fs = input (
'
Enter the sample rate in Hz . : ');
end
end
eig_Ae = eig(Ae); num_unstablee
= 0;
for ii=l: length (Ae)






= num_unstablee + 1;
end
end
if num unstablee>3, .
disp(f'
There are too many unstable
PLANT poles to deal with. ]
disp ( [
'








= stable_A(Ae, Be, Ce,De,model_type, runnum) ;
else
Aes=Ae; Bes=Be; Ces=Ce; Des=De;
end
if Des>zeros (size (Des) ) ,
disp(['




% >Design the steady state Kalman filter gain matrix: Lss
% Note: dlqe actually calls dlqr which is the regulator Riccati
% equation solver. Thus we only need on R. E. solver which





% which is the steady state Algebraic Riccati eq.
% See "Digital Control of Dynamic Systems", by G.F. Franklin,
% J.D. Powell, & M.L. Workman, 2nd ed., 1990, Addison-Wesley
% Sf = solution to the Riccati equation
% Note: in general, B'*Sf*B is positive definite, see pg. 2-62 of
% Control Systems Toolbox user's guide.
% Qk and Rk are the same ones used by PLID for input and output noise
disp (
'





[Lss,Sf] = dlqe(Aes,Bes,Ces,Qk,Rk) ;
% >Now use the Kalman filter gain matrix to generated an estimate
% of the states and an estimate of the sensor output:
% >First let MATLAB form a state space model of the Kalman filter
% with all of the sensors & all actuators provided to the filter.
% xhat(k)











= destim(Aes,Bes,Ces,Des,Lss, [1 2 3] , [1 2 3] ) ;
eig_Af = eig(Af); num_unstablef
= 0;
for ii=l : length (Af)
if abs (eig_Af (ii) )>1
disp(['
Warning, Kalman Filter root
',n2s(ii),'
is unstable...'])












= stable_A(Af ,Bf,Cf,Df , model type, runnum) ;
end
% >>>Finally, simulate the filter's response to u and z
if -exist ('u')
if exist ('u3f ')
u = u3f ;
else
uname = input (
'
















zname = input (
'








dispC Simulating filter response...')
% since this is an estimator, both u and z
must be provided
[zest,xest] = dlsim(Af , Bf , Cf , Df , [u z] ) ;
% >Oddly, zest contains both the
estimated sensor outputs as well
% as the state estimates. So we must pull off
the sensor est.
zest = zest (:, 1:3); % the 1st 3
columns = sensors
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>Let us see how well this Kalman filter has done in estimating
the sensor voltage for channel #1.
chan = 1; startx = 1; endx = 150;
maxy=max( [max (abs (zest (startx: endx, chan) ) ) max (abs (z (startx: endx, chan) ) ) ]








, xplot, . . .
zest (startx: endx, chan) , 'g.
'
, xplot, z (startx: endx, chan) , . . .
'b- '








) , grid, axis ( [startx endx -maxy maxy] )
text (startx+5, -maxy+0. l*maxy, . . .
'Large sensor error is mostly caused by error in plant model')




















plt_prnt; % prints to windows meta file (*.wmf)
% Now generate "steady
state"
state feedback controller using
"dlgr"
% to optimally drive the states to zero.
% >Penalize large control effort more heavily than states:
dispC Computing the steady state control gain using "dlqr"...')
disp('








n2s (xscale) , Actuator
weight='
,
n2s (uscale) ] )
[ns,ni] = size(Bes);
x_weight = xscale*eye (ns) ;
u_weight = uscale*eye (ni) ;
[Kss,Sc,E] = dlqr (Aes, Bes, x_weight,u_weight) ;
% closed loop poles: E
= EIG(A-B*K)
magE = abs (E) ;
if max (magE) >1,
dispC Controller is unstable!!!')
end
dispC Computing closed loop
control/estimator system using "dreg"...')
% >Let MATLAB form the closed loop
"controller/estimator"
% system created using the Kalman
filter and the controller
% just designed using the
"dreg"
command pg 2-141.
% Note that this is not the "closed loop system", rather it
% is the state controller combined with a state
estimator into
% a single ABCD model.
% Loop should be closed around the
actual plant Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd
% K = LQG controller, L
= Kalman Gain matrix
[Ace, Bee, Cce, Dee]










= [K-KLC+KLDE (K-KLC)] xBar [n] + [KL+KLDEKL] y[n]
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where E=inv(I+KLD) and has control feedback commands uHat as
outputs and sensors y as inputs. The controller should be
connected to the plant using negative feedback.
disp('
Computing TOTAL closed loop system around
"truth"
model...')
% >Let MATLAB form the TOTAL closed loop system using the
% Feedback command, using negative feedback
[Acle,Bcle,Ccle,Dcle] = feedback (Ad, Bd,Cd, Dd, Ace, Bee, Cce,Dee, -1) ;
disp(['
Note that the size of the total closed loop plant is equal'])
disp(['
to the sum of the plant + controller =
'
,n2s (max (size (Acle) ))] )
eigAcle = eig(Acle);
magEAcle = abs (eigAcle) ;
if max (magEAcle) >1,
disp('




we can see the results of closing the loop on
> this system.
[zcle,xcle] = dlsim(Acle, Bcle,Ccle,Dcle,u) ;
zclermsl = sqrt (mean(zcle ( : , 1) . *2) ) ;
zolrmsl = sqrt (mean (z (:, 1) . *2) ) ;
atten_db
= 20*logl0 (zolrmsl / zclermsl);
disp('
Plotting closed loop results...')
figure;
plot (xplot, zest (startx: endx, 1) , 'g
'
, xplot, zest (startx: endx, 1) , . . .
g.
'
, xplot, zele (startx: endx, 1) ,
'b-

















, n2s (zolrmsl) ] )
grid
axis ([startx endx -maxy maxy])
o text (l,-maxy+0.1*maxy, 'Had we actually
closed this loop on hardware, )
s text (l,-maxy+0.05*maxy, . . .
I 'we would probably have an
unstable system due to model error.')
title ([ 'CLOSED loop (blue-o) vs O.L.




















pit prnt; % prints to
windows meta file (*.wmf)
% I hope this helps...
% dispC If you have any
questions regarding
contents of lqg_ctrl.m )
% dispC please call me at 716-726-7075,
Phil Vallone')
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% makeplts
% A MATLAB script file that plots several of the
% most interesting plots of PLIDs results.
%
% Phil Vallone, 4/11/94
% frf plot of input 1 to output 1,2,3
frfplotd
% plot of max abs diff between actaul - estimate.
zerrplot
% plots actual and estimate of sensor #2
compsenr (2,z3f,zkest, runnum, 1-200,1)








% format: [ uMl, dMl ] = plidagee( uM, dM, c, b )
o
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Elect. Engineering Department,
% Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY 14623,
% phone: (716) 475-6640
o
0
% Agee-Turner Rank-One Positive Definite
UDU'
Factorization Update
% algorithm, given on pages 44-45 of
% "Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation,
"
% by Gerald J. Bierman, Academic Press (Harcourt Brace), 1977.
%
% This function implements a rank-one modification of a PD matrix
% that is in
U*D*U'
decomposition form (uM, dM) . Essentially, it
% is equivalent to
o
o






% where uM & dM are the
UDU'
factorization of a PD n-by-n matrix M,
% c is a real scalar,
% and
b*b'
is the outer product of n-vector b,
% hence a rank-one matrix.
function [uMl, dMl] =plidagee (uM, dM, c, b)
if c==0,
uMl = uM; dMl = dM;
return;
end






dMl = zeros (nl,l);
bl = b;
cl = c;
uMl = eye (nl) ;
for j=nl:-l:2,
% Bierman's Eq. 4.2, p. 45:
dMl(j) = dM(j) + cl*bl(j)*bl(j) ;
% Bierman's Eq. 4.3, p. 45:
bl( l:j-l )
= bl( l:j-l )
- bl( i )*uM( l:j-l,j );
% Bierman's Eq. 4.4, p. 45.
if dMl(j)~=0,
UM1(
1:3_1_i()l7j-i,"j ) + cl*bl( ] )*bl( l:j-l ) / dMl( j );
end
% Bierman's Eq. 4.5, p. 45.
cl = cl*dM( j ) / dMl( j ) ;
end
% Bierman's Eq. 4.2, p. 45, for the
lowest index:
rJMl(l)





function [uMl, dMl] =plidgram(FuM, dM,uG,dG)
% PLIDGRAM
% format: [ uMl, dMl ] = plidgram( FuM, dM, uG, dG )
%
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical Eng. Department,
% Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY 14623,
% phone: (716) 475-6640
%
% Modified Weighted Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization & Matrix
% Factoriztion algorithm, given on pages 124-129 of
% "Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation,
"
% by Gerald J. Bierman, Academic Press (Harcourt Brace), 1977.
o
o
% Useful for updating an error covariance matrix in Kalman-type algorithms
% Updates a
UDU'
-decomposed positive definite matrix;
% essentially equivalent to:
%







% Note that the matrix F may be any conformable matrix,
% including the identity matrix.
g,
% SEE ALSO: PLID, PLIDINI1, PLIDINI2, PLIDSIM, PLIDSQRT,
% PLIDUDU, and PLIDAGEE









% Bierman Eq. 4.3, p. 125:
W = [ FuM uG ] ;
% Bierman Eq. 4.4, p. 125:












D = [ dM ; dG ] ;
% Note that W has dimension (nl x 2*nl) , & D &
Dl are (2*nl) -vectors .
dMl = zeros (size (dM) ) ; uMl
= eye (size (FuM) ) ;
if nl>l,
for j=nl-l:-l:l,
% Bierman Eq. 4.9, p. 127:




% Bierman Eq. 4.10, p. 127:
UM1( l:j, j+1 )
= W( l:j, : )
*
( ( W( 1+1, : ) ) D );
uMl( l:j, j+1 )
= uMK l:j, j +1 ) / dMl ( J + 1> '
% Bierman Eq. 4.11, p. 127:
W( l:j, : )
= W( l:j, : )
-
uMl ( 1 : j , 3+1 )*W( 1+1, : );
end
end
% Bierman Eq. 4.12, p. 127:






function [uMl, dMl] =plidgrm2 (FuM, dM,uG, dG,ns)
% PLIDGRM2
% format: [ uMl, dMl ] = plidgrm2 ( FuM, dM, uG, dG, ns )
%
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical Engineering Department,
% Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY 14623, phone: (716) 475-6640
%
% Modified Weighted Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization and Matrix Factoriztion
% algorithm, given on pages 124-129 of
% "Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation,
"
% by Gerald J. Bierman, Academic Press (Harcourt Brace), 1977.
%




-decomposed positive definite matrix;
% essentially equivalent to:
%







% Note that the matrix F may be any conformable matrix,
% including the identity matrix.
% SEE ALSO: PLID, PLIDINI1, PLIDINI2, PLIDSIM, PLIDSQRT,
% PLIDUDU, and PLIDAGEE, and especially, see
PLIDGRAM
!!!!!!







% Bierman Eq. 4.4, p. 125:
[ ndxl, ndx2 ]






[ ndxl, ndx2 ]






ndxl = max( ndxl, ndx2 );
dMl = zeros (size (dM) ) ;
uMl = eye (size (FuM) ) ;
if nl>l,
for j=nl-l:-l:l,
% Bierman Eq. 4.9, p. 127:




""dMlM+l ) = dMl( j+1 ) + FuM( j+1,
j+l:nl )-*2 * dM( j+l:nl );
el s e
dMl( j+1 )
= dMl( j+1 ) + FuM( j+1, : )
- *2 * dM;
end
% Bierman Eq. 4.10, p. 127:
uMl( l:j, j+1 )
= uG( l:j, j+l:ndxl )
* ( ( uG( ]+l, j+l:ndxl )
)'
dG( j+l:ndxl ) );
if j+l>ns,
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uMl( l:j, j+1 ) = uMl( l:j, j+1 ) + FuM( l:j, : )
*




* dM ) ;
end
uMl( l:j, j+1 ) = uMl( l:j, j+1 ) / dMl ( j+1);
% Bierman Eq. 4.11, p. 127:
uG( l:j, j+l:ndxl ) = uG( l:j, j+l:ndxl )
-
uMl ( l:j, j+1 )
*
uG( j+1,
j+1: ndxl ) ;
if j+l>ns,
FuM( l:j, j+l:nl ) = FuM( l:j, j+l:nl )
-





FuM( l:j, : ) = FuM( l:j, : )
-
uMl ( l:j, j+1 )
*




% Bierman Eq. 4.12, p. 127:
dMl( 1 ) = FuM( 1, : ) . *2





% PLIDINI1 is a MATLAB script file:
%
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical
% Engineering Department, Rochester Institute of Technology,
% Rochester NY 14623, phone: (716) 475-6640
%
% This script file initializes several variables and matrices
% (a requirement for MATLAB 4.0)
% used by pseudo-linear identification (PLID) algorithm, PLIDSQRT
%
%
% SEE ALSO: PLID, PLIDINI2, PLIDSIM, PLIDSQRT,
% PLIDUDU, PLIDAGEE, and PLIDGRAM
NN (m+p+1) *ns;
PH zeros (NN,p) ;
uPk = PH;
dPk = zeros (NN, 1) ,
HPHR = zeros (p,p) ;
resid = zeros (p, 1)
FPH = PH;
Fkx = zeros (nx) ;
KG PH;
% The extended state:
sk = ones ( NN, 1 ) ;
ski = sk;
PHRHRinv = zeros (p,p);
EGpsi = zeros (nx,p);
EGxth = zeros (nx, (m+p) ]
EGxthSl = zeros (nx, nx) ,
M = zeros (nx,nx) ;




PLIDINI2 is a MATLAB script file:
Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical Engineering
Department, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester
NY 14623, phone: (716) 475-6640
Modified by Phil Vallone to use the system files created to
make use of data gathered by the PC's data acquisition cards.
This script file creates and initializes the matrices
required for implementing the pseudo-linear identification (PLID)
algorithm (function PLIDSQRT) using the square root filtering
methods described in
"Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation,
"
by Gerald J. Bierman, Academic Press (Harcourt Brace), 1977.
SEE ALSO: PLID, PLIDINI1, PLIDSIM, PLIDSQRT,
PLIDUDU, PLIDAGEE, and PLIDGRAM
(actual = le-2*2 -60db)
(actual le-2*2 -40db)
Input noise covariance matrix:
Qk = (5.0e-3)*2 * eye ( m );
Input noise standard deviation;
sigmaV = sqrt ( diag( Qk ) );
Output noise covariance matrix:
Rk = (5.0e-3)*2
*
eye ( p );
Output noise standard deviation;
sigmaW = sqrt ( diag( Rk ) );
State noise covariance matrix:
Xik = (1.0e-2)*2
*
eye ( nx );
State noise standard deviation;
sigmaXi = sqrt ( diag( Xik ) );
The initial (diagonal) error covariance matrix:
xcov = 100; % elements related to state estimation.
thcov = 300; % elements related to parameter estimation
(actual = 4e-3*2 -80db)
dPk = ones ( (m+p+l)*nx
dPk( l:nx )
dPk( nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx )




= dPk( l:nx )
*
xcov;
= dPk( nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx )
*
thcov;
% The noise autocovariance matrix for extended state
representation:
% First define the cross-covariances :
Svw = zeros (m, p);
Sxiv = zeros (ns,m) ;
Sxiw = zeros (ns,p);
% Now put everything together:






Sxiw Sxiv Xik ]
zeros) (m+p)*nx, m+p+nx )
zeros ( m+p+nx, (m+p) *nx ) ;
2.0e-13*eye( (m+p) *nx ) ]









LowRtQok = QOk (m+p+ns+1: (m+p+1) *ns+m+p,m+p+ns+l : (m+p+1) *ns+m+p
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% [uQO,dQO]=plidudu(QOk) ;%->unnecessary for diag. Q (very expensive)
uQO = eye (size (QOk) ) ;
dQO = diag (QOk); % returns main diagonal of QOk, see pg. 144
% generate the dx variable that is needed by PLIDSQRT
dx = zeros ( p, 1 ) ;
dx(l) = oi(l) ;
for i=l:p,
if i>l,




% PLIDrd is a MATLAB script file:
%
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical Engineering
% Department, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY
% 14623, phone: (716) 475-6640
%
% Modified by Phil Vallone to use the system files created to
% make use of data gathered by the PC's data acquisition cards.
%
% This script file invokes the entire PLID simulation/prediction.
%
% SEE ALSO: PLIDINI2, PLID_SIM, PLIDSQRT,
% PLIDJJDU, PLIDAGEE, and PLIDGRAM
%
dispC Hit return if clearing all variables is ok, else hit ctrl-C)
pause
clear % clear all variables to make way for PLID
format compact % suppress spurious line feeds
% posefig; % position figure on
17"
mon. @ 1024x768 res.
posefig; % position figure on
17"


















I Running PLID with Square Root Filtering using
I actual acquired data:
I
I 1) The user should modify syssize3.m to match
I their guess as to the system size.
I 2) Square Root Filtering is the most stable form
I of PLID, but it is computationally expensive.
I 3) This is the batch version with filters to
I reduce the bandwidth.
I 4) Written by Dr. Mark Hopkins and modified by




runnum = input (
'




| -> Running loaddata to get input/output data .. ')
% loads all matrix dim. data, Fs, start & stop sample #s etc. . .
syssize3;
loaddata; % load and plot u and z.
nbits = 12; darange=10;
% quantize inputs before PLID sees data,
% giving a truer picture of levels
sent to plant.
u3f = quantiz (u3f, nbits, darange) ;
disp('
| > PLID initialization ... ')
plidinil; % initialize to reserve storage






= hrs total compute time ...']
zmaxerror = zeros (1, NumofIncrements) ;
zkest = zeros (NumofIncrements, p) ; % handy data for plots
dotcolor = zeros (NumofIncrements, 2) ;
meandPka = zeros (1, NumofIncrements) ;
meandPkb = zeros (1, NumofIncrements) ; % store convergence
history.
meandPkx = zeros (1, NumofIncrements) ;
plotintmult =2; % sets plot interval increase each
time
plotinterval = 100; % # of samples between FRF plots
dispC | > Starting PLID, show zmaxerror





semilogy ( [1, NumofIncrements] , [0.05, 0.05]
axis([0 NumofIncrements 0.001 3])
hold on
% Begin main iteration Loop...
for I = 1:NumofIncrements,
% Strip off the Ith row of z3f and u3f , and transpose these :
zk = z3f (Istart+I-1,
:)'
;
uk = u3f (Istart+I-1,
:)'
;
plidsqrt; % the heart of PLID
meandPka (I) =mean (dPk (ns+1 :no*ns) ) ;
meandPkb(I)=mean(dPk( (no+1) *ns:NN) ) ;
meandPkx ( I ) =mean (dPk ( 1 :ns ) ) ;
% return the max error, and the channel # which caused it
[zmaxerror (I) , 1] = max (
abs(zk-
zkest(I,:)') );
% assign a dot color to the channel for plotting.
if 1==1, dotcolor (I, : )
= 'r.'; % red for chnl #1
elseif 1==2, dotcolor (I, : )
= 'g.'; % green for chnl #2
else, dotcolor (I, : )
= 'b.'; % blue for chnl #3
end
% plot sensor error data
hold on; figure (3);
semilogy (I, zmaxerror (I) , dotcolor (I, : ) ) ,
axis([0 I 0.001 5] )
title(['I=',num2str(I)] ) ;
% figure (3); semilogy (zmaxerror (1 : 1)
g'
) ,
% axis ( [0 I 0.001 5] )
% title (
['1='
,num2str(I) ] ) ;
% plot error covariance data
% figure(4); hold off; t=[l:l:I];
% semilogy (t,meandPkx (1:1) ,
'r'






% axis([0 I le-5 500] ) ;
%
****************************************************
% *********** COVARIANCE RESET POINTS
***************
if I==3600-Istart, % reset at
sample #3600
% dPk = ones ( (m+p+1) *nx , 1 );
dPk(l:nx) = dPk (1 :nx) *10;
dPk(nx+l: (m+p+1) *nx)=. . .




% dPk(l:nx) = dPk(l :nx) *100;
% dPk (nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx)=. . .
% dPk (nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx)*1000; % "hard
reset"
% dPkl = dPk;
% elseif I==5000-Istart,
% dPk(l:nx) = dPk (1 :nx) *10;
% dPk (nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx)=. . .
% dPk (nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx)*100; %
"medium reset
'
% dPkl = dPk;
end
%
% Make FRF plots every so often:
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% (determined by the
"plotinterval"
variable)
if round (I /plotinterval) ==I /plotinterval,
[Ae,Be,Ce,De] = genesys (ski, ni, no, ns, dx) ;
[Emag31,Ephase31] = dbode (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, l,wl) ;
logEmag31 = 20*logl0 (Emag31) ;
save tempsqr
frfplotd;
% left bot wid height (pixels, 1024 w x 768 h)
% set (hh,
'position'
, [10 5 430 400])
% left bot wid height (pixels, 1024 w x 1024 h)
set (hh,
'position'
, [10 5 610 620])
title ([[
'Run'













if plotinterval > 399,
plotinterval = 400;




sk = ski; uPk = uPkl; dPk = dPkl;
end % End main iteration loop. . .
o. _.
========== == = =
save tempsqr % save all data in temp file before anything happens
pack
hold off
% show PLID flop usage:
plidflops = flops;
disp([' Total MFLOPS used =
'
,
num2str (plidflops/le6) ] ) ;
endcputime = cputime;
disp([' Total cpu time used = ',.-.





% Create the estimated system matricies Ae,Be,Ce,De from ski:
[Ae,Be,Ce,De] = genesys (ski, ni, no, ns, dx) ;
% perform final Bode computations on the estimated system.
[Emag31,Ephase31] = dbode (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, l,wl)
[Emag32,Ephase32] = dbode (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, 2,wl)
[Emag33,Ephase33] = dbode (Ae, Be, Ce, De, 1/SampleRate, 3,wl)
logEmag31 = 20*logl0 (Emag31) ;
logEmag32 = 20*logl0 (Emag32) ;
logEmag33 = 20*logl0 (Emag33) ;
chkmodel; %
"CHecKMODEL"
prints useful info about ID'd model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% USER INFO %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SAVE ALL VARIABLES TO A TEMPORARY FILE THIS SHOULD BE
% RENAMED TO AVOID WRITTING OVER IT DURING SUBSEQUENT RUNS.
save tempsqr % save again with all the new info included
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%fp^IDSQRT
tSk1' dPk1'UPkl] =plidSqrt (uk' zk' sk' uPk' dpk'Qk, uQO,dQO,m,p,dx)
% format: [ski, dPkl,uPkl] = ...
%
Plidsqrt(uk,zk,sk,uPk,dPk,QOk,uQO,dQO,m,p,dx)
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical Engineering
-5 Department, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester
% NY 14623, phone: (716) 475-6640
"6
% Debugged by Phil Vallone, 9/20/1993
% Modified by Phil Vallone, 1994, to increase the speed where possible.
o
% This function computes the PLID prediction of s(k+l),
% using the square root filtering methods found in
"Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation,
"
by Gerald J. Bierman, Academic Press (Harcourt Brace), 1977.
"5
% uk is the input vector at time k;
% zk is the output vector at time k;
% sk is the previous PLID prediction (for time k) ;
% uPk & dPk are the UDU' decomposition of error covar, P(k|k-1);
% QOk is the noise covariance;
% dQO & uQO are the UDU' decomposition of the noise covar, QOk;
% m is the number of system inputs;
% p is the number of system outputs;
% dx is the running sum of the observability indices
% SEE ALSO: PLID, PLIDINI1, PLIDINI2, PLIDSIM,
% PLIDUDU, PLIDAGEE, PLIDGRAM
% Compute the matrix PH = P(k|k-1)
* H'
% (from the previous iteration) from UDU',
% taking advantage of the structure of matrix H.
% First, compute uPk'*H': [requires -O.Olsec on 486-50]
PH = ( uPk( dx(l), : ) ) '; % ok
if p>l,
for i=2:p,





% Next, premultiply by dPk: (dPk is lx (m+p+1) nx}
% PH = diag(dPk)
*
PH; % [ ~0.45sec on 486-50] ok
for i=l:p, % [ ~0.005sec on 486-50]
PH(:,i) = dPk.*PH( : ,i) ; % this is much quicker... ok
end




% Compute HPHR = H * PH + RK
% It turns out to be quite simple, because of the structure of H.
% [requires ~0.002sec on 486-50]
for i=l:p, % ok
HPHR( i, : ) = PH( dx(i) , : ) ;
end
HPHR = HPHR + Rk;




% taking advantage of the structure of Fk
%
% Also compute the residue, based on the previous estimate
% RESID(k) = Z(k) - H * S(k|k-1)
% inside the i=l,p loop, to save time.
% [requires ~0.31sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]]
% Make ns x ns part . . .
Fkx = zeros ( nx ) ;
if p==ns & p>l,
Fkx = diag (ones (l:ns-l) ,-1) ;
else,
Fkx( 2:dx(l) , l:dx(l)-l ) = eye ( dx(l)-l ); % !trouble if p=ns
if p>l,
for i=2:p,
Fkx( dx(i-l)+2:dx(i) , dx (i-1) +1 :dx (i) -1 ) ...
=









sk(dx(i)); % error was here 9/20/93
zkest (I,i)=sk(dx(i) )
'
; % store est. outputs for later analysis
Fkx = [ Fkx zk(i)*eye( nx ) ];
end
for i=l:m,
Fkx = [ Fkx uk(i)*eye( nx ) ];
end % Debugged to here 9/20 6:50pm
% FPH( l:nx, : ) = Fkx
*
PH; % Mthis multiplctn is not
% appropriate since
% PH is a relatively full matrix
% because P is full, without it,
% KG(theta) is not updated properly
% see eq. 25
F = [ Fkx




FPH = F*PH; % there's a more efficient way to do this
% but for now it
'
s good enough
% Compute intermediate gain Eq. 24) KG(k| k) =FPH/HPHR=KG {FPH is NNxp}
% [requires ~0.015sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
KG = FPH / HPHR; % more accurate than inv ( ) . % ok
i Compute the parameter estimates,
i Eq. 26) THETA(k+l|k) = THETA(k|k-l) + KK(k| k) *RESIDUE:
h [requires -O.Olsec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
s ski = zeros ( (m+p+1) *nx, 1 ); % not necessary
ski ( nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx ) ...
=
sk( nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx ) + KG( nx+1 : (m+p+1) *nx, : )
*
resid; % ok
% Finish computation of the gain matrix (first NX rows) ,
% incorporating the new parameter estimates:
Compute R / HPHR: [requires ~0.001sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
A2-45
RHPHRinv = Rk / HPHR; %!this assumes crosscorrelations are 0 ok




% Set up the first p columns of E(G|psi)
% (only p columns are needed, ASSUMING that the various
% noises are UNCORRELATED ! ! )
% [requires ~0.005sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
EGpsi = -skl( nx+l:2*nx ); % ok
if p>l,
for i=2:p,
EGpsi = [ EGpsi -ski ( i*nx+l : (i+1) *nx ) ]; % ok
end
end
% debugged 9/20 8:15pm
% Finish computing the state estimate gains:
% [requires ~0.003sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
% Eq. 28) Kx = Kx +
Gx*Sk*(HPH'
+ R) *-l
KG( l:nx, : ) = KG( l:nx, : ) + EGpsi
*
RHPHRinv;
% ok (keep in mind that we should
% be using SHPHRinv for correlated
% noises, and that EGpsi would
% normally contain thetaB params)
% Compute estimates S(k+l|k) of the STATES, X(k+1)
% [requires ~0.005sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
% Eq. 29)
ski ( l:nx ) = Fkx
*
sk + KG ( l:nx, )
*
resid; % ok 9/20 8:45pm
* Error Covariance Update :Eq. 30 thru 33
5
% Partition E(G) = [ EGxth(n,m+p) I I(n,n) I 0 (n, (m+p)n) ]
ft [ 0 ( (m+p )n,m+p) I 0 I I ( (m+p) n, (m+p) n) ]
% Compute EGxth:
EGxth = -skl( nx+l:2*nx ); % < Was missing negative, ok
if p>l, % it turns out to be not extremely
for i=2:p, % important because it gets




EGxth = [ EGxth ski ( (p+i ) *nx+l : (p+i+1 ) *nx ) ]; % ok 9/20
end
% we may need to use sk instead
of ski in the above?????
% THIS is all 0's for uncorrelated noise!
% Compute EGxthSl = EGxth * [ S(wxi) ; S(vxi) ]
% EGxthSl = EGxth * Q0k( l:m+p, m+p+1 :m+p+nx );
% Compute the upper left submatrix (for states) of E (G) QOkE
(G'
) :
% MJThere may be an error here
9/20 9:35pm
M = EGxth * Q0k( l:m+p,l:m+p )
* EGxth'
...
+ Q0k( m+p+1:m+p+nx,m+p+1:m+p+nx );
% ok
A2-46
% + EGxthSl +
EGxthSl'




[ uM, dM ] = plidudu (M) ; % ok
% Expand it to include the entire term E (G) QOkE
(G*
) :
cl = m+p+nx +1; % ok
c2 = m+p+nx + (m+p)*nx; % ok
uM = [ uM zeros ( nx, (m+p) *nx )
zeros ( (m+p) *nx, nx ) uQO ( cl:c2, cl:c2 ) ]; % ok
dM = [ dM ; dQO ( cl:c2 ) ]; % column vector (m+p+1 )nx+m+p x 1




+ E (G) QOkE
(G'
) :
FkuPk = [ Fkx
*
uPk
uPk( nx+1: (m+p+1) *nx, : ) ];
% By far the most expensive computation.
[ uPkl, dPkl ] = plidgram( FkuPk, dPk, uM, dM ) ;
% [requires ~300sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
% STEP 2: Use Agee-Turner rank-1 matrix update, p times, to obtain
% the equivalent of
% [ uPkl, dPkl ]





% [requires ~0.07sec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3]
[ uHPHR, dHPHR ]




ft [requires -lOsec on 486-50, NN=252,p=3] relatively
expensive
%!! THE LAST (I HOPE) ERROR !! A
- SIGN IS NEEDED FOR dHPHR. 10pm
[ uPki,'dPkl ]
= plidagee( uPkl , dPkl, -dHPHR ( l ),
KGuHPHR ( ., l ) )
end
% STEP 3: Finally, update Pxx, the
upper left submatrix of Pk:
DelPxx = zeros (nx) ;
for i=l:m+p,
M = uPkl( i*nx+l: (i+l)*nx, : )
* diag( dPkl );*
for j=l:i,






( uPkl( j*nx+l: (j+l)*nx,
: ) ) ;
if i~=j,








Ml = zeros (nx,nx) ;
[ uM, dM ]
= plidudu (DelPxx) ;
DelPxx = zeros (nx,nx) ;
[ uPkl( l:nx, l:nx ), dPkl (
l:nx ) ] ...
= plidgram( uPkl ( l:nx, l:nx ),
dPkl ( l:nx ), uM, dM ) ,
return
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function [uM, dM] =plidudu (M)
% PLIDUDU
% format [ uM, dM ] = plidUDU( M )
o
o
% Copyright 1993, Prof. Mark A. Hopkins, Electrical Engineering
% Department, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY





% algorithm, given on page 53 of
% "Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation,
"




factorization of a POSITIVE DEFINITE
% SYMMETRIC matrix M,
%





% NOTE: Matrix M is not checked for positive definite-ness .
o.
o
% SEE ALSO: PLID, PLIDINI1, PLIDINI2, PLIDSIM, PLIDSQRT,
% PLIDAGEE, and PLIDGRAM
%
[diml,dim2] = size(M);





if diml ~= dim2 ,





uM = eye ( diml ) ;
dM = zeros ( diml, 1 );
for j=diml:-l:2,
dM(j) = M(j,j) ;
if abs( dM(j) ) < eps,























% Plots what is in u3f
% Written by Phil Vallone, 1/11/94
maxu = max(max(u3f) ) ; minu = min (min (u3f ) ) ;





) ,grid, . . .




,n2s (uksigma) ]),.. .
xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ('Volts (1)')
axis([Istart lend -absmaxu absmaxu])
subplot (3, 1,2)
plot (t,u3f (Istart:Iend, 2) ,
' g'












Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts (2)')
axis([Istart lend -absmaxu absmaxu])
subplot (3,1,3)
plot (t,u3f (Istart: lend, 3) ,
'b'






,num2str (rmsu) , 'V, ', n2s (SampleRate) ,
'
Hz.']
xlabel ('Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts (3)')
axis ([Istart lend -absmaxu absmaxu])







ft Plots what is in z3f
% Written by Phil Vallone, 1/11/94, 4/17/94
% compute signal to noise ratios:
ft actsn = 20*loglO(ukstd/max(sigmaV) ) ;
ft sensorsn = 20*logl0 (mean(std(z3f ) ) /max (sigmaW) ) ;
maxz = max (max (z3f ) ) ; minz = min (min (z3f ) ) ;
absmaxz = max ( [abs (minz) maxz] ) ;
t=[Istart:l:Iend] ;
figure (2) % sensor outputs
subplot (3, 1,1)
plot (t,z3f (Istart:Iend, 1) ,
'r'
), axis ( [Istart lend -absmaxz absmaxz])
title ([ 'Actual Data: Sensors lr, 2g, 3b, ', rundate,', SigmaU=',...




num2str (rmsz (1) ) , 'V ] )
grid, xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts 1')
subplot (3, 1,2)
plot (t,z3f (Istart: lend, 2) ,
'g'
), axis ( [Istart lend -absmaxz absmaxz])
grid, xlabel
('




















plot (t,z3f(Istart:Iend, 3) ,
'b'
) ,axis( [Istart lend -absmaxz absmaxz])
grid, xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts 3')
title ( [extfilter,
'









% PLT2dis3.M (36 state model)
a
% SYNTAX: [Ad,Bd, Cd, Dd] = plt2dis3 (am, bm, cm, dm, samplerate)
"5
% This function takes the continuous time PLaNT in modal space am,bm, cm, dm
ft and converts it to the Discrete time system.
%
% It is assumed that the system is completely observable & controllable.
% Written by Dr. M. Hopkins & Phil Vallone, 8/1/93
% [ see also: sml2zero.m, mdl2mdl.m ]
function [Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd] = plt2dis3 (am, bm, cm, dm, samplerate)
% first convert from modal to canonical modal (block diagonal)
ft (this also checks for controllability & observability of the plant)
[Amc, Bmc, Cmc, Dmc] = mdl2mdl (am, bm, cm, dm) ;
% Now convert to discrete time:
[ad,bd, cd,Dd] = c2dt (Amc, Bmc, Cmc, 1/samplerate, 0) ;
tol = 2 * max(max([ad bd; cd Dd] ) ) / 2e+15;
[Ad,Bd,Cd] = sml2zero(ad,bd, cd, tol) ;
return
2-9-2-9-9-9-9-9-fi-fi--fi--S-S--&B-&S-9-(
o o-5-5-5-5"6'5"5-5'5-65"5"5-6-5"6"5'5-o-55"5"o-o-6'5-5"5^-D-6-5 o o o o o o ^ oT5 o o o ^ "6 "5 o o o o o5 o o o o o o o "5 o "5 o o o o o
posefig. m
SYNTAX: posefig
Positions figures nicely on a
17"
screen.
Edit the file to pick between a 1024h x 768w or
1024h x 1024w resolution.
Written by Phil Vallone, 12/27/93






) , ylabel ( 'Volts
'
) , grid
left bottom width height
set(l, 'position', [420.0 550.00 600.0 250.0]) % 1024x768
set(l, 'position', [620.0 700.00 650.0 250.0]) % 1024x1024
figure (2) % sensor outputs
title ( 'Actual Data: Sensors 3 in blue, 2 in grn, 1 in red')
grid, xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts
'
)
set(2, 'position', [420.0 390.00 600.0 250.0])
% 1024x768
set(2, 'position', [620.0 490.00 650.0 250.0])
% 1024x1024




Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts
'
)
set(3, 'position', [420.0 2.00
600.0 350.0]) % 1024x768
set(3, 'position', [620.0 2.00 650.0
450 . 0] )% 1024x1024
figure (4) % error covariance plot
title ( 'Title
position1




set(4, 'position', [10.0 500.00
450.0 250.0]) % 1024x768
set(4, 'position', [10.0 700.00
450.0 250.0]) % 1024x1024
A2-50
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% pzcanclr.M pole-zero cancel, real
%
% SYNTAX: [Ar, Br, Cr,Dr,polefail]
= pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;
ft
% This function m-file cancels Real poles of Am. The system
% is assumed to be in Jordan MODAL form. Only the real pole
% given by index
"ii"
is removed.
% The file checks to see if a Transmission zero is nearby
% with which to cancel. If not, the original system is returned.
%
"close"
is used to decide if the zero is close enough to cancel.
%
"polefail"
= 1 if the pole could not be canceled, in this case
% the original system is returned in Ar,Br,Cr,Dr
%
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/1/97
% See also: pn = pznear (poles, zero, close) ;
% [As,Bs,Cs,Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
function [Ar, Br, Cr, Dr, polefail]
= pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;


















% Cancel unstable REAL pole
% General pole = -zeta*wn
+/- j*wn*sqrt (zeta*2-l)
ft z = exp(s*Ts) where Ts
= 1/Fs (thus a fast -real pole-->0)









% if possible, remove it
trans_zeros = tzero (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm) ;
nearzero
= pznear (trans_zeros,Am(ii, ii) , close) ;
if nearzero~=[]
dispC Canceling unstable
+real pole w/ Trans zero )
[Ar,Br,Cr,Dr]
= dmodred(Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
else
end
disp ( ['Warning: Cannot
cancel large unstable pole...']
polefail
= polefail + 1;





ERROR, pole is complex
or A not modal...'])




end % end of "if
Am(ii,ii)>2"





if possible, remove it
A2-51
trans_zeros = tzero (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm) ;
nearzero = pznear (trans_zeros,Am(ii, ii) , close) ;
if nearzero~=[]
disp('
Canceling unstable +real pole w/ Trans zero')
[Ar,Br,Cr,Dr] = dmodred(Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
else
disp(['
Warning: Cannot cancel large unstable pole...'])
polefail = polefail + 1;
Ar = Am; Br = Bm; Cr = Cm; Dr = Dm;
end







% SYNTAX: [As, Bs, Cs, Ds] = pzcncl (A, B, C,D, fmin, fmax, Fs) ;
o,
a





(Hz) with transmission zeros. The system
% is transformed to Jordan modal form which is
"easy"
to get
% directly from the PZ format.
% WARNING: The transformation to this form can be ill-conditioned.
%





% determined by the poles proximity to the unit circle.
% CLOSE is determined by:
%
% r = exp( ([0<d<6.4] .*(3/2) ) ./(10*pi))-l ( [6. 41<d<inf ] . /5) -0 . 6065
% where d=poles distance from unit circle, r=radius of circle used to
% determine if a pole and zero are close enough to cancel.
%
"Fs"
is the sample frequency in Hz.
%
% NOTE: Currently, this program is written for DISCRETE
% systems. It could be modified to handle continuous
% systems, by changing the method of how
"close"
is




ft Written by Phil Vallone, 2/1/97
% Modified 4/10/97 to handle complex PZ's
%
% See also: [As, Bs, Cs, Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
ft [Ar,Br,Cr,Dr] = pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;
% pn = pznear (poles, zero, close) ;
% [Am, Bm, Cm, Dm]
= ob2modal (Ae, Be, Ce, De) ;
function [As, Bs, Cs, Ds]
= pzcncl (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, fmin, fmax, Fs) ;
O
o
ft Do some basic error checking:
[nrow,ncol] = size (Am) ;
ns = nrow;














Error: the # columns in A




Error: the # rows in C




Error: the # columns in B





Error: fmin must be positive;















unst_real = 0; unst_cmplx = 0;
unstabpole = 0;
polefail = 0; tzero_cancel = 0;
wnmax = 2 *pi* fmax;
wnmin = 2*pi*fmin;
[Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, Tm] = ob2modal (Ae , Be , Ce , De ) ;
% done with basic error checking.
Plot current PZ map before cancelation
[poles, zeros] = pzmap (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm) ;
nz = length (zeros) ;
np
= length (poles ) ;
hpz = figure;
zeta_plot = [0:.01:1];
wn_linemin = exp (-zeta_plot .
*
(wnmin*Ts) +j*wnmin*sqrt (1-zeta. *2) *Ts) ;
wn_linemax = exp (-zeta_plot.
*
(wnmax*Ts) +j*wnmax*sqrt (1-zeta. *2) *Ts) ;
plot (poles,
'bx'


























title (['PZ Map before cancellation ',n2s(ns)
n2s (nz) ,
'















% >>>>Now find the unstable real and complex poles
ft General pole = -zeta*wn +/- j*wn*sqrt (l-zeta*2)
ft z = exp(s*Ts) where Ts
= 1/Fs (thus a fast -real pole >0)
% real = exp ( -z
(wn*




(1/2000) ) ) )
% imag. = exp ( -z





ft zeta = sqrt( inv( ( asin (imag (z) /abs (z) ) / log(abs(z)) ) *2 + 1 )
% wn = -log(abs(z)) / (Ts*zeta)
for ii=l:ns
tzero_cancel=0; %
if abs (Am(ii,ii) )>1 % unstable diag. element
if ii<ns
if Am(ii,ii+1)==0, % then unstable REAL pole
unst_real = unst_real + 1;
[As,Bs,Cs,Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
else
disp(['
ERROR: this should not have happened.
break
end% end of "if Am(ii, ii+1)
==0"
'])
else % ii = ns
A2-54
unst_real = unst_real + 1;
[As,Bs,Cs,Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
end % end of "if
ii<ns"
end % end of "if abs (Am(ii, ii) )
>1"
end % end of "for
ii=l:ns"
% Now find the unstable real and complex poles
tzero_cancel=0; %
2_ ii<ns % *********************************
if Am(ii,ii+1)==0, % then unstable REAL pole
unst_real = unst_real + 1;
if abs (Am(ii, ii) ) >2 % is far from unit circle
if abs (Am(ii, ii) ) >5
close = abs (Am(ii, ii) ) -3; % dc gain error < 4 dB
elseif abs (Am(ii,ii) )>10
close = abs (Am(ii, ii) ) /3; % dc gain error < 4 dB
else % 2<p<5
close = abs (Am(ii, ii) ) -0 . 5; % dc gain error < 3 dB
end
% for future use
elseif abs (Am(ii,ii) )<0.2 % pole is near 0<z<0.2
close =0.1; %
elseif abs(Am(ii,ii) )<0.8 % pole is 0.2<p<0.8
close =0.05; %
elseif abs(Am(ii,ii) )>1 % Kp2
close = abs (Am(ii,ii) )-l+0. 0001;
else % pole is 0.8<p<l
close = 0.0001; % very sensitive
end % end of "if
Am(ii,ii)>2"
if abs (Am(ii,ii) )>2 % pole too large to reflect
% if possible, remove it
disp(['
Unstable real pole too large to reflect...'])
disp(['




a near by transmission zero.'])
[Ar, Br, Cr,Dr, polefail]
= pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;
if polefail==l,
disp(['
Cancelation failed & to far to reflect...'])
end
% since abs(Am)<2, it is possible to
reflect the pole. However, it is
% always better to try and cancel it with a
near by transmission zero
else ft else Am(ii,ii) between 2 and
-2"
[Ar, Br, Cr,Dr, polefail]




Cancelation failed, Reflecting pole. . .
'
] )
Ar = reflct_r (Am, ii) ;
end
end % end of "if abs (Am(ii, ii) )
>2"
end % end of "if Am(ii, ii+1) ==0,
"
(finds real/cmplx pole)
_ -, __ a -i -i - no
*********************************
ciSc "5 1.1 Xlii
end % end of "if
ii<ns"






% pznear.M vector of poles near a zero
%
% SYNTAX: pn = pznear (poles, zero, close) ;
% Ex.: pn = pznear ([2.5 2 3], 1.1,1);
% returns pn=2
% This function m-file determines which poles and zeros are "close".
%
"close"
is used to decide if the zero is close enough to a
% pole. The
"pn"
vector contains the poles in
"poles"
that are close
% to the zero "zero".
%
"close"
defines a circle with radius =
"close"
in the cmplx plane.
ft Note: This file can be used to find the closest zero (in a vector
% of zeros) to a pole by reversing the pole/zero locations
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/1/97
% See also: [Ar, Br, Cr, Dr] = pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;
ft [As,Bs, Cs,Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
function pn = pznear (p, z, close) ;





has too many entries. '])
disp(['





pindex = [ ] ;
distance = [] ;




pindex = [pindex; ii] ;





if length (pindex) >1
disp(['
More than 1 pole is
"close"
to zero, closest one'])
disp(['
will be returned'])
[mindist, imd] = min (distance) ;
pn = p (pindex (imd) ) ;
elseif length (pindex) ==1
pn = p (pindex) ;
else
disp(['










% Function. . .
%
% Syntax: ufq
= quantiz (uf ,bits, fullscale)
%
% Generates a quantized version of the voltage levels given in the
ft matrix (or vector) uf , using
"bits"
# of bits, (fixed point) ,
% and assuming the scale is given by
"fullscale"
% The quantized values are returned in ufq.
% Note: We assume the quantization is bi-polar, thus if fullscale=10
% we assume fullscale is actually +/-10V.
O
o
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 10/19/93 [Last edited 10/19/93]
%
% Note: A 10,000x1 vector, quantiz requires ~12sec on 486Dx50Mhz.
function ufq
= quantiz (uf, bits, fullscale) ;
ufq
= uf ;
[rows, cols] = size (uf ) ;
scalebybits = 2*bits;
delta = (2.0*fullscale) / scalebybits ;
for ii=l:rows
for jj=l:cols
if uf (ii,jj) > fullscale
ufq(ii,jj)
= fullscale;














% reflct_r.m Reflect real # inside of unit circle.
%
% SYNTAX: Ar = reflct_r (Am, ii) ;
ft
% This function reflects the element of Am given by
"ii"
% inside of the unit circle. Inorder of this
% to make sense, the magnitude of Am(ii,ii) must be less
% than 2
ft
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/1/97







nyq_delta = 1 - Am(ii,ii);
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% simz3.m
% Simulate the outputs using the PLID model and the same
% input sent to the testbed.
%
% SCRIPT FILE... simz3
O
O
% Written by Phil Vallone (MS candidate) .
% 3/28/94 [Last edited 3/28/94]
filtpar; % gives all the needed filter & actuator parameters
junk = zeros (size (u3f) ) ;
[z3f_sim, junk] = dlsim(Ae, Be, Ce,De,u3f (1: 1, : ) ) ;
clear junk














Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts
'
)




, runnum] , . . .




num2str (SampleRate) , States
ID='
,num2str (ns) ] )
zsim_err = z3f(l:I,:)










) , grid, . . .
xlabel
('
Sample #'), ylabel ( 'Volts '),.. .




, runnum] , . . .
': Sensor simulation mean abs. error, fs=',...
num2str (SampleRate) , States
ID='
,
num2str (ns) ] )
Save simulated sensor data in ASCII using single
precision
[for save see pg 432 of Matlab
4.0 manual for save details]





% SYNTAX: [As, Bs, Cs,Ds] = stable_A(Ae, Be, Ce,De,model_type, runnum) ;
o
o
% This function m-file stablizes the system matrix Ae.
% The system is transformed to modal canonic for (Jordan)
% so that the eigenvalues are obvious. The unstable ones





is a 1 or 2 alphanumeric used to describe the
% model being studied. It is used to automatically generate
ft print files (*.wmf).
%
"runnum"
= the run number identifier (alphanumeric)
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 1/10/97
Q
O
function [As,Bs,Cs,Ds] = stable_A (Ae, Be,Ce,De,model_type, runnum) ;
if -isstr (runnum) ,
runnump





% transforms system to Jordan modal canonic form
[Am, Bm, Cm, Dm]
= ob2modal (Ae , Be , Ce , De ) ;


















pzmap (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm) ;




















% First find out the total # of
unstable poles














dispC More than 20% of the poles are unstable!')










% Now find the unstable real and complex poles
% General pole = -zeta*wn +/- j*wn*sqrt (zeta*2-l)
ft z = exp(s*Ts) where Ts = 1/Fs (thus a fast -real pole >0)
for ii=l:ns
tzero_cancel=0; ft
if abs (Am(ii, ii) )>1 % unstable diag. element
if ii<ns
if Am(ii, ii+1) ==0, % then unstable REAL pole
unst_real = unst_real + 1;
[As, Bs, Cs, Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
else
disp(['
ERROR: this should not have happened... '])
break
end % end of "if Am(ii, ii+1)
==0"
else % ii = ns
unst_real = unst_real + 1;
[As, Bs, Cs,Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
end ft end of "if
ii<ns"
end % end of "if abs (Am(ii, ii) )
>1"




abseigAs = abs (eig(As) ) ;
for ii=l: length (abseigAs)
if abseigAs (ii) >1,
unstabpoles = unstabpoles + 1;
end
end
[spoles, szeros] = pzmap (As, Bs, Cs, Ds) ;
nzs = length(szeros) ;




) , hold on, plot (szeros,
'w* '
)





title (['PZ Map after stabilization,
\n2s(nps),'
poles (white+) ,


























% SYNTAX: [As,Bs, Cs,Ds] = stabreal (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii) ;
%
ft This function m-file stablizes real poles of Am. The system
% is assumed to be in Jordan modal form. Only the real pole
% given by index
"ii"
is removed. The pole is either removed
% if a zero is near enough, or reflected inside of the unit
ft circle
%
% NOTE: Currently, this program is written for DISCRETE
ft systems. It could be modified to handle continuous
% systems, by changing the method of how
"close"
is
% determined when canceling
"close"
poles and zeros,
% and the reflection must be done about imag. axis
% instead.
%
% Written by Phil Vallone, 2/1/97





Error: the A matrix is not square...'])
break
end
unst_real = 0; unst_cmplx = 0;
unstabpole = 0;
polefail = 0; tzero_cancel = 0;
% Now find the unstable real and complex poles
ft General pole = -zeta*wn
+/- j*wn*sqrt (zeta*2-l)
% z = exp(s*Ts) where Ts





if Am(ii,ii+1)==0, % then unstable REAL
pole
unst_real
= unst_real + 1;
if abs(Am(ii,ii))>2 % is far from unit
circle
if abs (Am(ii,ii) )>5
close = abs(Am(ii,ii) )-3; ft dc gain error < 4 dB
elseif abs (Am(ii,ii) )>10
close
= abs(Am(ii,ii) )/3; ft dc gain error < 4 dB
else % 2<p<5
close = abs(Am(ii,ii) )-0.5; % dc gain error
< 3 dB
end
% for future use
elseif abs(Am(ii,ii))<0.2
ft pole is near 0<z<0.2
close =0.1; %
elseif abs(Am(ii,ii))<0.8
% pole is 0.2<p<0.8
close =0.05;
%




% pole is 0.8<p<l
close = 0.0001; % very
sensitive
end
% end of "if
Am(ii,ii)>2"
if abs(Am(ii,ii))>2 ft pole
too large to reflect
ft if possible, remove it









a near by transmission zero.'])
[Ar, Br,Cr,Dr, polefail]




Cancelation failed & to far to reflect...'])
end
% since abs(Am)<2, it is possible to reflect the pole. However, it is
% always better to try and cancel it with a near by transmission zero
else % else Am(ii,ii) between 2 and
-2"
[Ar, Br, Cr,Dr, polefail] = pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;
if polefail==l,
disp(['
Cancelation failed, Reflecting pole. ..'] )
Ar = reflct_r(Am, ii) ;
end
end ft end of "if abs (Am(ii, ii) )
>2"
end ft end of "if Am(ii, ii+1) ==0,
"
(finds real/cmplx pole)
else % ii = ns *********************************
unst_real = unst_real + 1;
if abs (Am(ii,ii) )>2 ft is far from unit circle









end % end of "if
Am(ii,ii)>2"
if abs (Am(ii, ii) ) >2 % pole too large to reflect
% if possible, remove it
disp(['
Unstable real pole too large to reflect...'])




Cancelation failed & too far to reflect...'])
end
% since abs(Am)<2, it is possible to reflect the pole. However, it is
% always better to try and cancel it with a near by transmission zero
else % else Am(ii,ii) between 2 and
-2"
[Ar, Br,Cr,Dr,polefail]
= pzcanclr (Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, ii, close) ;
if polefail==l,
disp(['
Cancelation failed, Reflecting pole...'])
Ar = reflct_r (Am, ii) ;
end
end % end of "if abs (Am(ii, ii) )
>2"











% This m-file is called by PLID to set up the SIZE of the SYSTem
% (# of states), # of inputs, # of outputs, etc...
%
ft This is the m-file that should be modified by the user to
% match his/her sys. id. problem.
ft




ft WRITTEN: 6/92 - 8/92
ft MODIFIED: 8/8/93 to facilitate batch processing.
Program parameters: currently not being used
iterate = 100; % max. # of program iterations
timevaryflag
= 0; ft flag for time variance (0=invrnt)
no = 3; % # of sensors (outputs)






ns = 6; ft Subset of states
Istart = 1; % starting sample number
lend = 4500; ft sample # @ which to end simulation
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





SampleRate = 1600.0 ; % in hz .
Fs = SampleRate; Ts
= 1/Fs;
TotalTime = (Iend-Istart) /Fs; % in seconds
NumofIncrements = Iend-Istart;
runtime = Iend-Istart; % in seconds
The observability indexes




noi =[12 3] ;
computetime
= NumofIncrements*0. 009; % compute time, min. on P90
elseif ns==4
oi =[12 1] ;
noi =[13 4];
computetime = Numoflncrements*0 . 01; ft compute time,
min. on P90
elseif ns==6
oi =[2 2 2] ;
noi =[2 4 6] ;
computetime = Numoflncrements*0 . 04; ft compute time,
nun. on P90
elseif ns==10
oi =[3 3 4] ;
noi =[3 6 10] ;
computetime = Numoflncrements*0 . 06; ft compute time,
min. on P90
elseif ns==14
oi =[5 5 4] ;
noi = [5 10 14];
computetime
= Numof
Increments* 0 . 11; ft compute time, min. on P90
elseif ns==16
oi =[5 5 6] ;
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noi = [5 10 16] ;
computetime = Numof lncrements*0 . 18 ;
elseif ns==18
oi =[6 6 6];
noi = [6 12 18] ;
computetime = Numoflncrements*0. 25;
elseif ns==24
oi =[888];
noi = [8 16 24] ;
computetime = NumofIncrements*0.5;
elseif ns==27
oi =[9 9 9] ;
noi = [9 18 27];
computetime = Numoflncrements*0. 75;
elseif ns==30
oi = [10 10 10] ;
noi = [10 20 30] ;
computetime = NumofIncrements*l . 0;
elseif ns==33
oi = [11 11 11] ;
noi = [11 22 33] ;
computetime = NumofIncrements * 1 . 3 ;
elseif ns==36
oi = [12 12 12] ;
noi = [12 24 36] ;
computetime = NumofIncrements*l . 6;
elseif ns==40
oi = [14 13 13] ;
noi = [14 27 40] ;
computetime = NumofIncrements*2 . 1;
elseif ns==45
oi = [15 15 15] ;
noi = [15 30 45] ;
computetime = NumofIncrement s*2 . 8 ;
elseif ns==50
oi = [17 17 16] ;
noi = [17 34 50] ;
computetime = NumofIncrements*3 . 6;
elseif ns<50
disp(['





) assumed is not supported.'])
disp('
Try a different model size, or modify syssize3.m to ')
disp('
support the desired model size.')
elseif ns>50












to execute on a Pentium-90. ')
disp('
Models this size are not supported. ')
disp('
May I suggest running this on a much faster computer.')
end
ft Make a MIMO obersability form of the subset C: Co
Co = zeros (no, ns) ;
for i=l:no,
Co(i,noi (i) ) = 1;
end
ft setup useful frequency vectors
wl = logspace(2,3.5,2*1024) ; fl
=
wl/(2*pi),
% generate the dx variable that is needed by PLIDSQRT
dx = zeros ( p,l ) ; dx(l) = oi(l);
for i=l:p,
if i>l,









% A Windowed FRFu3f (1) to z3f (1) is computed and plotted.
ft The Harming window is used (50 point) .
%
ft Written by Phil Vallone, 3/13/94 [see also: frfzul]
z = z3f; u
=
u3f; zi
= 2; ui = 1;
describinputs =
'
Using z3f and u3f...';
disp (describinputs) ; filtpar; % contains filter parameters.
zsize = max(size(z) ) ; Time = zsize/SampleRate;
zlfft = fft (z (:, zi) , zsize) ;
zlpsd = zlfft.*conj (zlfft) / (Fs*zsize/2) ;
ulfft = fft (u(: ,ui) , zsize) ;
ulpsd = ulfft.*conj (ulfft) / (Fs*zsize/2) ;
% yields complex numbers .
fftzul = ulfft conj (zlfft) / (Fs*zsize/2) ;
ffft = Fs * (0: (zsize-1) /2) / zsize;
% FRF is Defined as: frf = Guz / Guu = Fu
*
conj (Fz) / ulpsd;
ft frfzu = fftzu . / upsd;
FRFzul = abs (fftzul) ./ ulpsd;
% Apply window:
winsize = 16;
hanwindow = hanning (winsize) ;
wFRFzul = conv (FRFzul, hanwindow) / (2*pi*winsize) ;
figure; minx=50; maxx=500; miny=-65; maxy=15;
semilogx (ffft, 20*logl0 (wFRFzul (1 : zsize/2) ) ,
'g'
) , . . .
axis ( [minx maxx miny maxy] ) , grid, . . .
title ( [num2str (winsize) , . . .




















] ) , . . .
ylabel ( 'Magnitude in dB'), xlabel
('
Freq. in Hz'),..






) , text (500,miny-2,
'500'





) , . . -
text (53, -53, extfilter) , text (53,-56,
filtertype)







% This fuction file takes the max. z error vector and plots it
% with a line used to represent the mean and peak sensor signal.
% Written By Phil Vallone.
% 9/9/94
% Current Home: E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~l\SIMULA~l\MODEL3\FULL
% and E:\MATLAB42\PLID_S~1\EXPERI~1
% See Also [frf_thsl, frf_ths2]
% filtpar;



























could not be determined...')
break
end










model_type and Ac do not exist...')
disp(' "model_type"




















if exist ('I') ,
























maxz = max (zmaxerror (1:1-1) ) ;















zrms = sqrt (min (mean (z3.*2) )) ;























if -isstr (runnum) ,
runnump









semilogy ([1 I] , [zrms zrms], 'r')














': Max. 1 Step-Ahead Prediction Error, s/n for',...
' Sensor='





,n2s (round(actsn) ) ,
',
State='
,n2s (round (statesn) ) , 'dB,
States='
,n2s (ns) ] )
num2str (max(sigmaW) ) , . . .
' Act.='
,n2s (max(sigmaV) ) ,
' States='
,n2s (max (sigmaXi) ) ] )






































% This fuction file takes the max. z error vector and plots it.\
% Written by Phil Vallone, 9/94
% See also: zer_ths
filtpar;
hh=figure; figure (hh); elf % clear the figure
rthand = I;
maxz = max (zmaxerror (1: 1-1) ) ;
minz = min(zmaxerror (1: 1-1) ) ;
xaxis = [Istart: 1: I] ;
semilogy (xaxis, zmaxerror (1: I) ,
'g'
,
[0 I], [0.05 0.05], 'r')





) , ylabel ( 'Volts
'
) ;
title ( [ [
'Run'
, runnum] , . . .
': Max. Sensor Error, PLID noise est. for Sensor=',...




,n2s (max (sigmaXi) ) ] ) ;
text (I- . 15*1 , 0 .
001*
. 53 , rundate) ;
text(Istart+.02*I,0.001*.53, [num2str (ns) ,
' States'
] ) ;
text (Istart+50, 2. 5, filtertype) ;
text ( I start+50, 1.5, extfilter) ;
text (rthand*l. 001, 0.0520, '<0.05') ;
text (rthand*l. 001, 0.0200, '<noise
fir'
) ;
text (rthand*l. 001, 0.0032,
'
<a/d res') ;




















% This fuction computes the RMS of
the residual error between the
% actual and predicted sensor signal
for the last 200 samples.
5
Irange = 200;
rms z error = ...
AOi
sqrt (mean ( (z3f (I-Irange : 1, 1)
-zkest (I-Irange :I,D). 2) ) ;
disp(['The residual sensor error





,n2s (rms_z_error) ] )
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Appendix B
C-Code for Data Acquisition
* IN0UT1.C
*
* To edit file type: "be inoutl
*
when in the d:\pcimastr\c\sample\dataaqc directory
*
* NOTE: 11/30/93
* Worksw/ 13 seconds (@800hz) or less of data on 3 channels
* BEWARE, the leftovers from an earlier crashwill cause problems,
*
reboot as necessary.
* Ifmore than 13 seconds is tried in one run, aDMAFffOJ3VERRUN errorwill occur.
*
* This program uses DMA to acquire simultaneous sample-hold analog input data from the
* first 3 input channelswhile at the same time sending out data through the first 3 D/A channels.
* It can be easily modified for up to 8 inputs and 6 outputs.
*
* The burst generator on theD/A board (in slot4) is used to pace the process for 800 Hz. operation (this
*
rate can be modified). Data previously created and stored on to disk is read and converted to proper
* D/A format. It is then sent out to the D/A's. At the same time, data is collected and put into XMS
*
memory, and transferred to disk upon completion for safe keeping.
*
* Note: EMM386 must be activatedwith the following command:
* DEVICE=C:\WIN\EMM386.EXEX=CC00-CD00
*
* Written By Phil Vallone, 10/20/93-12/2/93
*
* LastModified: By | Date | Explanation
* +
* This version nowworks with:
* INPUTS: SSH board PCI-20363M and carrier board PCI-20501C-1.
* (12 bit, lMhz max.)
*
* OUPUTS: D/A module PCI-20003M-2 and carrier board PCI_20501C-2.
* (12 bit, 250khz max.)
*
* The following driver calls are used:
* + AIConfigureList(handle, bursmode, triggermode, triggerdelay, count,
* ATListType *list, *clustersize)
* + AOConfigureList(...)
* + BUFAllocateflocation, XMSFlag, buffersize, *bufferhandle, *buffer)
* + BUFAttachProcess(processhandle, bufferhandle, *buffer, BuflnfoType *info)
* + BUFSeek(...)
* + BUFDecode(...)
* + BUFDeallocate (bufferhandel, *buffer, buffersize)
* + DMAGetHandle (&dmahandle)
* + DMASetOptions (dma_handle, kDMAChannel, 0L)
* + DMASetPacer
* + DMASetTrigger (id the trigger source)
* + DMAConfigureList
* + DMAStart (prcesshandle, bufferhandle, *buffer, buffersize)
Bl
DMAStatus (prcesshandle, *status, BuflnfoType far *info)






















* This program has been testedwith the following compilers:
* Borland C++ 3.1
*





























DMA_CHANNEL_AUTO // was= 1 BAD MOVE
0
3 // max of 8
3 //max of 8
// fastest mode










Mefine kRate 1600.0 //hertz
Mefine kClusterDelay 50L
Mefine kSample_Rate kRate /* in Hertz */
//Note, the most data one can look at with "edit" is 10 seconds.
Mefine kTime_Length 4.0 /* in seconds */
II WW NOTE: USING ADEFINED CONSTANT IN EXPRESSIONS DOESN'T SEEM TOWORK' I
// USE IT ONLY FORDIMENSIONINGARRAYS.
Mefine kNumberOfSamples (int long)(kSample_Rate*kTime_Length)







Mefine kAOChannel2Range BIPOLAR 20
// Global Funtion Prototypes:
void getinput(int far *, int far *, int far *, int Q, double []);
// GLOBAL VARIABLES:
int long NumberOfSamples = kSampleRate * kTimeLength;






* Set the global BOARDID to the board ormodule ID of the simultaneous
*
sample-hold module. The following value works:
*
* PCI-20363M 8-ChannelSSHModule:




* Set the global BOARDID to the ID of the output module that youwish
*
to use with this program. The following value can be used:
*
* PCI-20003M-2 Analog OutputModule:







* Initializes the drivers, includes support for hardware components to
*
which this program is applicable, performs a slot search for
* EISA computers.
*
* To add support for other hardware components, make calls to the








ErrorRoutine ("Error during SWInit", errorcode);
errorcode
= Include501C 0'








ErrorRoutine ("Error during Include3M", errorcode);
errorcode
= IncludeDMA 0;
ErrorRoutine ("Error during IncludeDMA", errorcode);
errorcode
= IncludeBUF 0;
ErrorRoutine ("Error during IncludeBUF", errorcode);
errorcode
= SlotSearchEISA 0;
ErrorRoutine ("Error during SlotSearchEISA", errorcode);











* Prints text describing any (overrun) error status bits returned
* byDMAStatus.
*************************************************************************** *^
















if (status & DMA_FIFO_OVERRUN)
printf
("
DMA_FIFO_OVERRUN\n"); //this happens on the outputs












* Written by Phil Vallone, 9/22/93, using Borland C++ V3. 1
*
* This program reads a single precision ASCII filewhich contains




* The sample rate =
"kSample_Rate"
and a time length =
"kTimeLength"
*
are used to determine the amount ofdata that should be read from a
* file given by the global variable "ACT_FTLE_NAMEQ".
*
* To be used with:
* PCI-20003M-2 12bit Analog Output Module:
* BOARDID = 0xf7
*
* Tested andworks with outc, Borland C++ V3 . 1
***************************************************************************/
void getinput(int far *local_datal, int far *local_data2, int far *local_data3,
int avelocaldataQ, double avevoltsQ)
{
FILE *input_data; // pointer to a file
long int ii=0;
long int sum_local_datal=0, sum_local_data2=0;
long int sum_local_data3=0;
double voltsO=0.0, voltsl=0.0, volts2=0.0;
double sum voltsl=0.0, sum_volts2=0.0, sum_volts3=0.0;
input_data = fopen(ACT_FILE_NAME,"rt"); // open for read text
for (ii=0; ii<kNumberOfSamples; ++ii)
{




// Convert double precision voltage readings to 16bit integers:
local_datal[ii]
= volts2Counts (kAOChannelORange, voltsO);
local_data2[ii]
= volts2Counts (kAOChannellRange, voltsl);
local_data3[ii]
= volts2Counts (kAOChannel2Range, volts2);
// Compute sums needed to find averages
(diagnostic):
sum_local_datal
= sum_local_datal + local_datal[ii];
sum_local_data2
= sum_local_data2 + local_data2[ii];
sum_local_data3
= sum_local_data3 + local_data3[ii];
sumjvoltsl
= sum_voltsl + voltsO;
sum_volts2
= sum_volts2 + voltsl;
sum_volts3
= sum_yolts3 + volts2;
x //End ofMfsamples loop
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* Written By Phil Vallone, 10/1 1/93
*
* Stores the clusters available in the buffer to a ASCII filewith name
*
stored in the global variable OUTPUT_FILE_NAMED.
*
* Data can then be read into MATLAB for analysis by PLID.
************************************************************************** *^








int loc^_<toa[TkAINumChannels]; // 8 chan max
unsigned long xcount;
double volts[kATNumChannels] ;
output_dnta_file==fopen(OUTPUT_FILE_NAME,"wt"); // open forwrite
// recall that you need to call out (800hz)*(x seconds) clusters
// in the define statements to make room for the data.
for (cluster=0; cluster<clusters_available; ++cluster)
{
// Seek to the specified cluster.
error_code
= BUFSeek (BUF_SEEK_BEGIN, bufinfo,
cluster, bufferhandle, buffer_ptr);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in BUFSeek", errorcode);
//Decode a single cluster into a local buffer.
error code
= BUFDecode (bufferhandle, buffer_ptr,
B7
OL, (char far *) local_data, bufinfo,
1L, (unsigned long far *) &xcount);
ErrorRoutine ("Error inBUFDecode", errorcode);
// Loop through the analog channels, convert data to volts, and save.















* Encode data for 3 analog output channels into the buffer.
* Note: *buffer_ptr = the address of a data value (see pg. 4-4)
******************++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++^++++++^j);:(t:)!;t:^



















for (i=0; KkDMANumChannels; ++i)
ave_local_data[i]=0;




printf("The amount ofmemory needed is %ld bytes\n",
(kDMANumChannels*NumberOfSamples*sizeof(int)));




farmalloc 1 failedW); exit(0); }




farmalloc 2 failed\n"); exit(O); }




farmalloc 3 failedm"); exit(O); }
/*
* Get the data to be encoded, and some averages computed as a diagnostic:
*/
printf ("Getting data for buffer. Please, do be patient...");
printf ("\n");
getinput(local_datal, local_data2, local_data3, avelocaldata, avevolts);
printf("Done getting data...");
/*












* Encode data for channels 1, 2, 3.
*/




for (clusters = 0; clusters < clustersavailable; clusters++)
{
/* NOTE: Using 10 as the amplitude results in the +10V step dropping down










= BUFEncode (OL, (char far *) dtoadata,
buffer_handle, buffer_ptr,
bufinfo, 1L,
(unsigned long far *) &xcount);










* Determines the # of clusters available in the given buffer for decoding.
****************************************************************************/









* Transfers analog input data from the simultaneous sample-hold module ii
*
the given slot andmodule position via DMA, while also transfering data
* to the outputs viaDMA.
*****************+++^+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++^j):;j!j):++^
void pascal outSSHDMA (int slot, int module)
{
int




































* Allocate aDMA process handle. This value is used to identify a set of
*
configuration parameters to the drivers. This allows multipleDMA
*
processes to be configured, each using a separate handle. More than
*
one process can then be executed at one time.
*/
printf ("Allocating aDMA process handle and settingDMA channel...");
errorcode
= DMAGetHandle (&dma_handle);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in DMAGetHandle", errorcode);
Bll
error_code = DMAGetHandle (&odma_handle);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in outputDMAGetHandle", errorcode);
/*
=
pg. 4.5.8-12 DMASetOptions(dma_handle, kDMAChannel=l, reserved)
= dma_handle = gotten from a DMAGetHandle call
= kDMAChannel = for PCI-2050 lc this must beDMACHANNELAUTO = automatic
= DMA channel selection.
= NOTE: kDMAChannel was set to 1 originally.
=
reserved = not yet implemented, set = OL.
*/
errorcode
= DMASetOptions (dmahandle, kDMAChannel, OL);
ErrorRoutine ("Error inDMASetOptions", errorcode);
errorcode = DMASetOptions (odmahandle, kDMAChannel, OL);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in outputDMASetOptions", error_code);
printf ("\n");
/*
* Configure the on-board burst generator for the desired acquisition rate.
* This is the rate atwhich analog conversions will be performed.
* Note: The burst generator has an 8Mhz clock on it (125nsec)
*/
printf("Configuring burst generator channel %d for rate
= %8.2fHz...",
kBGChannel, kRate);
burst_period = (unsigned long) (8000000.0 / kRate);
// spec's how long pulse stays high in mults of 125nsec (3 to 4096 is valid)
pulse_period
= 3;
// If single shot mode is used, this must be greater than or equal to 2.
pulses_per_burst
= 1;
// kOnBoard should = 0 to use the on board PCI-2050 lc generator
// kBGChannel must = 0
// BG_CONT_MODE = Continuous mode, start and stop through software commands.




ErrorRoutine ("Error in BGConfigure", errorcode);
printf (_");
I*
* SetDMA process pacer to be the burst generator.
* The device specified to DMASetPacer is automatically enabled by
* DMAStart and is disabledwhen the process is complete.
*
--> Set theDMA process trigger to 'no trigger'.
* DMASetPacer(int processhandle, int slot, int module, int channel, iotype)
*
channel
= channel number of the pacer, here a burst generator
* iotype = BG_TYPE = burst generator or
* NO TYPE = use to cancel a previously selected pacer, or if
B12
*
the pacer type is external (i.e. doesn't have
*
a slot and module # associatedwith it)
*/
printf ("Setting the DMA process trigger and pacer...");
errorcode = DMASefPacer (dma_handle, outslot,
kOnBoard, kBGChannel, NOJTYPE);
// It also works withBGJTYPE, but the first 5 samples are junk 12/2/93
// Further, itBGJTYPE doesn't stop aDMA_FTFO_OVERRUN on the outputs
// from happening.
ErrorRoutine ("Error inDMASefPacer", error_code);
errorcode = DMASefPacer (odmahandle, outslot,
kOnBoard, kBGChannel, BGJTYPE);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in outputDMASefPacer", errorcode);
/*
* DMASetTriggerrint processhandle, int slot, int module, int channel, iotype)
*
identify the trigger source thatwill be enabled by the DMAStart call
* iotype = BGJTYPE = burst generator or
* NOJTYPE = use to cancel a previously selected trigger, or if
*
the trigger type is external (i.e. doesn't have
*
a slot and module # associated with it)
*
* [iotype = NOJTYPE orBGJTYPE but work, butNOJTYPE is "more correct"]
*/
errorcode
= DMASetTrigger (dmahandle, outslot, kOnBoard, kBGChannel, NOJTYPE);
// was BGJTYPE
ErrorRoutine ("Error in DMASetTrigger", errorcode);
printfOn");
/*




slot location containing the module or board containing
* the SYNC circuit you wish to configure.
*
module
=Module position of the SYNC circuit youwish to configure
* 0 = connections on a carrier board.
*
source
= SYNC bus source. To disconnect a pair, call again with
* SYNC_NONE as the new source for the old target.
*
target = SYNC bus target.
*/
printf ("Setting the SYNCConfigures");
//CORRECT
// Connect the OUTPUT 501C-l's burst generator to the inter-board connector
// output to syncronize itwith the burst generator
// kOnBoard = 0 because the SYNC circuit is on the 501C-1.
error_code=SYNCConfigure(outslot, kOnBoard, SYNCJBG_OUT, SYNC_EXTERNAL);




error_code=SYNCConfigure(outslot, kOnBoard, SYNCJBG_OUT, SYNC_DMA_PACER);
B13
ErrorRoutine("2) Error in output SYNCConfigure", error_code);
printf (".");
//CORRECT
// Connect the 501C-Ts input inter-board connector to the SSH module
// (SYNC_MOD_2) input to syncronize the SSHwith the burst generator
// kOnBoard = 0 because the SYNC circuit is on the 50 1C-1 .
error_code =SYNCConfigure(slot, kOnBoard, SYNC_EXTERNAL, SYNC_MOD
_2);
ErrorRoutine("3) Error in input SYNCConfigure", errorcode);
printf (".");
//CORRECT
// Connect the SSH module (SYNC_MOD_2) output (source) to the 501C-l's A/D
// converter's start trigger, to syncronize the SSHwith the on board A/D.
// kOnBoard = 0 because the SYNC circuit is on the 501C-1.
error_code=SYNCConfigure(slot, kOnBoard, SYNC_MOD_2,SYNC_AD_START);
ErrorRoutine("4) Error in inputADSTART SYNCConfigure", errorcode);
printf (".");
//CORRECT
// Connect the SSH module (SYNCJMODULE) output (source) to the 501C-l's A/D
// converter's start trigger, to syncronize the SSHwith the on board A/D.
// module is used because the SYNC circuit we are configuring is entirely
// on the SSH board, SYNCJVIUXPACER is the internal pacer input (HOLD) of the SSH
error_code =SYNCConfigure(slot, module, SYNCJVfODULE, SYNC_MUX_PACER);
ErrorRoutine("5) Error in SSHMUX SYNCConfigure", errorcode);
printf (".");
//CORRECT
// Finally connect the onboardModule 2 sync line to the DMA trigger line.
// [Info: error 10001 = invalid target ]
// [ error 10000
=
source is invalid ]
// This works, and must be included
error_code =SYNCConfigure(slot, kOnBoard, SYNC.MOD_2,SYNC_DMA_TRIG);
ErrorRoutine("6) Error in input DMA SYNCConfigure", errorcode);
printf (".\n");
/*
* Create channel lists for the AIConfigureList call (which sets up the A/D
*
and analog expanders for a list of analog input channels)
and for the
* DMAConfigureList call (which initializes the DMA controller on the board).
*/
for (channel = 0; channel < kAINumChannels; channel++)
{
AIlist[channel].slot = slot; // a/d
= 2




channel; // 0 to 7
AIlist[channel].gain = kAIGain; // 1 only
AIlist[channel].range =kATRange; // +-5V available only





DMAhst[channel] .iotype = AITYPE; // setsDMA type to input
}
/*
* Configure the analog input channel list for the on-boardA/D and
*
any expander modules towhich it is chained. */
printf ("Configuring analog input channel list...");
/*
*pg. 4.5.1-6
* AIConfigureList(int processhandle, int burstmode, int triggermode,
*
unsigned long triggerdelay, int count, ATListType far
*
*list, int far *clustersize)
*
*
processhandle = the DMA process handle obtained from
*
DMAGetHandle(&dma_handle).
* burstmode = if 1 then burstmode ofonboard A/D enabled
* if0 then single-shot mode is used.
*




always specify 0 (unsigned long)
*
count = # of list elements in the channel list (1-128), you must
*
pass the ACTUAL # of items in your list in this parameter.
*
ex. kAINumChamiels=8 not 7 ifyou have an 8 chan. SSHmodule
* *list = pointer to analog input chan. list array. The analog input
*
channel list is an array of elements w/ the following format:
* ATListType[int slot=2, int module={0, 1,2,3 }, int channel,
* int gain=l, int range=BLPOLAR_10,
* int differentials{single ended only]
*/
errorcode
= AIConfigureList (dmahandle, kAISingleShotMode,
kATNonTriggerMode, OL,
kATNumChannels, Allist,
(int far *) &ai_cluster_size);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in AIConfigureList", errorcode);
printf ("_");
/*
* Configure the DMA channel list. This sets up theDMA
*
controller on the board for transfer of the analog input data. */










* int pascal far
* DMAConfigureList(int processhandle, int start, int stop, unsigned long
*
startdelay, unsigned long stopdelay, unsigned long
*
cluster count, int count, DMAListType far *list, int
*








start = only DMA_START_COMMAND is supported by the PCI-2050 lc
It means to start on a software command usingDMAStart.
*
stop
= Can be either DMA_STOP_COMMAND = stopDMA usingDMAStop
orDMA_STOP_TRIGGER = stop after a delay specified
in
"stopdelay"
when trigger detected or




start trigger delay, specified in data clusters, for a




stop trigger delay, specified in data clusters, for a
DMAJSTOPJTRIGGERmode. THISMUST =0 forDMA_STOP_TC
*
clustercount = Indicates the # ofdata clusters you will transfer in the
DMA process. A data cluster is defined as the block
ofdata represented by a complete pass of all channels on
the channel list
*
count = # of list elements in the channel list (1-128), youmust
pass the ACTUAL # of items in your list in this parameter.
ex. kATNumChannels=8 not 7 ifyou have an 8 chan. SSH module
= # of list elements you program in the DMA channel list.
* DMAListType *list= Array pointer; contains the following:
int slot, int module, int channel, int iotype
where: iotype = Al TYPE or AOJTYPE
*
groupAI = if=1, then use group mode, if=0 then use frame mode
NOTE: for 501c-l you must use group mode (kDMAGroupAI=l)
for all input DMAs
* *clustersize = RETURNED number ofBYTES per data cluster
*
[stop was
=DMASTOPJTRIGGER, changed to DMASTOP_TC,allows the buffer to
* to fill up and then stops the DMA, but you still can stop the DMA
mid-
*
stream ifyou want by typing "q".]
*/
errorcode
= DMAConfigureList (dmajiandle, DMASTARTCOMMAND, DMA_STOPJTC,
startdelay, stopdelay, kClusterCount,
kDMANumChannels, DMAlist, kDMAGroupAnaloglnputs,
(int far *) &dma_cluster_size);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in input DMAConfigureList", errorcode);
printf ("_");
/*
* Allocate a buffer big enough to hold the number of clusters that we want.
* We use the cluster size in bytes returned byDMAConfigureList to help us
* determine how big the buffer needs to be. */
printf ("Allocating input DMA data buffer...");
buffersize = (unsigned long) dma_cluster_size
*
kClusterCount;
buffer_page_location = ALLOC_ANYWHERE; // for EISA machines
bufferinxmsmemory =1; // always keep
= 1
errorcode
= BUFAllocate (buffer_page_location, bufferinxmsmemory,
buffersize, &buffer_handle, &buffer_ptr);




* Attach the buffer to theDMA process.
*/
printf ("Attaching input DMA data buffer to handle. . . ");
errorcode = BUFAttachProcess (dmahandle, bufferhandle, buffer_ptr, &bufinfo);




* Configure the analog output channels for their correct ranges. The range
*
programmed here should correspond to the range selected for the module via
*
the module jumpers.
= AOConfigure(int slot, intmodule, int channel, int range);








(see pg. 4.5.2) */




= AOConfigure (outslot, outmod, 0, kAOChannelORange);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in AOConfigure", errorcode);
errorcode
= AOConfigure (outslot, outmod, 1, kAOChannellRange);





= AOConfigure (outslot, outmod, 0, kAOChannel2Range);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in AOConfigure", errorcode);
printf ("\n");
/*
* OUTPUTS: Create the channel list for the DMAConfigureList call (which












































* Configure theDMA channel list. This sets up theDMA controller
*
on the board for transfer of the analog output data.






kClusterDelay; /*Must be non-zero for 501C board.
Doesn't reallymatter what it is
because we stop withDMAStop anyway. */
// Note: DAM_STOP_TC (instead ofDMA_STOPJTRIGGER) will cause the DMA
// terminate upon emptying the buffer. 10/4/93




(int far *) &odma_cluster_size);




> OUTPUT DMA cluster size = %d bytes\n",odma_cluster_size);
printf ("Allocating outputDMA data buffer...");
obuffer_size = (unsigned long) odmaclustersize * kClusterCount;
buffer_page_location = ALLOC_ANYWHERE; // for EISA machines
bufferinxmsmemory = 1;
error_code = BUFAllocate (buffer_page_location, buffer_in_xms_memory,
obuffersize, &obuffer_handle, &obuffer_ptr);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in output BUFAllocate", errorcode);
/*
* Attach the buffer to the DMA process. */
error_code=BUFAttachProcess (odmahandle, obuffer handle, obuffer_ptr, &obufinfo);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in output BUFAttachProcess", errorcode);
printf ("\n");
/*
* Encode data for theD/A channels into the buffer.
* Note: this function calls getinputO which reads data from disk.
*
*/
encodeClusters ( obufferhandle, obuffer_ptr, &obufinfo, kClusterCount);
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I*
* We are now ready to start the DMA process. Since we specified the burst
*










NOTE: DMAStart enables the pacer and trigger sources specified in
*
DMASefPacer andDMASetTrigger [see pg 4 5 8-15]
*/
// Start the slave process first, itwill wait until the pacing process starts.
error_code = DMAStart (dmajiandle, bufferjiandle, buffer_ptr, buffer_size);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in input DMAStart", errorcode);
error_code = DMAStart (odma_handle, obuffer_handle, obufferjrtr, obuffer_size);




* Wait for the process to complete on its own or for the user to cancel it.
* Ifno user intervention, skip down below do-while loop
*/





















= DMAStatus (dmahandle, &dma_status, &bufinfo);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in output DMAStatus", errorcode);




ErrorRoutine ("Error in DMAStop", errorcode);
printf ("\nProcess complete.\n");
/*
* Print the states of any status bits set when the process completed.
*/






* Convert the data in the buffer to volts, and save to disk.
*/
// call countClusters to account for jobs ended before buffer full.
clusters_available = countClusters (&bufinfo);
printf("Saving data to disk: Samples recorded = %ld.\n", clusters_available);
Data2Dsk (bufferhandle, bufferjptr, &bufinfo, clustersavailable);
/*
* Deallocate the memory buffer allocated above.
* ! ! ! ! NOTE: Failure to deallocate a buffer may leave
* ! ! ! ! other applications with too little memory to execute.
*/
printf ("Deallocating input/outputDMA data buffers...");
errorcode
= BUFDeallocate (bufferhandle, buffer_ptr, buffersize);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in BUFDeallocate", errorcode);
printf ("_");
errorcode
= BUFDeallocate (obuffer_handle, obuffer_ptr, obuffersize);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in output BUFDeallocate", errorcode);
/*
* Free the DMA process handle. */
printf ("Freeing input/output DMA process handles...");
errorcode
= DMAFreeHandle (dmahandle);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in DMAFreeHandle", errorcode);
errorcode
= DMAFreeHandle (odmahandle);
ErrorRoutine ("Error in output DMAFreeHandle", errorcode);
printf ("\n Resetting boards...\n");
errorcode
= HWInit 0;
























* Attempt to find a board or modulewith the id set above. Ifone is found,
* then its slot and module position are returned.
*/
if (findHWComponent (BOARDID, &slot, &module))
{
if(f_dHWComponent (outBOARDlD, &oslot, &omodule))
{
printf ("Inputs using%s in slot%d, module %d.\n", hwname, slot, module);
printf ("Outputs using%s in slot%d, module%d.\n", ohwname, oslot, omodule);
printf ("Sensor data coUected in: %s \n",OUTPUT_FILE_NAME);
printf(" Actuator data stored in: %s \n",ACT_FTLEJNAME);
printf ("DATA SAMPLE TO BE COLLECTED
= %f secondsAn", timejength);
printf("
Amount ofmemory to be used
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Mtrl : Aluminum 6061-T6
Notes: Skip weld top
plate first. Skip weld bottom
plate to assembly as far into
center as possible. Grind






































Mtrl: Aluminum 6061 -T 6
Notes: Dimension A

























Mtrl : Stainless Steel
Notes: Designed under


















Mtrl: Aluminum 60 61-T 6
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Mtrl: Cold drawn 1026
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Mtrl : 303 Stainless





Upper & Lower Flexure
_.50-20UNF
X = 0.50, Qty 7












Mtrl : 60 61-T6 Aluminum
Notes : Yielded
aluminum must be scraped.




$ TB7_111.DAT (UDF has cylind output sys.; all diff. tube xsection,
$ try to eliminate 2nd tube mode contribution)
$
$ VERSION 67 (the only version available on the SUN)
$ BY PHIL VALLONE,
$ Last edited: 3/3/93
$
$ PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE ADAPTIVE CONTROL TEST BED:
$ - Includes grid detail and MPC's for actuators put at mid-span.
$ - All 6 struts have different wall thkn's:
#1=0.031"
to #6=0.083".
$ - Vertex grids of UDF have a radially pointing (inward) x-axis.




$ - Act. located @ center w/
1.2x1.2x2"
hollow 0.1"t square section.
$ !!! Remember when using sol. Ill (FRFS) to do the following
$ Note: All output cord systems must be in BASIC if mode shape plots
$ are to be correct. For FRFs, make a separate .dat file,
$ change the grid's output cord sys. to the one you want, &
$ run solution 111.
$ Example :
$ CORD1C, 111, 11000, 80000, 1000 $ Z=up optical, r=co-linear to basic X.
$ GRID, 10000, ,3.46410,6.00,36.0,111 $ TRIANGLE CORNER 1
$ GRID, 30000, ,-6.92820,0.0,36.0,111 $ TRIANGLE CORNER 2
$ GRID, 50000, ,3.46410,-6.0,36.0,111 $ TRIANGLE CORNER 3
$ GRID, 80000, , 0.000,0.00, 48.0,111 $ TOP VERTEX
$ Initalize a work space of sufficient size for large data bases.
INIT DBALL LOGICAL= (DBALL ( 60000 ) )
$ assign statement will direct output normally destined for FORTxx.DAT
$ to be put in the filename given.
$ Needed for the freq. response translation to Patran.
$ Use NASPAT to translate this to a neutral file.
ASSIGN OUTPUT2=tb7frf .dat UNIT=12
TIME 5000
SOL 111 $ Freq. Resp. sol., same as sol. 71 in NASTRAN vers. 65
$ Use the
"compile"
statement to run NASTRACT or other post processors
$ COMPILE SEDRCVR SOUIN=MSCSOU, NOLIST, NOREF
$ RFALTER NASTRACT $ ditto
CEND
$
TITLE = TESTBED #7, include act. & sens, UDF w/ cyl cord sys, 3/3/93
SUBTITLE = FRF TO 500hz, sol. Ill on SUN sparc2






SET 1 = 1000 THRU 80000 $ all grids exclud dummy act. /sens, grids
SET 2 = 210 THRU 460,80000 $ includes all act. /sen. dummy grids
SET 3 = 210,10000,30000,50000,80000 $ Candidate Sensor Grids
SET 4 = 10000,30000,50000,80000
DISP (PHASE, PUNCH) = 4 $LOOK @ CANDIDATE SENS. LOCS ,




LABEL= axial actuation, tube 1
DLOAD=100
$ SUBCASE 2






$ PATRAN output, Creates a FORT12.DAT file, or
whatever name is given in ASSIGN statement
in CaseControl for UNIT=12
PARAM,GRDPNT,0
PARAM, COUPMASS , 1
$
$ OUTPUT MASS PROPERTIES.
$ USES COUPLED MASS AS OPPOSED TO LUMPED.
(this gives more accurate mass properties)
$ Modified Givens method, with mass normalization.
EIGR, 100,MGIV, 0 ., 500 .,,,,, +E1
+E1,MASS




SPOINT, 1 THRU 99
D2
$
$ FORCED FREQUENCY RESPONSE CARDS
$ *** DYNAMIC LOAD FOR AXIAL ACTUATOR, TUBE 1 SINE SWEEP
*****
RLOAD1,100,101, , ,400 $ 101=DAREA, 400=FREQ. DEPENDENT LOAD TABLE.
$ DYNAMIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR: APPLICATION PT, COMPONENT, SCALE FACTOR.
DAREA, 101,210,1,1.0
$ *** DYNAMIC LOAD FOR BENDING THETA X ACT., TUBE 1 SINE SWEEP
***
$RLOAD1,200,201, , ,400 $ 201=DAREA, 400=FREQ. DEPENDENT LOAD TABLE.
$ DYNAMIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR: APPLICATION PT, COMPONENT, SCALE FACTOR.
$DAREA, 201, 310, 1,1.0
$ SET UP 4000 LINEAR SPACED FREQUENCY INTERVALS BETWEEN 30 AND 500 HZ,
$ try to keep # of data pts below 4000 for stroage reasons.
FREQ1, 40, 30., .1,4700
$
$ EXPERIMENTAL DAMPING DATA
$ MODAL DAMPING TABLE: NOTE THIS IS g(f) = [ c/C(crit) ]
$ CONSTANT DAMPING OF 0.002 = .2%
$
$ CRITICAL DAMPING.
TABDMP1 ,30, CRIT ,,,,,,, +TDP2 1
+TDP21,0.1, .002,500., .002,ENDT
$ SET UP TABLE FOR DYNAMIC LOADING AS A FUNCTION OF FREQ.
$ IN OUR CASE THERE IS NO DEPENDENCE ON FREQ. so SCALING FACTOR =1.0
TABLED1,400, ,,,,,, ,+T400
+T400,10.,1.0,500.,1.0,ENDT
$************* end OF FREQ. RESPONSE PART OF MODEL
*******************
$ located at the center of the top surface of the support plate.
GRID, 100, ,0.0, 0.0, 0.0,, 123456
$ STRUT CORDINATE SYSTEMS:
$ Z axis IS ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE STRUT, X-AXIS
$ POINTS TOWARDS GRID PT 100 (CENTER OF BOTTOM PLANE)
CORD1R, 11, 1000, 10000, 100





CORDIR, 16, 1000, 50000, 100
$ LOWER RIGID DELTA FRAME, has a
12"
diameter of the vertex point:
GRID, 1000,, 12. 0,0. 000, 0.000,, 123456
GRID, 3000,, -6. 0,10. 39230,0.,, 123456
GRID, 5000,, -6. 0,-10. 3923,0.,, 123456
$
$ *********************,.**** STRUTS ********************************
$ ROUND SOLID : A=PI*R/N2, I1=I2=PI/4*RA4, J=PI/2*RA4
$ ROUND HOLLOW : A=PI (RA2-rA2) , I1=I2=PI (R'M-rM) /4, J=2*I1
$ SQUARE SOLID : A=S"2, I1=I2=S"4/12, J=SA4/6
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2, 11=12= (SM-s'M) /12, J= (SA4-s~4) /6
$ material for Al . 6061-T6, E=9.9e6, density = .1
$
MAT1,1001, 9.9+6,, .3, .0002588 $ RHO=.l/386.4
$ ================= ACTUATORS DUMMY GRIDS =================
$
$ D31 = 1.079e-8 (in/in)
*
(volt/in) Ec = 8.85e+6 psi
$ Size =
l"x2"x.02"
Bond eff. n = . 90 (assumed)
$ DOF 1 is for actuation, DOF 2 is for sensing.
GRID, 2 10, ,0.0,0.0,0.0, ,3456
= *10 = = = = =
=4
GRID, 310, ,0.0, 0.0, 0.0,, 3456
= *in = = = = = =
, -Lu , , , , , ,
= 4
GRID, 410,, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,, 3456
= *10 = = = = = =
= 4
$
$ ELOGATION ACTUATOR gain:
$




* Ec * (chip area lx.02")
* d31 * V/chip thk
$ F = 4 * .9
* 8.85e+6 * 1*.02
* 1.079e-8 * applied voltage / .02
$ F = .34377
$ Gain = 1/. 34377 = 2.9089









$ use DOF 2 for the sensor (z elongation), for
$ sensor g31 = open circuit field/applied stress = 1.5937 V/in/psi
$ Output voltage = 1.5937 V/ (in*psi)
* 8.85e6psi *
/2"
$ = 141,042 volts for every inch of stretch







$ THETA X BENDING ACTUATOR gain:
$ Moment arm is currently assumed to be
b=1.04"
$ Act . Moment =
$ b * n * Ec * (chip area l"x.02")




* 8.85e+6 * 1*.02 * 1.079e-8 * applied voltage / .02
$ M = .35752
$ Gain = 1/. 35752 = 2.797
$ NOTE: there is no GAIN AMPLIFICATION






$ THETA X BENDING SENSOR:
$ use DOF 2 for the sensor
$ Gain = 1/146684 = 6.82e-6






$ THETA Y BENDING ACTUATOR gain:
$ Moment arm is currently assumed to be
b=1.04"
$ Gain = 1/. 35752 = 2.797







$ THETA Y BENDING SENSOR:
$ use DOF 2 for the sensor
$ Gain = 1/146684 = 6.82e-6






$ end of actuators/sensors
$
$
$ ================================ STRUT 1: length
=
37.4815"
GRID, 1050, 11, 0.0, 0.0,0.75
GRID, 1100, 11, 0.0, 0.0, 9. 37 0371
GRID, 1150, 11, 0.0, 0.0, 17. 74074 $ start actuator
GRID, 1200, 11, 0.0, 0.0, 18. 74074 $ center point
GRID, 1250, 11, 0.0, 0.0, 19.74074 $ end actuator
GRID, 1300, 11,0.0,0.0,28.11111
GRID, 1350, 11, 0.0, 0.0, 36. 7315 $ flexure
$ unequal mass to help separate vibratory modes.





CONM2, 1051, 1050, 110, 1.524-4 $ Accounts for threaded part of flex.
$ pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-4 lbs
CONM2, 1351, 1350, 110, 1.524-4 $ Accounts for threaded part
of flex.
$ pi (1/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-4 lbs
$bar , id#, pbar , grdl , grd2 , directiongrid
$ (flexure has a 40x ratio of axial/bend)


























1450,1050,1350,10000,100 $ flexure .75x.l875d






$ A = pi * (RA2 - rA2), II = 12 = pi * (RA4 - r"4)/4, Ip
= 2*11
$ mat Area II 12 Ip
PBAR,1100, 1001, .0943703, .0110876, .0110876, .0221752 $ l"d, .031"t
$PBAR,1100, 1001, .106107, .012367, .012367, .024735 $l"d, .035"t
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2, 11=12= (SA4-s~4) /12, J= (SA4-sA4) /6
PBAR,1102, 1001, .44, .089466, .089466, .178933 $SQUARE w=1.2"OD, .l"t
$ FLEXURE: x .125"dia circular flexure A=. 0122718inA2, 1=1.1984-5
$ Axial to Bending stiffness ratio is
PBAR, 1050,1001, .0122718,1.1984-5,1.1984-5,2.3968-4 $ . 75"Lx. 125 "D
$
$ ======================
GRID, 2 050, 12, 0.0, 0.0, 0.75
GRID, 2 100, 12, 0.0, 0.0, 9. 37 0371
GRID, 2 150, 12, 0.0, 0.0, 17. 7 4 07 4
GRID, 22 00, 12, 0.0, 0.0, 18. 7 4 07 4
GRID, 2250,12, 0.0, 0.0, 19. 7 407 4
GRID, 2300, 12, 0.0, 0.0, 2 8. 11111
GRID, 2350, 12, 0.0, 0.0, 3 6. 7315




$ CONM2, 2201, 2200, 110, 1.617-5
$
$ Unequal mass to separate tube modes:
.25x.25xl=.0625inA3*.l=.00 6251bs
CONM2, 2 051, 2 050, 110, 1.52 4-4
$
CONM2, 2351, 2350, 110, 1.52 4-4
$
$ Accounts for threaded part of flexure
pi (1/2) A2x.75=.058 9inA3=1.52 4-4*38 61bs
$ Accounts for threaded part of flexure





























PBAR,2100, 1001, .106107, .012367, .012367,.
024735 $l"d, .035"t
$PBAR,2100, 1001, .0943703, .0110876,.
0110876,. 0221752 $ l"d, .031"t
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2,
11=12= (SA4-s~4 ) /12, J= (SA4-sA4) /6
PBAR,2102, 1001,. 44,. 089466,.
089466,. 178933 $ w=1.2"OD, .l"t
D7
$
GRID, 3050, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 0.75
GRID, 3100, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 9. 370371
GRID, 3150, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 17. 74074
GRID, 3200, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 18. 74074
GRID, 3250, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 19. 74074
GRID, 3300, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 28. 11111
GRID, 3350, 13, 0.0, 0.0, 36. 7315
$CONM2, 3201, 3200, 110, 1.035-5
$
CONM2, 3051, 3050, 110, 1.524-4
$








CBAR, 34 00,3100,33 00,3350,100
CBAR, 3450, 1050,3350,30000,100




$ Unequal mass to separate tube modes:
.2x.2xl=.04inA3*.l=.0041bs
$ Accounts for threaded part of flex.
pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-4 lbs
$ Accounts for threaded part of flex.





















$ Round aluminum tubing see RYERSON, pg . 338, 6061-t6,




$ A = pi * (RA2 - rA2), II
= 12 = pi
* (RA4 - rA4) /4, Ip = 2*11
PBAR, 3100, 1001, .1463950, .0165939, .0165939, .0331878 $ l"d, .049"t
$PBAR, 3100,1001, .0943703, .0110876, .0110876, .0221752 $ l"d, .031"t
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2,
11=12= (SA4-sA4) /12, J= (SA4-s"4) /6
PBAR, 3102, 1001, .44, .089466, .089466, .178933 $W=1.2", .l"thk.
GRID, 4050, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 0.75
GRID, 4100, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 9. 370371
GRID, 4150, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 17. 74074
GRID, 4200, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 18.74074
GRID, 4250, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 19. 74074
GRID, 4300, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 28. 11111
GRID, 4350, 14, 0.0, 0.0, 36. 7315
$ CONM2, 4201, 4200, 110, 5. 823-5




$ Unequal mass to separate tube modes:
D8
C0NM2, 4051, 4050, 110, 1.524-4
$
CONM2, 4351, 4350, 110, 1.524-4
$
CBAR, 4050,1050,5000,4050,100







$ Accounts for threaded part of flexure
pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-4 lbs
$ Accounts for threaded part of flexure











CBAR, 4450, 1050, 4350, 30000, 100 $ flex., .75x.l875d
$ Round aluminum tubing see RYERSON, pg. 338, 6061-t6,




$ A = pi * (RA2 - rA2), II = 12 = pi
* (RA4 - rA4)/4, Ip
= 2*11
PBAR, 4100, 1001, .1716440, .019111, .019111, .038222 $l"d, .058"t
$PBAR,4100, 1001, .0943703, .0110876, .0110876, .0221752 $ l"d, .031"t
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2, 11=12= (SA4-sA4) /12 ,
J= (SA4-sA4) /6
PBAR, 4102, 1001, .44, .089466, .089466, .178933 $ W=l . 2 "outside, .l"t
============ STRUT 5: length =
37.4815"
GRID, 5050, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 0.75
GRID, 5100, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 9. 37 0371
GRID, 5150, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 17. 74074
GRID, 5200, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 18. 74074
GRID, 5250, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 19. 74074
GRID, 5300, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 2 8. 11111
GRID, 5350, 15, 0.0, 0.0, 36.7315
$ CONM2, 5201, 5200, 110, 2. 588-5
$
CONM2, 5051, 5050, 110, 1.524-4
$
CONM2, 5351, 5350, 110, 1.524-4
$









$ Accounts for threaded part of flex.
pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-41bs
$ Accounts for threaded part of flex.
pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-41bs
$ flex. 75x.l875d
D9
CBAR, 5200, 5102, 5150, 5200, 100
CBAR, 5250,5102,5200,5250,100
CBAR, 5300,5100,5250,5300,100
CBAR, 5400, 5100, 5300, 5350, 100
CBAR, 5450,1050,5350,50000,100 $ flex. ,75x.l875d
$ Round aluminum tubing see RYERSON, pg. 338, 6061-t6,
$ approx. weight/ft for t=0.065" = .22501bs
$ A = pi * (RA2 - rA2), II = 12 = pi
* (RA4 - rA4)/4, Ip
= 2*11
PBAR,5100, 1001, .190930, .02096, .02096, .04192 $l"d, .065"t
$PBAR, 5100, 1001, .0943703, .0110876, .0110876, .0221752 $ l"d, .031"t
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2, 11=12= (SA4-sA4) /12, J= (SA4-sA4) /6
PBAR, 5102, 1001, .44, .089466, .089466, .178933 $ SQUARE w=l. 2", l"t
$
$ =============================== STRUT 6: length =
37.4815"
GRID, 6050,16,0.0,0.0,0.7 5
GRID, 6100, 16, 0.0, 0.0, 9.37 0371
GRID, 6150, 16, 0.0, 0.0, 17. 7 4074
GRID, 6200,16,0.0,0.0,18.7 407 4
GRID, 6250,16,0.0,0.0,19.74 07 4
GRID, 6300, 16, 0.0, 0.0, 28. 11111
GRID, 6350,16,0.0,0.0,36.7315 $ flexure
CONM2, 6051, 6050, 110, 1.524-4 $ Accounts for threaded part of flexure
$ pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-4 lbs
CONM2, 6351, 6350, 110, 1.524-4 $ Accounts for threaded part of flexure
$ pi(l/2) A2x.75 =.0589inA3 =1.524-4 lbs
CBAR, 6050,1050, 1000, 6050,100 $ flex., .75x.l875d
CBAR, 6100, 6100, 6050, 6100, 100
CBAR, 6150, 6100, 6100,6150,100 $
8"
bar
CBAR, 6200,6102,6150,6200,100 $ l"bar
CBAR, 6250, 6102, 6200, 6250, 100
CBAR, 6300,6100, 6250, 6300,100 $
8"
bar
CBAR, 6400, 6100, 6300, 6350,100
CBAR,6450, 1050, 6350, 50000, 100 $ flex., .75x.l875d
$ Round aluminum tubing see RYERSON, pg. 338, 6061-t6,




$ A = pi * (RA2
-
rA2), II
= 12 = pi
* (RA4 - rA4)/4, Ip
= 2*11
PBAR,6100, 1001, .239109, .025339, .025339,
.050678 $l"d, .083"t
$PBAR,6100, 1001, .0943703, .0110876, .0110876, .0221752 $ l"d, .031"t
$ SQUARE HOLLOW: A=SA2-sA2,
11=12= (SA4-s"4) /12, J= (SA4-s"4) /6
D10
PBAR, 6102,1001, .44, .089466, .089466, .178933 $ SQUARE w=1.2", . l"t
$ ********************** UPPER DELTA FRAME (UDF) ********************
$ UPPER DELTA FRAME CORD SYSTEMS: Y-AXIS POINTS
$ VERTICALLY UP ("OPTICAL AXIS") .
$ THE Z-AXIS IS ALONG A SIDE OF THE DELTA FRAME,
$ Dummy grid used to direct coordinate systems so that we can look
$ @ radial components of motion in an effort to determine
$ sensor position.
GRID, 11000, ,0.0,0.0,36.00, ,123456 $ Center on in-plane part of UDF
$
****
Use this cord system as the output coord when doing FRFs
$ id orign zax ,rzpln
$ Z=up optical axis, r=radially out, co-linear to basic X
CORD1C, 111, 11000, 80000, 1000
$ In-plane part of delta frame.
$ ID , orig ,Zaxis,XZpln
CORD1R, 110,10000,30000,50000
CORD1R, 130,30000,50000,10000
CORD1R, 150, 50000, 10000, 30000
GRID, 10000, ,3.4 6410,6.00,36.0,111
GRID, 200 00, 110, 0.0,0.0, 6.0
GRID, 30000, ,-6.92820,0.0,36.0,111
GRID, 40000, 130, 0.0, 0.0, 6.0
GRID, 50000, ,3.4 6410,-6.0,36.0,111
GRID, 60000, 150, 0.0, 0.0, 6.0
$ TRIANGLE CORNER 1
$ TRIANGLE CORNER 2
$ TRIANGLE CORNER 3
$ 6 bars forming the lower triangle.











CBAR, 50200, 10000, 60000, 10000,
30000
UPPER DELTA FRAME, the lower
triangle.
Dll
$ PBAR, 10000,10001, .785398, .04 90874, .0490874, .0981748 $l"d, SOLID,A=. 785
$ PBAR,10000, 10001, 1.03084, .116774, .116774, .23355 $1.25"od, 3/8t
$ see pg. 196 of Ryerson, seamless cold drawn 1026 alloy
PBAR,10000, 10001, 1.1781, .16797, .16797, .33594 $1.375"od, 3/8t
$PBAR,10000, 10001, 1.1781, .16797, .16797, .33594 $1.375"od, 3/8t
$ material for Steel, E=30.e6, use 28e6 to be conservative,
$ density=.2 99
MAT1, 10001, 28. +6,, .3, .0007738 $ RHO=. 299/386 . 4=. 0007738
$
$ CORNER BLOCKS (also accel mounts)
$ rho steel = 0.3, rho al. = 0.1
$ MASSES @ TRIANGLE CORNERS:
$ 1.5x1.5x1.5 al. m=. 3375/386 =. 0008734, Ix=3 . 275-4
$ masses @
" " "
2x2x2 al. m=. 8/386. 4=. 0020704, Ix=. 00138026
$
" "
1.5x1. 5x1. 5=3. 375inA3steel m=l . 01251b/386=2 . 6203-3, Ix=9. 826-4
$
" "
1.75x1. 75x1. 75=5. 359inA3steel m=l . 60781b/386=4 . 161-3, Ix=2 . 1238-3
$
" "
2.x2.x2.=8.0inA3 steel m=2 . 3921b/386. 4=6 . 190-3,
$ Ix=Iy=Iz=WAA2/6 = 4.127-3 mass inA2
$ rectangles solids of 2x2.5x2 = lOcin =3.001bs= .007764, mass moments
$ approx. as a square: Ix=Iy=Iz=WAA2/6 = 5.176-3 mass inA2
$
CONM2, 10001, 10000, 110, .0077 64,, , , , +CM1
+CMl,5.17 6-3, ,5.17 6-3, , ,5.17 6-3
$ put an additional mass to help separate the tilt modes.
$ placed at lower triangle's corners.
$ CONM2, 10002, 10 000, 110, .0008734,,,, ,+CM12 $mass=l . 5"xl . 5"xl . 5"A1
$ +CM12,3.275-4, , 3 . 275-4, , , 3 . 275-4
$ CONM2, 30001, 30000, 130, .0077 64, ,,, , +CM3
$ +CM3,5.17 6-3, ,5.17 6-3, , ,5.17 6-3
$ CONM2, 50001, 50000, 150, . 0077 64, ,,,, +CM5
$ +CM5,5.17 6-3, ,5.176-3,, ,5.17 6-3
$
$ Out of plane part of delta frame
$ Upper vertex point:
12"
up from the lower triangle
of delta frame,
GRID, 80000,, 0.000, 0.00, 48. 0,111
$ upper corner block
$
" " 2.0x2.x2. = 8.0inA3 steel m=2 . 41b/386 . 4
= 6.211-3,
$ Ix=Iy=Iz=WAA2/6
= 4.127-3 mass inA2
CONM2, 80001, 80000, 110, 6. 211-3,, , , ,
+CM8
+CM8, 4. 127-3,, 4. 127-3,,, 4.
127-3
D12
$ length of these bars = SQRT[12A2 + 6.9282A2] =
6.928"
GRID, 71000, 210, 0.0, 0.0, 6. 928
GRID, 73000, 230, 0.0, 0.0, 6. 928
GRID, 75000, 250, 0.0, 0.0, 6. 92 8
$ Cordinates pointing up towards delta frame vertex.
CORD1R, 210,10000,80000,100










$ steel: rising bars of delta frame
PBAR,70000, 10001, 1.1781, .16797, .16797, .33594 $ 1.375"od, 3/8thk










D = IN4148-1 DIODES
CF = 560pF
200 V
POWER AMP - FOR DRIVING LARGE CAPACITIVE LOADS (TESTED TO 2.4jiF)
3/5/93, DESIGNED BY PHILLIP VALLONE UNDER 089365
APPENDIX F
The purpose of the lattice filter is to minimize the prediction error, given by:
Go rri ^v it1 ^r *p / *p i . (Fl.1-1)
The prediction xTIT_, can be represented as a linear combination of the N past values of






The error equation (Eq. Fl.1-2) can be represented by an
N*
order FIR prediction error
filter, as shown in Fig. Fl.1-1 below (for a
2nd
order system).
Fig. Fl . 1-1) A
2nd
Order FIR Prediction Error Filter
Thus, ifwe chose this representation, we need to find the A coefficients such that eN T is
minimized. The problem is that this direct implementation is inherently ill conditioned (the
well known polynomial type condition number gets dramatically worse as the order in-
Fl
creases). Furthermore, this method has no internal structure that can be exploited. We
only know of the final output sNT and nothing else.
As Friedlander points out, a better representation is the lattice filter. The basic
theory behind this method is the lattice filter which is shown in Fig. Fl.1-2 below. The Kt
coefficients determine the filter's characteristics and are called the reflection coefficients
(perhaps because they
"reflect"
between the 2 sides of the lattice). Along the top of the
lattice, where no delays are applied, are the forward prediction errors epj. Along the
bottom of the lattice are the "backward prediction errors", rP;T. It is the job of system
identification to determine the Kt coefficients which minimizes e^ at each stage.
Fig. Fl . 1-2) A
2n
Order Lattice Filter
In this form, it is shown that the prediction error for all models smaller than N is
captured in the filter and need not be re-computed. This is a very useful feature. It is also
less numerically sensitive than the
direct FIR form. It is also shown that the computational
requirements scale linearly with N, which is why this method is so fast. To further
im
prove the numerical stability of the algorithm,
the lattice structure ofFig. Fl.1-2 is slightly









Fig. Fl . 1-3) A
2n
Order Variance Normalized Lattice Filter
A "variance
normalized"
lattice filter has all its internal lattice variables normalized
to have an absolute value of less than 1 . Given that the IEEE floating point representation
(IEEE Std 754-1985) has as many values between 0 and 1 as it does between 1 and infin
ity, this is an important feature.
The algorithm which provides the reflection coefficients, backwards prediction er
rors and the quantity
S~m
has been implemented in MATLAB (m-files: lattice.m, pred.m,
lid.m).
A MIMO extension may be possible, but is beyond the scope of this thesis





(Frequency domain Observability Range Space Extraction) part of
the algorithm is a minor modification of the subspace identification algorithm derived by
DeMoor, et.al. [6, 7, 8]. Jacques starts by formulating the frequency domain state space
model identification as the minimization of the following cost function:
i:
where
J =ZtP(<k)- (C(eJ^I - AylB +D)t (Gl.2-1)
G(cok), k = \, 2, -,K. (Gl.2-2)
is a frequency response obtained experimentally.
This is exactly the same cost function used in numerous other frequency domain
identification algorithm, and it makes intuitive sense. The functional is non-linear which
causes some difficulty The FORSE algorithm gets around this by sub-optimal estimation
of A, B, C, & D using a subspace-based approach. Jacques points out that this method
usually produces an over-parameterized model,
which is common to many SYSID meth
ods where extra states are used to reduce errors caused by slight errors in other state esti
mates.
To correct this shortcoming Jacques iteratively applies LS and BR to produce the
best, smallest model, dependent of course on good data. The nice thing about using a fre
quency domain approach is
that this data representation is compact and is almost always











Param eter Estim ation
(LS)
High Order Model Updated M odel
Save Final ID
M odel
Fig. Gl.2-1) IFORSELS Algorithm Basic Flow Diagram
After the initial subspace id, the LS algorithm attempts to improve the model.
Model order reduction is only slight so as not to cause the LS algorithm to diverge. A
loop of model reduction and LS estimation is entered. Upon a measured increase in the
cost functional, the loop is exited. The BR algorithm used is the same one coded in
MATLAB
Two cost functions are used in the LS step. One is given in Eq. Gl.2-1 and is
called Additive LS (ALS) since the error is computed using a simple addition of the data
plus the negative of the model. The second method is Logarithmic LS (LLS) which mini











where each of the input-output pair transfer functions are summed together to form the
total cost. Thus, MIMO systems are handled. Both ALS and LLS are used because each
has its strong points. Initially LLS is used because it emphasizes errors near the transmis
sion zeros (low parts of the bode curve), while ALS appears to be better at handling noise
and thus is used in the final stages to
"polish"
the estimate. Jacques points out that cur
rently the transition is determined by human and needs further study for complete automa
tion.
LLS cost has several nice properties in that the logio of a function tends to nor
malize the cost function to values which are not large numbers. This plays into the
strength of the IEEE floating point format. Zeros of a transfer function are often difficult
to ID because they represent points in the response where the signal is inherently low,
making signal to noise ratios low. However, with sine sweeps and/or highly averaged
FRFs, the zeros can be measured.
Before the model tuning procedure is implemented, a model synthesis method is
needed to provide a
"good"
initial guess for the model tuning algorithm. Jacques sought
to develop a technique which could operate on transfer function data directly without the
need for an inverse Fourier transform, and thus does not require uniformly space fre
quency data. He built on the
"ORSE"
(Observability Range Space Extraction) algorithm
developed by Lui [9].
G3
ORSE builds 2 time domain vectors based on the input and output samples and
casts a state equation of sorts which collapse the usual 4 matrix representation (A,B,C,D)












= oqx{t) + Hquq (0 (Gl.2-5)
















Oq is the observability matrix. If a basis exists for this matrix (a basis will exist if the sys
tem is observable), then C andA can be computed.






























denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse which is described in [10]. If the system is




is positive definite. This means thatM is simply a scaled ver




, Ke$R"'?x", VTV = I
_
= diag{<jx,--
,aj, a, > 0
(Gl.2-9)
It is then shown that estimates ofC and A are given by:





= the number of outputs, the Vj includes the first ny rows of V, V3 includes
the last ny rows. An estimate of B and D
can then be found from the method of least
squares.
G5
Jacques then extends the ideas ofORSE to the (complex) frequency domain (thus











where the basis is now frequency and the input is essentially white noise in the frequency
band of interest defined by q. The identity matrix / is of size equal to the number of in
puts. As before, an input/output can be directly seen from the above definitions in Eq.
Gl .2-1 1 as given below in Eq. Gl .2-12:
yq(f)





























Theorem 1 Given the definitions in Eq. 1.2-13, the matrix:
M = Re(YYH)-Re(YUH)Re(UUH)+Re(UYH) (Gl.2-14)
has the same basis as Oqprovided that:
1. K72>q
2. The frequency response of the states measured at the sample frequencies are
linearly independent.
3. The frequency response for each state varies over the sample frequencies.
4. The system is stable.
A proof is given in his thesis which will not be repeated. The 4 assumptions listed above
are not unusual and are not overly restrictive for the types of systems most often analyzed.
Assumption #3 means that there can be no dynamics which are above the sample rate.
While this may seem extreme, it simply means that the appropriate anti-alias filters must be
used, or a non-zero D matrix will be used to approximate these states
As for B and Z>, linear least squares is used since the transfer function is linear in

























H. 1 Testbed Design Criterion
As noted in chapter 2, section 2.1, we decided on a 3-D (3 dimensional) truss
structure for our testbed.
To keep the dynamic complexity at a level that could be handled by today's PCs
(personal computers) powered by Intel's popular CISC processors like the 486 or Pentium
CPUs, we needed to design a very simple 3-D structure. In three space, each rigid body
has 6 DOF (Degrees ofFreedom), one for each axis of translation, and one for each of the
three axis rotations. If these DOF are elastically constrained they will result in 6 vibra
tional resonances or
"modes"
Recall from basic physics that a 1-D spring-mass system
requires 2 states to model its motion. For example, a state can be used to represent the
potential energy stored in the spring and another state will be needed to represent the ki
netic energy stored in the moving mass. Thus, a 6 DOF system will require a twelve state
model.
As was implied, we will need 6 elastic elements to constrain the body of interest
(considered rigid within our frequency bandwidth). A statically determinant mount will
utilize exactly 6 truss members or struts to constrain the rigid body. The elasticity and
position of the struts, as well as the mass and inertial properties of the rigid body will de
termine the resonant frequency of each of the 6 DOF. That is, each of the 6 DOF will
have a characteristic mass and spring constant which will determine its resonant frequency.
Equations H2. 1-1 and H2. 1-2 below give the simplest form for determining these frequen
cies. The effective spring constants are specified by left superscripts as being either
translational or rotational spring. Further, the right superscript / ranges from 1 to 3 in
HI
both equations to denote the 3 orthogonal axes. Rotational mass is actually the 3 axis
in-



















These 2 equations are obtained by assuming that there is no damping in the struc
ture and that there exist no coupling between the any of the 6 DOF. That is, if the rigid
body resonates in a z-translation mode at some frequency, then the
motion is purely along
the z-axis, with no rotation or any other
translational motion present.
As one would expect, neither of these 2 assumptions are true
in the real world
However, for the structures we deal with, the damping is very low and
often the error in
curred in assuming it zero is acceptable in
order to gain insight into the dynamic charac
teristics of the structure. De-coupled modes are unfortunately a very rare property
in
structures and is the main reason why one needs to give up "paper and
pencil"
and turn to
a finite element program such as NASTRAN. Such a program
will account for all the in
teractions which cause coupling and will
compute the effective masses and spring con
stants based on the geometry specified. We
will not investigate this aspect any further.
Still more states will be needed to model any bending vibrational modes of the
struts themselves. These modes will add greatly
to the model complexity because each
strut has 2 orthogonal first bending modes as depicted below in Fig. H2.1-1. Each strut
H2
will have 2 such modes which results in 12 first bending modes. Twelve modes requires
an additional 24 states to model; clearly 12 + 24
= 36 states will begin to overwhelm the
capabilities of a typical PC. We need to design a structure and place sensors so as to
minimize the impact that these strut modes have on the dynamics of interest. It may be
that these strut modes can't all be de-coupled from the motion of the body they support.
More likely, we will need to model at least a few of the more dominant strut modes, such
as those modes where all struts are moving in the same direction at the same frequency.
Under these conditions, the strut's combined mass may be enough to create a resonant











BendingMode Pair of a Strut
H3
H2.2 Testbed Design
With the overall design dictated by the design criterion specified in section 2.1, a
sketch of the structure was made (Fig. H2.2-1). The rigid support base was to be the
heaviest piece to provide a de-coupling mass, so as to isolate the testbed from disturbance
vibrations. Recall that the structure was to be suspended from bungie cords. The large
mass of the support combined with the low spring rate of the bungie cords will act as a
low frequency spring-mass system, serving to isolate the struts and upper rigid body from
vibrations above this low frequency resonance.
This is basically the same concept used in a car's suspension springs. Typically, a
car will be designed with a suspension spring whose stiffness is computed to yield ap
proximately a 1 to 2 Hz resonant frequency (depending on car type). Thus, all vibration
sufficiently above the resonant frequency will be attenuated. A frequency response curve













Frequency Response ofSpring-Mass Excited through Spring.
Notice that at some frequency above the resonance, vibration of the mass is re
duced when excited through the spring. This is because the inertial force of the mass (F =
m*d x/dt ) exceeds the force that the spring can generate by being deformed (F = k*dx).
Using a "soft
spring"
to isolate a device or structure from base disturbance is effective.
One could use this principle to achieve the goal of vibration attenuation by closing
a feedback loop which essentially makes the struts holding the Upper Rigid Body (see Fig.
H2.2-1) behave like weak (or low stiffness) springs. It is relatively straight forward and
requires only a simple controller. However, it is not without a price. If the structure must
be told to point in a particular direction by a force which must act through the spring (as in
a ground-based telescope imaging a distant star, or a electronic lithograph machine etching
a circuit), then a soft spring can dramatically affect performance by slowing the system
response. A better way is to try to cancel the forces coming through the struts before they
can disturb the mass. The draw back here is that you need a very good model of the





Notice the UDF in Fig. 2.2.1-2 has 3 accelerometers (manufactured by Wilcoxon
Research, model 731-201) mounted vertically at the 3 corners. These are placed to pro
vide observability to tip, tilt, and delta-z (piston) motions of the UDF. The accelerometer
gain can be set at 10, 100, and 1000 Wig. We chose the 100 Wig sensitivity that can
measure acceleration levels down to 0.05 milli-g-'s, corresponding to a 5 mV electrical











Fig. H2.3.1-1) Side View Sketch ofWilcoxon 731-201 Accelerometer
The 731-201 has one of the best mass to sensitivity ratios of all off-the-shelf accel
erometers. A low ratio allows one to make low-level measurements with minimal mass
loading of the test subject. Its main drawback is its relatively low frequency response. A
bode curve is shown in Fig. H2.3.1-2 with the corresponding MATLAB model displayed
in the figure title. Accurate acceleration is measured between approximately 1 Hz. to
1000 Hz.
H6
At a frequency of approximately 2000 Hz, a resonance occurs. It is a result of the
construction of the accelerometer. Basically, an accelerometer is made up of a calibrated
mass attached to a piezoceramic. When the mass is accelerated, it exerts a force on the
piezoceramic proportional to that acceleration (F = ma). The piezoceramic then generates
a voltage proportional to this force, and thus the acceleration. Figure H2.3.1-3 shows a
sketch of the inside of the accelerometer.
Accelerometer Frequency Response: Zero 1 =0Hz,Pokl

































Fig. H2.3.1-3) Inside Sketch ofAccelerometer
At some high frequency, the piezoceramic will begin to resonate with the mass at
tached to it. For sensitive accelerometers, the mass is usually made relatively large to in
crease the force imparted to the piezoceramic. This results in a low resonant frequency as
dictated by Eq. H2. 1-1.
Note the magnitude in the useful part of the frequency response curve shown in
Fig. H2.3.1-2. The level shown represents the internal gain of the accelerometer of 10
V/g. In addition to that internal gain, a gain of 20 dB (lOx) is provided by an external
amplifier, bringing the total sensitivity to 100 V/g sensor gain.
The resonant gain is approximately +26 dB or a x20 increase. With such a large
resonance being so close to the frequency band of interest (0-200 Hz), it appeared that it
would make closing the control loop very difficult. We decided to use a 1 pole filter
placed approximately 1/1 0th of the frequency of the resonance, or near 200 Hz. Using
readily available components,
the filter break frequency was set at 234 Hz. using a 20 kD
H8
resistor and a 34 nF capacitor in the feedback path of an OP-07 Op-Amp. The schematic


































Fig. H2.3. 1-5) Frequency Response of 1 Pole Low Pass Filter
H9
Instead of placing this filter at the output of the sensor, we chose to put it on the
output of the digital controller. Here, it could serve as both the intended filter and a
smoothing or reconstruction filter for the D/As. We also added a second input so that a
disturbance signal could be added to the control signal for testing purposes.
The measured frequency response matches almost perfectly with the idealization
shown in Fig. H2.3.1-5. As a final note, the sensor used has a temperature dependent sen
sitivity, as with nearly all sensors. Typical temperature characteristics are shown in Fig.
H2.3.1-6. Such variations are not trivial, especially if used over the whole temperature





Fig. H2.3.1-6) Temperature Dependency ofAccelerometer Sensitivity
(fromWilcoxon Research Inc. Product literature, 1992)
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H2.3.2Actuators
The actuator's basic construction and constitutive equations are developed in this
section. We start with a basic description of the piezoelectric phenomenon, working to
wards amathematical description.
H2.3.2.1 Basic Piezoelectric Equations
To beginmodeling we will sketch the geometry of the PZT wafers used.


















Fig. H2.3.2-1) Sketch of Side and Top View ofPZT, with Coordinate Directions
A piezo-ceramic is made by shaping the raw materials, in this case PZT, into the
desired form. Shapes as varied as hollow tubes, plates, discs, thin shafts, hemispheres,
etc... can be made. In our case, we have a simple plate. Next, a conductor is applied to
either side of this plate. Usually this is a very thin silver coating which is sprayed on.
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Piezoelectricity is an anisotropic characteristic. That is, a ceramic that exhibits
piezoelectricity has a crystalline structure with aligned or partially aligned dipole moments.
These aligned crystalline dipole moments are called domains (Vernitron, page 16, [1 1]).
A large voltage is then placed across these plates which
"poles"
the crystals. That
is, it orients the domains. Once poled, if the plate is compressed in the
"3"
direction (i.e.;
in the direction of the poling field) it will generate a charge and thus a voltage of the same
polarity as the poling voltage. This same polarity can also be generated by applying a ten
sile force in the
"1"
direction. If the applied force is reversed, the polarity of the voltage
generated will reverse. PZTs make highly sensitive sensors; they are often used in
accel-
erometers. It has been said in various product literature that the inherent dynamic range of
piezo-ceramic materials is at least 200 dB.
Likewise, if a voltage is applied to the electrodes, the wafer will deform, contract
ing and expanding depending on the polarity. This is the capacity in which we will use
these PZTs. As an aside, piezo-ceramics can and have been used simultaneously as an
actuator and a sensor. To achieve a
"self-sensing"
actuator is to attain the highest effi
ciency ofmaterial use, true collocation,
and compactness. Its draw back is that it requires
a balanced bridge circuit that can separate the actuation command from the sensor volt
age. This is difficult to do and is the focus ofmuch research.
A PZT will lose all of its piezo-electric characteristics if heated above a certain
temperature. Named after its discoverers (Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880), the Curie
Temperature or Curie Point varies with PZT chemical makeup. Temperatures approach
ing the Curie Point will increase the aging process, and the
PZT will eventually cease to
function. Thus, they should be used well below the Curie Point; one third this temperature
is a safe upper limit. Luckily, the PZT is highly efficient. A properly designed actuator
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operates at well over 90% efficiency, converting most of the electrical energy directly to
mechanical work instead of heat. Typical Curie temperatures are approximately 300C,
which means they can operate safely up to 100C for long periods of time.
If applied voltages approaching the poling voltage but opposite in polarity are
used, the PZT will depolarize. At which voltage this will occur is dependent on material,
operating temperature, and how long this voltage is applied. Typical safe levels should
remain below 500 to 1000 V/mm or 12700 to 25400 V/in. These are relatively high volt
ages, but to get the most actuation out of these devices high voltages are often required.
Let us define some of the parameters that characterize a piezo-ceramic. Because
the piezoelectric effect causes deformation in all 3 dimensions of the crystal, the PZT pa
rameters have subscripts that denote the direction of the applied or generated electric field





constants, which are defined in Table H2.3.2-1.
Table H2.3.2-1) Piezoelectric Constant Definitions
Piezoelectric
constant
Definition English Units MKS Units
d strain developed inch / inch meter/meter
applied field volt / inch volt / meter




applied stress Newton / meter2
g
open circuit field volt / in
lbf/in2
volt / meter
applied stress Newton / meter2
strain developed in/ in meter / meter




Dual subscripts are applied to these 2 parameters. The first subscript indicates the
direction in which electric field is applied or generated. The second subscript denotes the
axes in which the induced strain or applied stress occurs. Thus, ifwe apply a field in the
3-direction (in our case, through the thickness of the plate) and we are interested in
knowing how much a free plate will expand in its length or 1 -direction then we would
want to look up the d3i value.
A superscript T or S is also used on certain parameters to indicate that its value
was measured with the all stresses on the material held constant (superscript T), or with all
strains in the material held constant (superscript S). For example super-T would be used if
all forces were zero (free condition), while
super-S would be used if the element were
blocked to prevent deformation in any direction. Electrical boundary conditions are also
often specified, where super-D indicates an open circuit condition, and a super-E indicates
a short circuit. These boundary conditions are important because mechanical and electri
cal properties are intertwined or coupled in a PZT. This makes it necessary to fully spec
ify both electrical and mechanical boundary conditions before measuring any PZT pa
rameter.




constants have similar defi
nitions. In fact they are related by the simple equation shown below:
d31 = ^33 g3i (H2.3.2-1)
The proportionality constant sT-a is the
material permittivity, which is shown with
super-
T indicating that the PZT is in the free boundary
condition. Permittivity is a material
property which is




K 33 = (H2.3.2-2)
*0
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where 0 is the permittivity of free space
= 2.25
xlO"13
farad/inch or 8.85 xlO
farad/meter. From these basic equations we can derive other useful relationships, such as
the capacitance of the PZT. To arrive at a specific equation, we will have to assume a
plate geometry.
Kr33 0 / w
C = (H2.3.2-3)
Since we have used Eq. H2.3.2-2 in Eq. H2.3.2-3, we are carrying over the as
sumption that the PZT has free mechanical boundary conditions. A more subtle assump
tion is that the PZT is operated below its mechanical resonance. Just like any other plate
with mass and stiffness, our wafers will have a resonance. Due to their small size, this
resonance frequency is typically > 5 kHz. This is far enough above our frequency band of
interest that we can consider the PZT to be operating well below resonance. Near and
above resonance, the PZT itself creates enough internal force to void the free boundary
condition assumption.
Next, a quantitative measure of the electro-mechanical properties of the PZT is
needed. PZT comes in many "flavors", each varying in the ratio of P-Z-T. Our material
selection was dictated by availability. However, we would naturally chose
"PZT-5H"
be
cause it has a high charge constant. The table below summarizes the important piezo
ceramic properties:
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TalDie H2.3.2-2) Piezo-ceramic properties for PZT-5H (20%)
Parameter Value Units Value Units Description




Yp 8.8 x 106 lbs / in2 61 x
10' N/M2 Young'smodulus
r 0.020 in 0.0508 cm Wafer thickness
I 2.00 in 5.08 cm Wafer length
w 1.00 in 2.54 cm Wafer width
K 33 3400 N.A. 3400 N.A.
Relative dielectric
constant
C 24 nF 24 nF Bondedwafer
capacitance
(measured)
C.T.E. 2.2 x 1CH in / in / F
4xlCH> M/M/C Coef. of Thermal
Expansion
Max. Voltage 200 V 200 V Break down limit
So 2.25
xlO-is farad/inch 8.85 xlO-i2 farad/meter Permittivity of
free space




to represent the charge constant. We will remain consistent with the manufac
ture's nomenclature. )
One of the drawbacks with PZT-5H is its temperature sensitivity as seen in Fig.
H2.3.2-2. For applications requiring precision open-loop or uncompensated positioning,
PZT-5A would be a better choice. Moving 25 C about room temperature can cause a
30% change in the actuator force in PZT-5H. This will directly cause a shift in the Bode
plot of2.3 dB. Although most controllers are designed with more than 2 or 3 dB of gain
margin, a change of2.3 dB can cause increased ringing or other performance inhibitors.
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Fig. H2.3.2-2) Plot of d3i versus Temperature
Even worse is the relative dielectric constant's sensitivity to temperature.
Changes in this parameter affect the capacitance of the wafer. Large changes in the ac
tuator's capacitance can affect the performance/stability of the power amps used to drive
the wafers. Fortunately, we designed the power amps used in this study to be insensitive
to such changes (see section 3.2).
KT
33 (dimensionless) vs Temperature (C)
8000 - /
7000 -
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Fig. H2.3.2-3) Plot ofKr33 versus Temperature
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Such variations are a good reason why adaptive systems are so
attractive. Periodi
cally using SYSID, one can essentially re-calibrate the controller to the current operating
conditions. Since the d3J coefficient is not the only thing to change with temperature,
pro
viding individual look-up tables for every parameter of a complex structure that
varies
with temperature becomes impractical. Further, virtually all aspects of a structure will age





H2.4.1 Brief Introduction to NASTRAN
NASTRAN (NASa TRANslation) is a finite element program that was originally
developed by NASA for use on the Space Shuttle program. In its early forms, it was ca
pable of linear stress, dynamic, and heat transfer analysis. NASTRAN was then bought by
MacNeil Schwindler Corp. by whom it is maintained and sold. Today it is capable ofnon
linear analysis, optimization, fluid analysis, thermal analysis, and also has a highly numeri
cally efficient matrix algebra math engine that can be tapped by the experienced user. We
will not get into these features. Our interest lies in the ability to enter a geometric de
scription of our testbed using grid points defined in three-space.
A grid point has 6 D.O.F. in which it can move unless it is constrained in a D.O.F.
Constraints can be entered into NASTRAN. Typically, these constraints are an idealiza
tion of a structure's boundary conditions. A grid point is always placed at a boundary or
interface. For example, if a cantilever beam is firmly mounted to a massive stiffbase, then
the model would have a grid point at the beam's base. This grid point would then be con
strained from moving in X, Y, and Z, but could rotate to allow for a slope at the beam's
base.




that describe the shape
and material properties of the structural elements that connect the grid points. Some ex
amples of 1 dimensional elements are (in order of increasing complexity): RBAR
= rigid
element, CBAR
= flexible element with uniform cross section, and CBEAM
= flexible
element with non-uniform cross sectional properties. Linear elements cannot have any
abrupt changes in cross sectional area, as one might expect. Thus, at a minimum, a grid
point must be placed at the locations where these structural elements change in some way
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(e.g., shape, density, material). Two-dimensional elements connect three or more grid
points to form a plane, such as CTRIA which connects 3 points, and CQUAD elements
which connect 4 grid points.
For dynamic analysis, consideration must be made for the complexity of the mode
shapes (or eigenvectors) of interest. Two grid points joined together by a single element
(say a CBAR) are sufficient to model a cantilever beam under simple static loads; for ex
ample, a point load at its tip. However, dynamically this model is only capable of yielding
a solution for the beam's
1st
bending mode.
Modeling of higher order modes requires more grid points; a minimum of 3 and 4




bending modes, respectively. Further, these higher or
der modes are not likely to be accurately predicted in shape or frequency with such a
coarse model because NASTRAN distributes mass and stiffness properties in relation to
the grid points. Accurate models have at least 2 to 5 times the minimum number of grids





Fig. H2.4.1-1) First 3 Mode Shapes ofClamped-Free Uniform Cantilever Beam
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With even a simple 3-D structure, the number ofgrid points can grow very large if
one does not carefully consider the frequency bandwidth of interest. We are interested in
dynamics below 200 Hz. Given the size of this testbed, we will likely need several dozen
grid points. For NASTRAN, this is a small model. It is capable of handling many thou
sands of grid points, which translates to needing to solve many thousands of simultaneous
linear equations. The algorithms it uses are considered "state-of-the-art", and more often
than not, it is the available time and computer speed that Umit the solvable problem size,
not the numerical accuracy/stability ofNASTRAN. In comparison to MATLAB, the ma
trix algebra engine in NASTRAN is 2 or 3 orders of magnitude faster. Such speed is
needed to find the vibrational characteristics of a 100,000 grid point model of the Space
Shuttle when it crashes into the atmosphere.
H2.4.2Model Description
For simplicity and efficiency, we have modeled the testbed with the minimum
number of grid points. Figure H2.4.2-1 shows the grid layout and how they are con












Fig. H2.4.2-1) NASTRANModel Orthogonal View - Grid Point Connectivity
In all there are 43 grid points, each with 6 free D.O.F., excluding the three lower
grids which are clamped. NASTRAN must solve a
240th
(6x40) dimension eigen-problem.
On a SUN Sparc-20, this takes about 5 minutes. The output of this run is a list of the ei
genvalues (resonant frequencies) and eigenvectors (mode shapes, or deformed shapes).
These eigenvectors can then be plotted using a geometry program such as PATRAN.
PATRAN will overlay the deformed plot with the undeformed plot for each eigenvalue.
Such plots help to determine where to place sensors for maximum observability of
modes of interest. Likewise, they point out areas where the strain or amount ofbending is
high for a mode, suggesting a good place for an actuator. In our case, we pre-determined
where the actuators and sensors are to go. However, the NASTRAN model was used to
size the tube's wall thickness and weight of the UDF. It turned out that the tube wall
thickness had to be as thin as commercially available, and the UDF had to be as heavy as
possible (without making it impossible to lift by hand).
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Ideally we would like to be able to reproduce the deformed-shape plots experi
mentally to verify the model. This would entail placing sensors on each of the grid loca
tions and exciting the structure by
"tapping"
it at specific locations with a calibrated ham
mer. (Such "calibrated
hammers"
consist of a hammer which as been outfitted with a
force gage which measures the time history of the hammer hit.) Although this is com
monly done in industry, such tests are very time consuming and expensive. Since we don't
have 40 accelerometers, the best and easiest test we can perform is to excite the structure
through the actuator and measure the sensor response; that is, make a Bode plot of each
input-output pair.
NASTRAN can also output Bode type frequency response plots. First we must
have a way of representing the actuator and sensor inNASTRAN. This is discussed in the
next section. Such capability is a powerful tool in sizing actuators and sensors, and per
forming preliminary control design studies. Unfortunately such tools are not perfect.
All tubing and flexures were modeled as 1 dimensional elements with the appropri
ate cross sectional areas and lengths. Despite efforts to accurately represent the structural
elements, the NASTRAN frequency response plots showed little resemblance to those
generated experimentally. Although this model could then be
"tuned"
to more closely
match Bode plots, it will never overlay to better than 5-10 dB over a 10
- 200 Hz. band
width, and will match even worse above 200 Hz. Once again the need for system identifi
cation is illustrated, as we shall soon see.
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H2.4.3 Sensor andActuatorModeling
Let us model the sensors first. Since our sensors produce a voltage directly pro
portional to acceleration (10 V/g), modeling is very easy. NASTRAN allows you to out
put the displacement, velocity, and (fortuitously) the acceleration of any grid point in the
model. All we have to do is put a grid point near the location of the accelerometer, and
request acceleration as output. To add accuracy, NASTRAN allows you to attach a mass
to a grid point, to model the added mass of the sensor. That is all we need for a sensor
model.
The actuators are not so simple. We must model the local contraction and expan
sion that the wafers cause. Two grid points are placed at either end of the actuator.
When the wafer expands, these 2 grid points must move apart under the expansion shear
force imparted by the wafers. The governing equation for how much force is applied is
given by Eq. H2.3.2-7. Recall that the wafer is expanding in both directions. Thus the
force applied is an equal and opposite shear force at either end ofthe wafer.
To further complicate things, the force generated is proportional to the applied
voltage. NASTRAN knows nothing about voltage, having only a degree in mechanical
engineering. We must relate applied voltage to force generated. NASTRAN has an ele
ment called an "MPC", or Multi-Point Constraint. An MPC forms a mathematical rela
tionship between how one point's motion (independent point) affects the motion of other
points (dependent). That is, if the independent point is moved, the dependent points will
move as determined by the MPC equation. MPCs are useful in defming mechanisms
where a grid point may be rotated which causes linear motion of another grid point pro
portional to the rotation, thus defining a worm drive or lead screw.
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We define an independent point, the position ofwhich is irrelevant as we shall see.
This point is then
"linked"
viaMPC to the physical grid points which are located at either
end of the actuator. The MPC equation is written such that the actuator gain equation
(Eq. H2.3.2-7) relates a fictitious applied force, which is actually the applied voltage, to a
force at each grid at the actuator end points. Pictorially, it will look as shown in Fig.
H2.4.3-1.
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Fig. H2.4.3-1) NASTRANModel ofActuator usingMPC
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This may seem odd, but it is the only way to get NASTRAN to recognize "applied
voltage"
As far as NASTRAN is concerned, you are applying a force to a grid point in
space that inherits stiffness from its dependent grid points. That is, the grid point is not
floating in space, a condition which would be flagged by NASTRAN as a loose or uncon
nected grid. The independent grid, if pushed, will in turn
"push"
on the dependent grids
with a gain of 1 / Yp w t d31 . The sign is determined by whether or not the direc
tion of the force is the same or opposite to that of the fictitious force (or voltage polarity).
As mentioned earlier, the physical grid points are placed where changes in the
cross sectional area of the structure occur. The area changes shown in Fig. H2.4.3-1
nearly coincide with the ends of the PZT wafers. For efficiency, we used only one grid at
each end of the PZT to both model the area change, and serve as the dependent grids in
theMPC.
Now we can use the frequency response tools ofNASTRAN to generate a Bode
plot from the finite element model. We use an
"RLOADl"
card to apply a
time-
varying
input to the independent grid point (PI). The RLOADl card tells NASTRAN how much
force to apply to PI and over what frequency range, and how fine a frequency resolution
to use.
To avoid numerical problems, we must tell NASTRAN how much damping to as
sume in its solution using the
"SDAMPING"
card. We assumed 0.2% which is typical of
flexured structures. A print out of the full NASTRAN model is provided in appendix D.
Plots of the output at all four corners of the UDF and in all three orthogonal directions
(cylindrical: Z, Radial, Theta-Z) were generated. It was fortunate that we did not spend
too much time with the NASTRAN model, as the accuracy was quite poor, and the
eventual testbed fabrication did not match the drawings.
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